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set Research Information for
Teachers is published twice a year by
the New Zealand and Australian
Councils for Educational Research.
Each set contains 14 or 15 separate
items on research, written for
teachers, students, Board members,
and interested parents.
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1. Contents Sheet -
Make copies and pass them on to interested people.

2. Introduction
David Philips
A short essay on where wortdwide research has got to. and on the
relevance of the research in this Best el set Writing.

Acquisition end Development

3. Kids Can Write the First Week in School
Mary Ellen GieCOttre
A simple question or two, some careful noting down. and this teacher
had very useful, and exciting, research results about her own class of
8-year-olds. An example of research every teacher can do. From set
No. 2. 1981.

4. Spelling Genius at Work
Ra;hard Gentry
A fascinating account of the development of a child's written language
from 4-years-old to 10. Glenda Bissex's book. GNYS AT WAK is
enthusiastically reviewed. From set No. 2, 1983.

5. Six Weeks Writing in Two Secondary School
Classrooms
David Phps
By regular intennews of chicken and teachers. try collecting samples
of work, by visiting classes in English. Science. SociallEconomic
Studies, a picture was built up of writing across the curnculum. From
sat No. 1. 1986.

Teaching issues

6. Grammar
Two short pieces

6a. A Working Knowledge
Katy Simonds
An investigation of how well 12-year-olds understand the difference
between spoken and written language. Despite having no grammatical
vocabulary, they have an excellent worlung knowledge. A new dem.

6b. Does Instruction in English Grammar Improve
Writing Skills?
Warwick Elley, Ian Barham, Hilary Lamb, Malcolm Wyllie
Thrt 9 contrasting approaches to grammar were used. over three
years. in separate matching classes in a large secondary school. From
set No. 1, 1975.

7. Encouraging Writing
David PhilOs
A smorgasbord of techniques, all based on research, with
expianagons, practical advice and lots of references for further reading
and study. From sit No. 2, 1983,

8. Writing with Word Processors
liana Snyder
The computer's impact on writing quality, on the cOmposing process,
and on classroom interactions, aB researched with 13-year-olds using
both word processors and traditional pen and paper. A new Item.

Item 1

From the 500 items in set since 1974,
the best 12 on Writing have been
selected. Added to these are 3 new
items appearing for the first time, and
an kitroducticer by the editor of this
special edition, David Philips.
Australian subscriptions: set, ACER,
Box 210, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122.
New Zealand subscriptions: set,
NZCER, Box 3237, Wellington 6000.

9. Owning Your Own Writing
David Milk"s
Sixty teachers from the earliest classes in primary school to the top of
the secortary school heOed in this project which looked at how the
most successful teachers of whing got such good wadi from their
pupils. From set No. 2. 1989.

10. Unlocking the Great Secret
Graeme Withers
Here s an article about maths teaching! In this case the techniques cif
PROCESS WRITING are used to help both children and teachers
understand how thinking solves problems. From set No. 2, 1989.

Assessment

11, Staging Points in Personal Narrative
Irene Farmer and John Dixon
Studying 8- to 13-year-olds' writing over a year revealed certain
features which appeared again and again. These have been set out
as 'staging points', stages to look out for as children's abilities
develop. Lots of good examples. From sat No. 1, 1986.

12.Evaluating Writing
David Philips
What are the beat marking techniques? Day-to-day course-work
writing and end-of-term assessments are distingurshed and a thorough
exammabon of the most useful and accurate technklues is made,
inducing a checklist of important points. From set No. 1. 1982.

13. Evaluation of the Process of Writing
Jody Parr
How you assess partly depends on your notion of what writing is for.
But the accuracy of the assessment depends on clearly distinguishing
different characteristics, from planning to sensitivity. From set No. 2,
1991.

14.Writers At Risk
Carpi Adler
Some children of average intelligence fall further and further behind in
writing. How can they be identified? Here. spelt out in detail, is an
assessment method which helps identify strengths and weaknesses.
From set No. 1. 1987.

Standards

15.Leaming and Teaching Writing
Hilary Lamb
in New Zealand in 1984 six thousand children wrote letters, stones,
arguments and reflections for the IEA programme. The analysts gives
more than a place in some sort of international academic Olympics - it
is a fascinating picture of the children themselves. And ft helps us
match techniqueS and gOals. From ste No. 1. 19Efil.

16.Taking Care of the Elements
Claire Woods
In South Australia the performance of 11- and 12-year-olds as readers
and writers is being assessed in a project called WRAP The first
results from the Writing section - on writing performance, on

4 curriculum, and on teaching and learning - are here surveyed. A new
item.



Item 2

WRITING IN SCHOOLS:
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A SURVEY OF THEORY AND PRACTICE
By David Philips

New Zealand Ministry of Education

Inti lduction

More than ever, writing is a prerequisite to a fully func-
tioning life in the 1990s. As the articles in this collection
make clear, writing is an essential skill, an integral part of
the information age; it assists personal development and
intellectual growth, is essential for social purposes. and is a
key method of learning in every subject. It is also, despite
the prevalence of short-answer tests, the principal means
for assessing performance at school. Many of these themes
are taken up by the contributors to Best of set: Writing.

This collection includes papers from authors in several
countries. Scale of the articles have been published previ-
ously in set after earlier publication elsewhere, while
others have been specially prepared for Best of set: Writing.
Most of the items are by New Zealand rir Australian writ-
ers, with additional material from the United States and
Great Britain. These pieces cover a wide age range, from
beginning writers' knowledge of words (see Gentry's and
Giacobbe's articles) through the primary school (e.g.,
Adler, Farmer and Dixon, Wither.. and Woods) to the
secondary school level (e.g., Elley, Philips, and Snyder).
The main focus is on teaching and learning, including an
item on writing with a word processor (Snyder). Several
articles are concerned with different forms of assessment
(Adler, Lamb, Parr, Philips, and Woods), ranging from
national or regional surveys (Lamb, Woods) through to
intensive diagnostic monitoring of individual writers
(Adler, Parr). Most items address topics of interest to both
primary and secondary teachers.

Key Ideas

During the 1980s, teachers of writing have encountered
-arious issues, Perhaps the two most consuming ones have

been the 'process versus product' debate and the issue of
standards. The development of writing, the composing
process, the use of computers for writing, and writing-
across-the-curriculum have also become more important
over the past decade, and each of these themes is taken up
in this collection.

The 'process/product' debate concerns the extent to
which students should be encouraged to generate their
'own' writing compared with creating grammatically
correct products. Advocates of the process approach
towards teaching writing, such 3S Graves, claim that
students learn to write best if they are encouraged to focur,
upon discrete stages in the writing process, inventing,
planning, drafting, rewriting, proofreading and publish-
ing, and have a large degree of control over their own writ-
ing processes. Proponents of the genre approach, on the
other hand, particularly in Australia, for example, the
researchers Christie, Gilbert, and Martin, have argued
strongly that the ideas of Graves, particularly the attention
paid to the generation of original writing, are misguided,
and that students need explicit guidance in order to learn
the distinguishing features of different kinds of writing or
genres. The debate continues; in my view both approaches
have contributed towards our understanding of how best
to improve the teaching and learning of writing.

Standards of writing have always been a matter for
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public concern, and every now and then a flare-up in the
media draws attention to the apparent lack of prepared-
ness of school leavers for the writing demands of business
or further education. Public perceptions, however, do not
match the available evidence. Much research. some
recounted in this set (El lev, Lamb), has now established
that standards of literacy 'have not fallen in recent years
despite the more heterogeneous student populations in
both Australia and New Zealand. The lEA Written
Composition Study in which New Zealand (though not
Australia) participated showed that most 12- and 15-year-
old students wrote well in a variety of genres and that their
writing was not full of basic spelling and punctuation
ermrs.

A number of other themes have been influential in the
1980s. It is now widely accepted that many children take a
strong interest in writing before they begin school, and
studies have been made of the development of children's
knowledge about reading and writing in the early years
(e.g.. Gentry and Giacobbe in this set; and research by
Taylor). The implications for teachers are very clear - that
it cannot be assumed that children arrive at school with no
literacy awareness, nor that all that is necessary is to
provide them with models of accurate language usage and
they will be able to mimic these, at progressively more
sophisticated levels, until they reach adult competency.
However, there are still very few detailed studies ot the
acquisition of early writing with Marie Clay's work being a
notable exception. Also, in the 19805, increasMg attention
was given to the links between reading and writing and
the role that each can play in assisting the development of
the other.

Writing development in every part of every school,
primary and secondary, has also become a focus, and the
related notions of writing to learn and karning through writ-
ing (Mayher, Lester and Pradl have written a book about
these themes). Writing-across-the-curriculum is a signifi-
cant catch phrase in some institutions. However, this
important principle is rarely taken up by the majority of
schools or teachers. It is a pity since every teacher, whether
it is acknowledged or not, is a teacher of writing in some
way, just by encouraging certain sorts of writing or
discouraging others.

Perhaps Graves's most notable contribution has been to
reinforce the importance of allowing children to experience
the pleasures of authorship. Hence, there has been a
greater interest in the production of books written by
children in the classroom; these are then made available to
others. In some writers have been paid to spend
time in residence so that pupils can observe how writers go
about their work. The writers can also provide guidance to
children with their own writing. In these ways students
become aware that writing can be fun, though it is also
hard work.

Another key idea has been the importance of modelling,
or providing an example to students. Many teachers write
in the classroom at the same time as their pupils, sharing in
the same kinds of activities and talking about the difficul-
ties they have, as a way of encouraging writing develop-
ment.

Perhaps the most significant idea emerging from
research (though beginning to be reflected more in
resources for writing teachers) has been the emphasis upon
writing processes. Graves has given impetus to this
concept in schools, though the research of Hayes and
Flower, examining the composing processes used by
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college writers and comparing the practices of expert writ-
ers with novice writers, has helped to illuminate the
components of writing, the points at which :nany students
experience difficulties, and writing's recursiveness (i.e., the
highly interlinked and overlapping nature of writing).

Finally, with computers being used in education more
and more, there is a g4ater awareness of how word
processing programmes can assist the development of
writing. Many teachers encourage the use of computers in
their writing programmes (see Snyder in this set, and other
work by Chandler and Marcus, Daiute).

Research

Research on writing intensified throughout the 1980s.
Many North American and Australian universities now
have at least one staff member with an active interest in the
teaching of writing. Research which can foster the devel-
opment of writing, as well as adding to our knowledge of
the writing process, is under way, particularly in those
departments which teach composition courses (still rare in
Australia and New Zealand). A significant number of
research studies have now been carried out on writing,
including major surveys of the field (e.g., Hillocks, Tate)
and research programmes, such as the studies carried out
by the Centre for the Study of Writing at the University of
California, Berkeley, and Carne0e Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, continue to yield valuable material. Books (e.g.,
by Bereiter and Scardamalia) and journals (e.g., Written
Communication) have proliferated. The teaching of writing
has been underpinned by a body of knowledge which is
continually being refined and added to.

Much of this research effort has explored the develop-
ment of writing skills, influenced by studies of the acquisi-
tion of writing in young children or the composing
processes of university students (Flower). Clay's study
(1975) is a good example, showing how pre-schoolers and
children in their first year of school acquire notions about
what is involved in writing. In this set, Gentry discusses
research carried out by Bissex on her son frim the age of 4
to 10 years, as he moves through various stages in discov-
ering more and more about spelling (though Bissex's book
looks in more detail at the acquisition of both reading and
writing) and Giacobbe offers a glimpse of what children
know about writing in their first week at school.

Several surveys of the kinds of writing students
encounter in schools have been undertaken (see Woods in
this set, and Spencer) particularly in the early 1980s. Efforts
have been made to develop typologies of different kinds of
writing (Davis) or to describe the features of texts
produced by students (Harris and Wilkinson). The assess-
ment of writing skills (and, in earlier times, of marker relia-
bility) was also the focus of many research studies; it is
likely to become more important through the 1990s as
governments with financial imperatives become more
preoccupied with issues of accountability and national
standards.

Many educators have started to take a closer interest in
the development of national assessment systems. In
Australia, for example, the short-lived Australasian Co-
operative Assessment Program began to develop literacy
profiles, while in the United Kingdom the National
Curriculum and its associated key stages for assessment of
pupils' competency at ages 7, 11, 14 and 16 has drawn
attention towards students' writing performance more



than ever before. A related developme.it in New Zealand is
the 'Achievement Initiative', a policy of the government
elected in 1990, which is aimed at increasing student learn-
ing and achievement. A strong emphasis is placed on
assessment issues in this set.

In Australia, researchers who have played an importart
role in extending our awareness of ways of teaching wrir-

ing have included scholars such as Cambourne, examining
the development of literacy learning in primary schools
using naturalistic techniques, and Christie. Gilbert, and
Martin, who have extended our views of ways to improve
the teaching of different kinds of writing using insights
from linguistics. Johnston has explored various non-judge-
mental ways of assessing students' writing in order to help
students to respond positively to feedback about their writ-
ing. Most of these researchers have also produced
resources for teachers.

In New Zealand, Clay, Glynn, and Philips have under-
taken studies of writing. Clay has focused upon how child-
ren learn to write as part of her research into reading,
while Glynn, using applied behaviour analysis, has exam-
ined ways of helping students with basic writing problems,
for example, to generate text. Philips, also influenced by
naturalistic approaches for classroom research (e.g., Perl)
observed 'successful' teachers at work in primary and
secondary schools and has studied how computers may be
used to develop writing skills.

Teaching Writing Teaching

There have been considerable advances in the teaching of
writing in New Zealand and Australian schools over the
past decade. In the early 1980s in both New Zealand and
Australia Graves was particularly influential with his focus
upon the writing process. He spoke at several important
conferences (e.g., the IFTE conference in Sydney in 1980)
and his edited papers (Walshe) and bool( Writing: Teadwrs
and Children at Work have sold well. Few primary teachers
can have been uninfluenced by at least some of his ideas.
Hs approaches have become a new kind of orthodoxy.
Other teachers and researchers such as Martin and

Gilbert have challenged Graves's methods as too unstruc-
tured, leading to chaos in the classroom. Cambourne has
also had a major impact though his concerns as an educa-
tor are not just with writing but with a holistic approach
towards literacy teaching. Richardson's article on the two
competing pedagogies - process-based and genre-based -
in Australia is a sound overview of some of the main
issues.

What has been done to transmit knowledge abou: the
teaching of writing to teachers? In New Zealand perhaps
the most significant innovation has been the New Zealand
Writing Project, based upon the framework of the Bav Area
Writing Project in the United States. This approach reflects
the tundamental principle that the best ways to improve
writing are to practise writing, to discuss proven tech-
niques, and to study research findings applying to class-
room practice; it is described in detail in a book by
Carruthers et al, The Word Process.

Another development has been the use of writers in
schools. The New Zealand Book Council has administered
a scheme for several years which enables primary and
secondary schools to have a visiting writer speak about
their writing to groups of pupils. A list of accredited writ-
ers is maintained by the Book Council. This scheme, while
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it functions only indirectly to improve the teaching oi writ-
ing, does allow both teachers and students to focus upon
aspects of the writing process.

For teachers, research on the assessment of writing has
offered some useful insights. The doubtful ubefulness of
grammar teaching (see Elley in this set) is now well estab-
lislwd, at least among writing researchers if not among the
general public or politician& Writing models as standards
(benchmarks) for judging students' writing have not been
very influential, nor have writing checklists. Develop-
mental profiles of individual pupils are becoming of great
interest, particularly in Australia and Britain (Broadfoot).
Many teachers find the notion useful but many more
remain to be convinced.

There are few, if any, sound standardised tests of writing
competence. While research has demonstrated that the reli-
ability of essay marking can be dramatically improved
when criteria are made explicit and markers carefully work
through samples, adjusting the basis for their judgements
using consensus decision-making, much work remains to
be done in this area to produce cost-effective methods. The
model used in the lEA Study of Written Composition
(Lamb) is piobably impractical for most schools despite its
usefulness as an in-service technique.

Perhaps the most interesting development for assisting
students to wri.e better is respore,ive feedback, researched
using different methods by Johnston in Australia and
Glynn in New Zealand. Students are given explicit guid-
ance on what they are doing inappropriately and supplied
with techAiques for improving their writing. This approach
is recounted in an accessible way in Brian Johnston's book,
Assessing English.

Conclusion

One of the more popular myths about writing is tha it
cannot be taught. Yet we live in a world where more ar.d
more emphasis is placed upon accountability and the
measurement of outcomes. The education system of most
countries has not been immune from this pressure, It
seems to me that the tension between (a) teaching to
encourage the personal, developmental, emotional aspects
of writing and (b) the imperative to inculcate accuracy then
to determine students' skill levels by testing their compe-
tency, is unlikely to be resolved until greater respect is
accorded to the results of research

High on the list of educloonal priorities must remain: (1)
the quality ot writing aLid the writing experience; (2) the
opportunities afforded for learning (irrespective of the
subject content); (3) ti.e need to understand the writing
process or the act of composing or invention (see Young).
An obsession with structured descriptions such as attain-
ment levels, minimal competencies, and standards is likely
to undo much of the good work of writing researchersover
the past decade and to be antipathetic to sound educa-
tional practice.

Researchers need to focus much more directly on the
consequences for teaching and learning of such politically
motivated approaches. Perhaps the genre-based approach
for witting teaching is a useful compromise between the
artificiality of age-related standardised assessment tasks
and the age-old problem of subjectivity associated with
letting students write whatever they want, in an unguided
fashion, and then judging their work simply on the basis of
its sincerity or originality!
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It is also important that research in the future, as it is
beginning to do, places tar greater emphasis upon the
contexts in which writing is acquired rather than interpret-
ing writing as an individualistic skill. The latter emphasis
raises pedagogical implications but no others. Little
research has been carried out into the role of parents or of
other caregivers in fostering the development of writing
skills (Taylor), and the political dimensions of writing have
rarely been closely examined (Lankshear).

Writing will continue to be one of the focal points of
education. Technological changes which appear to place a
greater focus upon instant communication (e.g., sophisti-
cated teleconferencing facilities) and aural/oral modes of
learning, in no way diminish the importance of writing or
of permanent records. The analysis of information, irre-
spective of its source (e.g., from complex databases), and
the presentation of cogent arguments for decision-making,
require finely tuned writing skills.

Claims that writing is no longer relevant to the modern
world are unsustainable. If anything, it is now more impor-
tant than ever to be able to write well. Each of the pieces in
Best of set: Writing assists our understanding of the teach-
ing and learning of writing and makes a contribution
towards this goal.

Note

David Philips is a member of the Learning and
Assessment Policy Unit of the New Zealand Ministry of
Education, Private Box 1666, Wellington, New Zealand. He
was formerly a research officer with the New Zealand
Council for Eeticational Research, specialising in writing
and its assessment.
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Kids Can Write the First
Week in School

By Mary Ellen Giacobbe
Atkinson Academy, New Hampshire

Reprinted by special permission of
LEARNING, The Magazine for Creative Teaching
September 1981
* 1981 by Pitman Learning Inc.

Children say they can write but that they can not read.
They can hold a crayon, marker, pencil or some other
kind of writing instrument and they can produce
some form of written expression.

When this Khool year began I wanted to find out
what my first graders attending the Atkinson
Academy, the public school in Atkinson, New
Hampshire, could do as writers. On the first day of
school I gave five of them an A4 exercise book
containing forty sheets of unlined paper. I told them
that these were for them to write in. The other
seventeen children were assigned to other areas in
the classroom.

I circulated around the classroom observing and
talking with the children. 'Tell me about your

. . 'Why do you think the sand goes
through this strainer faster than through that
strainer?' . . . 'How many cubes do you think it will
take to fit across the top of the desk?'

Someone tugged at my sleeve and I turned to see
Mark standing by my side with his journal. 'Tell me
about your drawing, Mark,' I said.

He pointed to each part of the drawing and said,
'This is the ocean and this is a sailboat and chic is the
anchor. These are clouds.'

He had written BD for boat and KLD for cloud. I
could tell that the oversized anchor was important
but he felt that he couldn't write anchor so I helped
him.

'Can I do another page?' he asked.
I nodded my head and Mark rejoined Ellen at the

writing table. Ellen was tracing around her knd with
a blue marker. Then with a red marker she colored
the entire center and thumb and then continued to
color the fingers orange, purple, brown and black. A
big yellow sun appeared in the top right corner and
two flowers grew to the left of the hand. Short,
straight, vertical, green lines bordered the bottom of
the page. Ellen wrote:

The Trce was Tacan a wec
(The turkey was taking a walk.)

She read it to herself, crossed out the T in Tacan,
changed it to a w and on top of a wec, she wrote D the
hail. Her message now read:

The Trce was wacan 0 the hall
(The turkey was walking down the hil.)

Already Ellen knew that she could clu,nge her
message so that it said exactly what she wanted it to
say. She was rereading and revising.

My attention was drawn to the tap, tap, tapping of
the black marker on David's page as he was creating a
snowstorm. He wrote:

I So So
(I saw snow.)

David said, 'This is a big snowstorm. A real blizzard.'
As he touched each word, he read, 'I saw snow.'

I asked David, 'What do you notice a bout the words
saw and snow?' He replied, 'They both begin with the
same sound.'

Figure 1 Class Spelling Patterns First Week of
School
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Helen

Frank

Greg

John

Brian

Jennifer

Lisa

Kelly

Bob

Carl

Linda

Sarah

Diane

Donna

David

Jeremy
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Mark

Susan
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Lisa's marker was filling the page with 3cm letters to
tell about her drawing of a huge blue circle with a
yellow and a white dot in the center. I joined her on
the rug just as she was finishing:

TES IS A PEKHTR
(This is a picture.)

'Could you tell me more about your picture, Lisa?' I
asked.

She turned the page and replied, 'In just a minute.'
As she continued to write, a duck and a pond became
obvious. Her message:

AV A POND AND A DAK
(of a pond and a duck)

Throughout the morning the children who weren't
writing were asking, 'When am I going to get my
book?' ... 'Can I have a book like those guys?' ... 'Am
I going to get my book tomorrow?'

By the third day of school all twenty-two children
had their own journals and were all 11% iting. I knew
that children could write sooner than we think but I
thought it would take longer than three half-days of
school before an entire class of five, six and seven year
olds would be writers.

As the blank pages in their journals came alive with
drawings and words telling of their experiences, I
could see these children had entered school ready to
engage in the active process of writing. They were
writing their own workbooks. They were showing me
what they knew as well as what they neeced to know.
There were no errors to be red penciled. Just
information showing me what the next step of
instruction should be.

In my education courses, I had been taught that
children must first be able to read and when they had
a reading vocabulary they could begin to write. These

Jennifer

Lisa

Bob

Mark

Jennifer

Lisa

Bob

Mark

children were contradicting that teaching. They
could write even though they could not read.
(However, they were usually able to read what they
wrote!)

During the second week of school I administered a
self-made writing test of twenty words. In choosing
the words I tried to use as many different initial and
final consonants and long and short vowels as
possible. Fifteen of the words were one syllable and
five were two syllable words.

I worked with the children individually or in pairs. I
gave each an A4 sheet of paper sectioned into
rectangles numbered one to twenty. I asked the
children to write the word rag next to the number
one. I did not emphasize any sounds. I said the word
as I would in normal conversation. I continued with
the rest of the test in the same manner.

After ninety minutes of testing, I learned that my
first grade children were able to write far more than I
ever imagined. I wondered why I had waited so long
to let my children write in other years. Figure 1 shows
the results from a sampling of the test. Four of the
words used in the tests are written across the top. The
children's responses are listed below. Jeremy and Ed
had come to school able to write most words
accurately. Helen was able to write the h.:Pial sounds
of words.

The responses of four children are shown for the
entire test of twenty words in Figure 2.
Jennifer and Lisa knew all the consonant sounds and
were able to use them when writing a word. They
were also using vowels. Bob was writing most initial
and final consonants with a sprinkling of vowels.
Mark was writing r in the medial position in zero but
did not hear r in the initial position in rag, or at the
end of doctor.

Figure 2 Spelling Patterns Twenty Words First
Week of School
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What I Found Out

1. Most of the children felt this was an activity they
could do.

2. Only two said, 'I don't know how to write.'
3. The two children that said they did not know how

to write did not know all of their letters. Ken would
say, , 'Buzz. Buh, buh. B. What does a 0 look like?'
He was hearing the sound; he could reproduce the
sound and give it a letter name but he could not
remember what the letter looked like.

4. Some children said, 'Is that right?' I would reply,
'What do you think?' They would respond, 'It
sounds that way to me!' or 'That's all I hear.'

5. All of the children wrote in a left to right direction.
6. Most of the children knew the initial and final

consonant sounds and were able to use them in
writing a word.

The children did not stop writing at the end of the
first week of school. They have been writing
continuously for almost three months. Their words
now make sentences and their sentences tell stories.
Forty-seven books have been typed and sewn into
hard covers which have become their reading.
Because my children write, they now say, 'Yes, we can
read!'

Editorial Note

Mrs Giacobbe's research grew out of her desire to
know more about the children in her grade one
classroom. It was stimulated by the work of a research
team under Professor Donald Graves of New
Hampshire University which spent a year in
classrooms observing children writing. Professor
Graves is at present writing a book on the results of
the work but several papers have already appeared
in academic and teachers' journals, and, he says more
importantly, in the equivalent of the Australian and
New Zealand Woman's Weekly.

Here are one or two of his comments on writing
research in the junior school in America, some
comments on good research, and on teachers as
researchers.

In the USA in the last 25 years only 156 studies have
been made of how children begin writing. Most of

.=...=Mmt...mv=Nne.Emnqmwmw.wmwwmwm.wMm.

these were attempts to find 'good methods' of
teaching writing. Almost all of them were done by
students, many as exercises to show how well they
could apply what they had learnt about statistics.
Most money in American elementary education is
spent on developing children's reading skills, for
every VOW spent on children's ability to receive
information only 51 was spent on their power to send
it in writing. Up tu 1972 over half of the meagre
amount of writing research was concerned with what
teachers were doing. Only 12% was concerned with
what the children did when they wrote.

Experimental writing research has helped the
classroom teacher very little and there has been
hardly any advice about teaching writing that has
been based on research. This is in spite of the fact that
experimental research purports to give direct help.
Experiments have, on the whole, been set up to
answer the questions that teachers ask most: 'What
will stimulate good writing?' or 'What is the best way
to correct papers?' Typically an experiment will try
three different stimuli to 'activate' students into
better writing. One group, carefully matched by
statistical measures, will receive no help. If one of the
methods (usually the favourite method of the
researcher) shows by better than 95:1 odds that
good results are not due to chance, then t:v
approach is purported to be valid for all children and
teachers.

But this experimental method transfers scientific
methods which work for selecting grass seed to social
events and processes. If information from one
educational study is to be used in another teaching
situation, with other children, by other teachers, a
thorough description of the contextual factors need
to be given. Both the process and the context should
be given and then teachers can see it the information
is of use to them.

Teachers who reed information about process and
context often want to try infxrnalresearch projects of
their own. Since the prrcedures were conducted in
classrooms, they see themselves in the midst of the
data along with the children. They begin to keep daily
records of skills advancement along with collected
writings of the children. Using charts of daily child
conferences, reading and writing growth patterns are
observed and recorded. Much of these data are one
step away from formal research studies, and can be
immensely helpful in day to day teaching for the
teachers who do them.
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Spelling Genius at Work

An analysis of developmental
spelling in GNYS AT WRK

s

By Richard Gentry
Western Carolina Universihj

GNYS AT WRK by Glenda Bissex is a fascinating account of her son Paul's
development of written language from his first writing as a 4-year-old until he
was 10. Richard Gentry sees five ccages in learning to spell revealed, he shows

what is involved in each stage, and what the teacher can do to help.

Teachers who understand that spelling is a complex
developmental process can help students acquire spelling
competency. Initially, the teacher must recognize five stages of
spelling development. Once the stages are identified, the
teacher can provide opportunities for children to develop
cognitive strategies for dealing with English orthography, and
assess the pupil's development. This article demonstrates a
scheme for categorizing spelling development and shows ways
to foster pupils' spelling competency. In doing so, it integrates
important work by Bissex (1980), spelling researchers, and
readinoilanguage researchers over the past decade.

GM'S AT WRK, an account of a case study conducted by
Glenda Bissex (1980), contributes much understanding to how
children may develop reading, writing, and oral language
skills. In addition, it provides an excellent data base for this
focus on spelling development. Bissex traces her son Paul's
written language development from his first writing as a 4-year-
old through productions typical of fourth graders whose
reading, writing, and spelling development has progressed
normally up through the ages of 9 or 10 years.

This article applies a developmental spelling classification
system to the Bissex case study, revealing developmental
stages that researchers (Beers and Henderson, 1977; Gentry,
1977; Henderson and Beers, 1980; Read, 1975) have discovered
in children's early spelling and writing. Such pre-existing form
suggests 'that learning to spell is not simply a matter of
memorizing words but in large measure a consequence of
developing cognitive strategies for dealing with English
orthography . . .' (Read and Hodges, in press). Further, the

411mmr.

The article first appeared in The Reading Teacher, Vol. 36,
No. 2. November 1982, and is reprinted by permission of the
International Reading Association and Dr 3. Richard Gentry.
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article outlines the developmental process and provides
suggestions for how spelling development may be nurtured in
the classroom.

As children discover the intricacies of printed English, they
progress through five levels of spelling, with each represenfing
a different conceptualization of English orthography:
precommunicative spelling, semiphonetic spelling, phonetic
spelling, transitional spelling, and correct spelling (Gentiy,
1978). A progresive differentiation of orthographic knowledge
may be observed which, over time, enables the competent
speller to rely on multiple strategies, including visual,
phonological, and lexial or morphological information accrued
not from rote memory but from extensive experience with
written language (Read and Hodges, in press). The
classification system applied here to the Bissex case study
focuses on an analysis of spelling miscues and observation of
the strategies used to spell words. Classification is based
primarily on studies reported by Read (1975) and Henderson
and Beers (1980).

Precommunicative stage

Developmental spelling studies (Gentry 1977; Henderson and
Seers, 1980) have identified the earliest level of spelling
development as the level where the child first uses symbols
from the alphabet to represent words. (Note, however, that
writing development begins much earlier, with pencil or pen
handling and scribbling as early as 18 months of age (Gibson
and Levin, 1975)1 Paul, before the formal observation of the
Bissex case study began, had clearly been a precommuniastive
speller. Bissex provides two samples of Paul's productions at
this earliest spelling level which, for Paul, appeared while he
was still 4 years old. She describes the first examples as a
'welcome home' banner that took the following form (actual
size 30 by 120 cm):

14
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Bissex (1980, p. 4) reports other incidences of precom
municative spelling: 'Next, he [Paul) typed strings of letters
which he described as notes to his friends. Then he produced a
handwritten message large, green letters to cheer me up
when I was feeling low:

These first, occasional writings spanned several months,
during which time he showed an interest in handwriting.' Such
instances clearly document Paul's stint as a precommunicative
speller. fIllustrations from GYNS AT WU; A Child Learns to
Write and Read, by Glenda L. Bissex, published by Harvard
University Press, reprinted by permission of the publisher.)

A speller is specifically precommunicative when his her
spelling errors are characterized by the following behaviours
(Bissex, 1980; Goodman, 1980; SOderbeigh, 1971; Torrey, 1973).

(1) The speller demonstrates some knowledge of the
alphabet through production of letter forms to represent a
message.

(2) The speller demonstrates ?le knowledge of letter-sound
correspondence. Spelling attempts appear to be a random
stringing together of letters of the alphabet which the speller is
able to produce in written form.

(3) The speller may or may not know the principle of lett-to-
right directionality for English spelling.

(4) The speller may include number symbols as part of the
spelling of a word.

(5) The speller's level of alphabet knowledge may range from
much repetition of a few known alphabetic symbols to
substantial production of letters of the alphabet.

(6) The speller frequently mixes uppercase and lowercase
letters indistriminately.

(7) The speller generally shows a preference for upper case
letter forms in hisiher earliest samples of writing.

The primary constraint under which the precommunicative
speller operates is a lack of knowledge of letter-sound
correspondence. As a result, precommunicative spelling
attempts are not readable hence the term 'precommunic-
advt.,' Though these initial attempts are purposeful

productions representing the child's concept of words, at this
stage spellings do not communicate language by mapping
letters to sounds.

Precommunicative' appears to be a more appropriate level of
this first stage than the term 'deviant,' which is used in some
earlier studies (Gentry, 1977; Gentry, 1978). Although
precommunicative spellings deviate extensively from
conventional spelling patterns, they are in no sense unnatural
or uncommon, as the word 'deviant' implies. Precom-
municative spelling is the natural early expression of the child's
initial hypothesis about how alphabetic symbols represent
words.

The semiphonetic stage

The second stage of spelling development, which for Paul
began at 5 years 1 month of age and lasted only a few weeks, is
illustrated by productions such as: RUDF [Are you deaf?!],
GAB) (garbage), liZR [buzzer), KR (car), TLEFNMBER
[telephone number), PK1HER (picture), BRZ (birds), DP
Pump), HAB [happy), OD (old). These invented spellings,
called semiphonetic (reported as 'prephonetic' in some earlier
studies), represent the child's first approximations to an
alphabetic orthography.

Unlike the previous stage, semiphonetic spellings represent
letter-sound correspondence. It is at this stage that a child first
begins to conceptualize the alphabetic principle. The conditions
of semiphonetic spelling are:

(1) The speller begins to conceptualize that letters have
sounds that are used to represent sounds in words.

(2) Letters used to represent words provide the partial (but
not total) mapping of phonetic representation for the word
being spelled. Semiphonetic spelling is abbreviated; one, two,
or three letters may represent the whole word.

(3) A letter name strategy is very much in evidence at the
semiphonetic stage. Where possible the speller represents
words, sounds, or syllables with letters that match their letter
names (e.g., R [are); U (you); LEFT IelephantD instead of
representing the vowel and consonant sounds separately.

(4) The semiphonetic speller begins to grasp the left-to-right
sequential arrangement of letters in English orthograi.hv.

(5) Alphabet knowledge and mastery of letter formation
become more complete during the semiphonetic stage.

(6) Word segmentation may or may not be in evidence in
semiphonetic spelling.

Paul's rather short stint as a semiphonetic speller may be
attributed to the intensity and quantity ot writing during the
first month after his fifth birthday and to his mother's
intervention (e.g., ,uggestion tor spacing between words,
supplying letter-sound correspondences upon request,
encouragement and obvious interest in Paul's invented
spellings). Bissex reports 'rapid flourishing and evolution of
that development' (Bisses, 1980 p, 11) which is evident as Paul
moved quickly away from semiphonetic to complete phonetic
spelling. The evolution of complete phonetic spelling from the
earlier semiphonetic version is demonstrated as Paul switched
from TLEFN [telephone) to TALAFON [telephone), KR (car) to
KOR (car), BRZ (birds) to BRDE (birdie), and produced
messages with fewer semiphonetic and more phonetic
spellings, such as the message Paul typed at 5 years 2 months:
EE KAN QM Ka I wit CLEY KN OMB
(lf you can open cans I will give you a can opener) (underlined
words are phonetic spellings) (p. 11).
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The phonetic stage

Paul enjoyed spurts as a prolific phonetic speller from 5 years 1
month through around 5 years 8 months to 6 years I month,
writing in a wide variety of forms: signs, lists, notes, letters,
labels and captions, stories, greeting cards, game boards,
directions, and statements (Bissex, 1980 p. 15). Examples of his
phonetic spelling include: IFU LEV AT THRD STRET IWEL
KOM TO YOR HAWS THE ED (If you live at Third Street I will
come to your house. The End] (p. 13), and PAULZ RABR SAF
ItABRZ KANT GT EN [Paul's robber safe. Robbers can't get in)
(p. 23).

The phonetic stage has been well documented in the
literature (Beers, 1974; Gentry, 1977, 1978, 1981; Gentry and
Henderson, 1978; Henderson and Beers. 1980; Read, 1971,
1975, 1980; Zutell, 1975. 1978). Read's (1975) very complete
documentation reports children's phonetic spellings of 80
phonetypes, some reflecting obscure details of phonetic form.
Children's phonetic spelling is the ingenious and systematic
invention of an orthographic system that completely represents
the entire sound structure of the word being spelled. Though
some of the inventive speller's letter choices do not conform to
conventional English spelling for some sounds, the choices are
systematic and perceptually correct. Phonetic spellings (which
are luite readable) adhere to the following conditions:

(1) For the first time the child is able to provide a total
mapping of letter-sound correspondence; all of the surface
sound features of the words being spelled are represented in

the spelling.

(2) Children systematically develop particular spellings for
certain details of phonetic form; namely, tense vowels, lax

vowels, preconsonantal nasals, syllabic sonorants, -ed endings,
retroflex vowels, affricates, and intervocalic flaps (Gentry, 1978;

Read, 1975).

(3) Letters are assigned strictly on the basis of sound,
without regard for acceptable English letter sequence or other
conventions of English orthography.

(4) Word segmentation and spatial orientation are generally,
but not always. in evidence during the phonetic stage.

Bissex reports examples of Paul articulating an awareness of
Enghsh orthography that was developing through the mental
exercise employed each time he wrote. "With letters there's
two ways of spelling some words, he said, pointing out that
'cat' could be spelled K-A-T or C-A-T and 'baby' B-A-B-Y or
B-A-B-E (p. 10). This cognitive awareness of English
orthography becomes markedly more developed in children
who are allowed to invent their own spellings during their
progression throught the phonetic stage. As they become more
and more aware of the conventions of English spelling, they
emerge into the fourth stage.

Hisses correcth, predicted Paul's move into 'the next phase of
his spelling development,' the tra isitional stage tp. 15).

While wnting the song book. Paul observed, 'You spell "hook" 0-0-0-
K. To write -look" you lust change one letter take away the B and add
an L.' This mental spelling and word transforming continued after his
wrihng spurt temporarily petered out: 'If vou took the L out of "glass"
and pushed it all together, you'd have "gas"; he mused while lying in
bed. Such manipulation was the form that the next phase of his spelling
devekipment took. The following week (5:3) he mentally removed the L
f rom 'please' (for 'peas' or pees), and after we had some conversation
about Daedalus and Icarus, observed that 'if you put an L in front of
Icarus, you get "licoriceY And 'if you take the T and R off "trike" and
put a B in front. you have "bikt

41Tt 4

The transitional stage

Most of Paul's mental rehearsal and hypothesizing about words
were unrecorded. It took place, however whenever he wrote
and, as Bissex reports, sometimes when he was not writing.
This kind of mental activity allowed Paul to make the
discoveries necessary for moving into the transitional gage of
spelling development. After 6 yea,s 1 month, hi: spelling
looked different from the previous phonetic spelling. A
weather forecast from Newspaper * l said: THES
AFTERNEWN ITS GOING TO RAIN. ITS GOING TO BE
FAIR TOMORO. A news item in Newspaper * 4 read
FAKTARE'S (factories) CAN NO LONGER OFORD MAKING
PLAY DOW (dough) (p.

Paul was a transitional speller throughout most of his first
and second grade years.

The transition stage, during which time great integration and
differentiation of orthsgraphic forms take place, marks a major
move toward standard English orthography. "luring this stage,
the speller begins to assimilate the conventio, al alternatives tor
representing sounds. The speller undergoes a transition from
great reliance on phonology or sound for representing words in
the printed form to much greater reliance on visual and
morphological representations. During this stage, instruction
in reading and ...pelting facilitates the move toward spelling
competency, but the charges affecting the speller's
conceptualization of orthography are too complex to be
explained by a simple visual memorization of spelling patterns
(Chomsky and Halle. 1968; Henderson and Beers, 1980; Read
and Hodges, in press).

(1) Transitional spellers adhere to basic conventions of
English orthography: vowels appear in every syllable (e.g.,
EGUL instead of the phonetic EGL [eagle]; nasals are
represented before consonants (e.g., BANGK instead of the
phonetic BAK (bank)); Doth vowels and consonants are
employed instead of a letter name strategy (e.g., EL rather than
L for the first syllable of ELEFANT (elephant)); a vowel is
represented before syllabic r even though it is not heard or felt
as a separate sound (e.g., MONSTUR instead of the phonetic
MOSTR (monster)); common English letter sequences are used
in spelling (e.g., YOUN1TED (united), STINGKS (stinks));
especially liberal use of vowel digraphs like at , ea, ay, ee, and ow
appears; silent e pattern becomes fixed as an alternative for
spelling long vowel sounds (e.g., TIPE in place of the phonetic
TIP [type)); inflectional endings like s, ing, and est are spelled
conventionally.

(2) Transitional spellers present the first evidence of a new
visual strategy; the child moves from phonological to
morphological and visual spelling (e.g., EIGHTEE instead of
the phonetic ATE (eighty)).

(3) Due to the child's new visual strategy, transitional
spellers may include all appropriate letters, but they may
reverse some letters (e.g., TAOD (toad), HUOSE (house),
OPNE (open). Bissex ( p. 44) attributes this phenomenon to
interference. The new visual strategy, though in use, is not vet
integrated to the point that the speller recognizes what 'looks

(4) Transitional spellers have not fully developed the use of
factors identified by researchers that contribute to spelling
competency: graphemic environment of the unit, position in
the word, stress, morpheme boundaries, and phonological
influences (Bissex, 1980; Gibson and Levin, 1975; Venezky,
1970).

(5) Transitional spellers differentiate alternate spellings for



the same sound. A long a sound, for example, may be spelled
the following ways by a transitional speller: EIGHTE feightyl,
ABU (able!, LASEE (lazy', RANE (rain], and SAIL [sate].
However, as indicated above in condition number 4, the
conditions governing particular alternatives for representing a
sound are only partially understood at the transitional stage.

(6) Transitional spellers generally used learned words
(correctly spelled words) in greater abundance in their writing.

Thus far, this analysis of developmental spelling has focused
on information obtained from misspelled words. Early in
development, semiphonetic and even some precommunicative
spellers may have 'learned' or 'automatic' spellings for certain
words like C-A-T or their names. These correct spellings offer
no clues to the speller notion of how English orthography
works and are interspersed with developmental forms in
varyin; degrees. For example, correct forms may account for
from 0 to 50% or more of the words in semiphonetic writing,
depending largely upon the writer's exposure to reading and
the amount and type of instructional intervention experienced.
Developmental spelling levels may be determined only by
observing spelling miscues, not by observation of words
spelled correctly. As in reading muscue analysis, the miscues
are 'the windows into the mind' (Goodman, 1979, p. 3) that
allow the observer to determine the speller's level of
development. Beyond the transitional stage, the child reaches a
stage where miscues are relatively infrequent.

The correct stage

Correct spelling, though easily identified, may exist at different
levels. instructionally, a second grader is a 'correct speller' after
mastering a certain corpus of words that has been designated as
'second grade level.' Likewise, a sixth qrade level speller has
mastered the designated sixth grade corpus. 'Correct
spelling' is usually viewed from the instructional scheme rather
than the developmental scheme because developmental
research beyond the ages of 8 or 9 is limited to a few research
studies (Juola et al., 1978; Marsh et al., 1980. Templeton, 19-9).

It may be that the major cognitive ch inges necessary for
spelling competency are accomplished by the end of the
transitional stage and that further growth is an extension oi
existing strategies. Research suggests that formal spelling
instruction facilitates spelling growth once the child gets into
the transitional stage (Allen and Ager, 1965). In addition to
formal instruction, the child continues to learn from being
attentive and interested in spelling through writing
experiences. Beyond the transitional stage, frequent writing
experiences with some formal instruction enables children to
attain spelling competency over a period of time (usually 5 or
years).

Developmentally. Paul was a 'correct' speller by the time he
was 8 years old. At that time he knew the English orthographic
system and its basic rules. (At 8, Paul's spelling achievement
was supellor to the aVerage development for children his age.)
Further experience with words would result in finer
discrimination and an extension of orthographic knowledge,
but Paul had entered the correct stage, where the basis of his
knowledge of English orthography was firmly set. His spelling
matched well the characteristics of the developmentally correct
speller:

(1) The speller's knowledge of the English orthographic
system and its basic rules is firmly established.

(2) The correct speller extends his/her knowledge of word

environmental constraints (i.e., graphemic environment in the
word, position in word, and stress).

(3) The correct speller shows an extended knowledge of
word structure including accurate spelling of prefixes, suffixes.
contractions, and compound words, and ability to distinguish
homonyms.

(4) The correct speller demonstrates growing accuracy in
using silent consonants and in doubling consonants
appropriately.

(5) The correct speller is able to think of alternative spellings
and employ visual identification of misspelled words as a
correction strategy. He/she recognizes when 'words don't look
right.'

(6) The correct speller continues to master uncommon
alternative patterns (e.g., re and ei) and words with irregular
spellings.

(7) The correct speller masters Latinate forms and other
morphological structures.

(8) The child accumulates a large corpus of learned words.

The developmen'll spelling scheme presented here has
progressed througn precommunicative, semiphonetic,
phonetic, transitional, to correct spelling. Change tram one
spelling stage to the next is more or less gradual: samples of
more than one stage may co-exist in a particular sample of
writing as the child moves trom one stage to the next.

Development, however, is continous. Children do not
fluctuate between stages, passing from phonetic bark into
semiphonetic spelling or from transitional back to phonetic
(Gent. y, 1977). As spelling develops, children draw
increasingly from alternal% e strategies phonological, visual,
and morphological. Development proceeds from simple to
more complex, from concrete to more abstract form, toward
differentiation and integration. Teachers can nurture this
process in the classroom by providing opi.;ortunities far
children to develop cognitive strategies for dealing with English
orthography.

Fostering spelling competency in the classroom

The following guidelines enable primary teachers to help
children acquire foundations tor spelling competency.

(I) Provide purposeful writing experiences in the classroom.
Purposeful writing is the key to cognitive growth in spelling. As
pupils hypothesize and mentally rehearse printed
representations for words, they engage in the cognitive a:tivity
needed for developmental growth. This activity is most
frequent and natural when children write for a purpose, that is,
enioy a meaningful experience of sharing information in print
This occurs whenever children write stories, songs, 1U4s, plans,
messages, recipes, letters, and signs. it occurs when writing is
both functional and fun.

(2) Have pupils write frequently. Pupils should add
something new to their creative writing folders each week.
Writing (integrated with all aspects of the curriculum and with
all classroom activity), should be a natural part of the daily
classroom routine. As in learning any complex cognitive
process, practice and frequency of occurrence are important.
Frequent application of spelling knowledge while wraing
moves spelling forward developmentally.

(3) De-emphasize correctness, writing mechanics, and
memorization. The primary school teacher's main job is to set
the foundations for spelling growth. When frequent purposeful
writing in the classroom takes precedence, focus on
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correctness, mechanics, and memorization must be secondary.
Early overemphasis on mechanical aspects of spelling Mhibits
natural development spelling competency and growth. This is
not to suggest eliminating mechanics altogether. Proofreading
and editing should begin early. Handwriting should be taught.
Models of correct writing, patterns of written form, and teacher
edited and typed versions of children's works should be a part
of the classroom. The core of this activity, however. should be
children's purposeful writing. Teacher expectations for
correctness should be adiusted to fit the pupils' level of
development.

(4) Help pupils develop spelling consciousness. An
environment of frequent purposeful writing provides
numerous opportunities for teachers to help students discover
more about spelling words. In responding to children's writing,
teachers build pupil interest in words, make word study fun,
answer questions, and teach skills. Pupils become conscious of
English spelling without being overwhelmed by its complexity.

(5) Observe and assess pupil progress. Guidelines I through
4 suggest ways the teacher may teach spelling as a cognitive
activity. Knowing how to intervene and what instructional
skills to address hinge upon teacher knowledge of the
developmental process. teacher observation, and assessment.
Teachers may begin by applying stage descriptions (provided
in this article) to samples of the child's writing to determine the
child's developmental level. l evel of development and
observation provide clues for instruction. For
precommunicative and semiphonetic spellers, instruction may
focus on alphabet knowledge, directionality of print and its
spatial orientation, children's concept of words, matching oral
language to print, and representing sounds with letters.
Phonetic spellers are ready for introduction to the conventions
of English orthography: word families, spelling patterns,
phonics, and word structure. Word study is extended for the
transitional speller, who is ready for a spelling textbook and
formal spelling instruction. Even after formal spelling
instruction begins, the pupil must maintain a vigorous
programme of independent writing. All writing is collected in a
writing folder which becomes the focal point for assessment.
The teachers analyzes the writing samples. noting changes in
spelling strategies, application of skills taught, and general
progress toward spelling competency.

In summary, learning to spell must be treated as a complex
developmental process that begins at the preschool and
primary school ievels. As teachers observe spelling skills
untold, they must engage pupils in the kinds of cognitive
activity that lead to spelling competency.

Pr, I. Richard Conn, is Director of the Reading Center at Western
Carol no Unwersity, Ciillowhrr, Yorth Carolina. Ili:: primary areas of
interest are devele;imeillal ;ksyeholinguistics. foundations of
literacy, preschool reading, and child language development,
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Variety

Six Weeks Writing in Two Secondary
School Classrooms

By David Philips
NZCER

When people say they do a lot of work in class, they usually

mean writing and, for me, writing is the hardest thing to do.

Philip, a fourth former in a Wellington high school, was not very keen on writing. He

thought little of his own writing ability, tended to write very slowly and wasof the view

that his difficulties with spelling prevented him from writing down gocd ideas:

When I spell things right I think OS good. I wouldn't mind writing so much if I

could spell correctly.

For Philip, writing was indeed hard work.

Not all students find writing as painful as he does. Philip and several other

students told me what they thought of writing as I looked on. Two of us spent six

weeks in a third form (Year 8) and six weeks in a fourth form (Year 9) to find out how

13- and 14-year-olds approach the tasks which writing presents. We also noted how

their teachers in English. Scierme and Social/Economic Studies were using written

work as a part of their teaching. The students and teachers were interviewed

regularly and actual samples of writing were examined while the students were

producing them and afterwards What strategies were used by the students when

writing? How did the teachers tell their students what to write?

I How Do 13- and 14-Year-Olds Approach Writing?

In one school only we selected 8 students for detailed study. Variety was the norm.

There were differences in the emphasis given to presentation, in the amount of

writing completed and the time taken, in the attention given to proofreading and

revising, and in the way specific difficulties were handled (such as asking the teacher

what to do).
Let's took at each of these aspects in turn to see how the students approached

them.

(,i) Presentation

Layout of pages Much of the written work both the third and fourth formers were required to do was

accompanied by diagrams, charts and °their kinds of illustration, often forming an

integral part of what they were asked to do. Most students also adhered to various

requirements for the layout inveIving features such as the dayls date, underlining,

headings (important ones such as the titles of lists), gaps between paragraphs and

sections of work, anti margins.

Art work Some students spent a greatdeal of effort on the appearance of the written page.

Tidy handwriting, carefully lettered and coloured headings (most commonly using

fett-tip pens), numbered sections and the date written in the top lefthand corner of

the page received a lot of attention. A page from Tania's work illustrates this. (See

figure 1.)
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Figure 1
Page from Viniab Witting
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Getting the m;nimum Most students, however, were content with rather less artwork; to them an

down aesthetically pleasing pato was less important than writing the least number of

words rewired. Nearly all the students underlined Nackngs, provided the date and

gave extra attention to important headngs. Occasional* one or two students wrote

out questions in a different colcmsr from the rest of their text foradditional emphasis.

A few pupils in each class, tot , largely krored such aspects of presentation,
perhaps because they interpreted them as finicky details, perhaps because they

preferred to do other things. One fourth former, for example, often brought no

exercise books to class, made a few jottings on a piece of borrowed paperand then

consigned it to the rubbish bin at the enri of the period.

Avoidance Many of the third fOrManit found wnting to be an unpleasant and difficult

techniques experience. Drawing or decorating pages enabled them to avoid writing. Another

avoidance tactic was to give mom time to headings, ruling off, underlining, or

labelling maps, diagrams and charts than to putting together sentences. While some

students wrote for a considerable portion of the English periods, for example. others

preferred to search for suitable material for collages, to draw maps verycarefully, or

to colour-in headings and illustrations for a long-term project they were working on.

Inevitably; prolonged attention to these activities reduced tha time used forcreating

a 'text'.
Managing time On the whole. however, they did not spend an unusual amount of time on

presentation. When the deadline for handing in writing approached many students

took an hour or more to sort pages out, to complete parts of tasks previously left

unfinished, to rule off headings and, occasionally, to add colour to some pages. But,

in general. the students simply wrote or chatted with their neighbours, rather than

'decorating'.
Individual decorative Interestingly enough, those students who wrote the most, and also often

differences appeared to enjoy writing a great deal, did not necessarily spend most time on
presentation. Tania, for example, was one of the most prolific of the fourth formers,

and also spent considerable time on presentation. Mark, however, the most prolific

writer, was much less concerned about the presentation of his work. (See figure 2.)

Figure 2
Extract from Mark's Work
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Handwriting

Although Mark's pages were well-organized, he wasted very little time in attending
to matters of appearance, apail from underlining headings twice in red ballpoint.
Even his diagrams in Science Ware hurriedly drawn. Mark preferred to NOW.
Simi 184 Irene, one of the most competent writers in the third form class, avoided
elaborate headings and other decorative features. The remaining pupils were at one
extreme or the other. Kate was meticulous about all aspects of presentation. Owen
was unconcerned about presentation, often ignored the underlining of headings and
left some parts of his work incomplete. (See figure 3.)

Nearly all the students observed had a legible script, though some styles of
handwriting needed to be dedphered. However, it is worth noting that Mark, the most
prolific, had handwriting that was generally untidy, possibly because of the rapidity
with which he v..mte. Again, there was not a simple relationship between legibility
and overall writing competence, apart from those students who found spelling
accurately very difficult and who also seemed to have problems in physically forming
letters.

Figure 3
Extract frvrn Owena Vittrk
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Amount

Speed

6

(9) Pioductivity

The students also differed in the amount of writing they completed. The occasional
student in each class wrote copious amounts for ail assigned tasks. At the other
extreme were pupils who wrote the bare minimum, failed to complete some tasks or
did not even attenvt others. As a result they produced significantly less writing daily,

for nearly every task.
Rates of productivity varied markedly within each classfrom student to student. In

the third form class, for example, one student once wrote three words in an hour
while another pupil wrote three and a half pmes. In the fourth form Social/Economic
Studies Mark frequently wrote half a page or more in the time it took other pupils to

write a few fires. (See figure 4.) Consequently. his respormes were rather more
detailed, covering a wickir range of ideas. Over the whole period oi the study he
wrote more than four times as much as some of his peers. Nina, though, also a
prolific whter, took longer to put her ideas C LT. veil than Mark. Working in bursts was
also common, with many pupils alternating between writing for a short period and
talldng to neighbours or gazing about the room. Other students found writing to be
a difficult and laborious task, such as Philip and Leon, who often produced very little
even when on-task.

Figure 4 (a)
An Extract from Merles Notes
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An extract from Philipb Notes
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Dealing with a chore For most students, writing was a chore. Even Mark, who never postponed writing,
admitted that 'writing is boring - there's always something you have to hand in'.
Some students, therefore, adopted avoidance tactics in order to postpone having to
write until it was absolutely necessary. James and Owen raiely began writing with
the other students and often kift tasks till the last possible moment; Owen, however,
could work fast when he wanted to. Mother student on one occasion wrote six lines
of a story and followed that up by writing in his name and address several times.
Occasionally students would doodle on a scrap of paper or in the back of their
exercise books. Others 'lost' work and had to start again.

Self-management The fourth form Science teacher stated that *Some pipits race ahead, and finish
while others fluff about and don't get very mud; done'. Perhaps behaviour of this kind
was more evident in Science simply because, as a result of the way the sessions
were structured, students themselves usually decided when to write.

Anti-writing Some students regularly 'lost' their previous day's work. ii had an excuse for not
doing their written framework. As a result, they often fell behind the class as a whole
in the amount and range of writing completed; it seemed that these students were
relatively unconcerned about finishing sections of written work accurately and
reasonably cortrairehensively, or prhaps they lost interest in some tasks once new
ones were set. Many students laboured over writing and clearly disliked having to
write, such as Philip. Those who wrote least tended to have the severest writing
difficulties.

A rare thing

Changes, changes

'Right' first time

Making notes

Not revising

(C) Proofreading, drafting and notetaking

Students in both classes rarely altered what they had first written. Proofreading or
editing (checking sentences for their sense and grammatical accuracy, correcting
misspelt words or punctuation), appeared to be undertaken very infrequently
despite occasional reminders by some of the teachers about the need to read over.
Kate, for example, claimed to proofread her written work but very rarely made
afterations, and a large number of errors could be found in her writing. Owen also
claimed to re-read his writing to check the sense of what he had written, but when
words with spelling mistakes were pointed out to him in a passage he claimed to
have checked, he admitted that he had not been aware of them. As did other
students, however, Mark openly admitted that he was happy enough with his work
and did not read it over. He said: 'I just write straight off. I don't read what I'm writing'.
Crossed-out words in his writing were indeed very rare.

Competence in writing and willingness to proofread seemed to have nothing todo
with each other: both good writers and bad didn't bother with proofreading.
Dictionaries were rarely consulted and using them was regarded as slightly suspect.
When changes were made, they were done so immediately, usually after
unintentional slips of the pen. Correcting fluid was very popular with some students
and in the fourth form class a small bottle was often passed around the room
surreptitiously to those who wanted to use it. In the third form class, corrections were
usually made by crossing out and writing the new word above.

Drafting (preparing an initial copy of a piece of writing), was ale ) rare and was
universal only once, in a "formal' letter-writing exercise in third form English. In the
third form class, Irene and Kate rarely began with drafts, while James and Leon did
not use them at all. In the fourth form class, none of the students made drafts. Some
of the female stuckints, however, wrote out an unaltered version twice, first in pencil
on to loose leaves, later word by word, in their exercise books. Anne said that she
liked to 'write it up properly afterwards'. Linda occasionally took notes in shorthand
which she then transcribed fully. This was the ulosest to making drafts that any of the
fourth formers attained.

When students were engaged in notetaking, the usual practice was for actual
phrases horn the source to be loosely strung together. Students rarely attempted to
summarize material in their own words. No student wrote draft versions and then
edited them; all wrote directly into their exercise books. Students made little or no
effort to amend their own notes, even when the class discussion suggested that they
had misinterpreted a point or omitted an important piece of information.

Revisions (altering relatively large blocks of content) were not observed either.
Once, in the fourth form class, a few stories written by the students were read out
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aloud to ttre whole class. It is possible that lania's reaction, after hearing the teicher
read out her story, provides a clue as to why revision was not undertaken by the
students; 'When you read it I could tell that some parts should have been different,
but not when I wrote it'. There was very little opportunityfor students to listen to each
other's imminative writing, though it must be remembered that such writing occurred
very infrequently in any case.

(D) Problems

You have to do it While some of the students seemed to enjoy writing, such as one fourth former
whose major problem seemed to be preventing her baby sister from eating the
corners of projects she was completing at home, others disliked having to write.
When asked why, they gave replies such as, Ifs toc: hard', 'Writing is boring', and 'I
don't know enough about ir. Even the prolific and competent wirers often appeared
to find writing a ciiore: 'There's always something you have to hand in' and 'You've
got to write'. Therefore, just being able to write. putting words on the page when
requested to do so. was a problem for some students (see the section 'Productivity).

Ideas and presentation Despite the difficulty of writinr though, most students appeared to have at least
coped with some Ideas to write down, even if there were large variations in the quantity and

quality of content. Matters of presentation (placement of headings, underlining,
margins, and numbering sections of work), were rarely a source of difficulty even
though some students were more attentive to presentation than others. Perhaps
presentation was easy because the requirements were consistently reinforced try
the teachers and, to a large extent, simply entailed following instructions.

Insurmountable Spelling, punctuation, sentence structure and paragraphing presented major
problems problems for some students. Students such as Philip rarely asked for help, because

they thought that their difficultkis were insurmountable. In general, they were
satisfied with their first attempts; it was as if they considered that further effort on
their part to improve their current level of performance would be futile.

Talking is easier Why was this the case? Many students seemed to be overwhelmed by the sheer
complexitrof the writing process, for reasons hinted at by one of the students who
was considered to be a good writer;

Writing is wont for most kids . . because you have to think about everything.
When you are writing something you have to think about what you're saying,
about ail the punctuation, spelling and everything like that. When you're
saying it, you don't have to worry about Mese things.

Writing accurately demands concentration on both the content of the subject written
about and the use of language appropriate to that subject; it is possible that some
stuckints were unable to cope adequately with both aspects at once. In such cases
'correct' language took second place to the subject matter and the need to write
down at least some relevant material. After all, if the subject is Science, can the
students be blamed for emphasng the facts of Science as they see them?

Missing proofreading In addition, most students appeared to be still learning how to write well. It has
skills already been pointed out that proofreading occurred infrequently in the classes

observed, despite the occasional reminder from some of the teachers to students
about the need to read over their writing carefully. Some students, therefore, may not
have known how to proofread even when asked to do it (though presumably they
could learn), simply because they had received insufficient practice in applying the
appropriate techniques. As a result, their wl iting continued to have language-related
mistakes in it.

Lack of time for Other students may have lacked the skills of self-appraisal and objectivity
developing language necessary to carry out proofreading or an evaluation of the adequacy of their own
skills? writing. Teacher comments occasionally reminded them of their writing difficutties,

but these students may have been so bogged down (such as Philip with his spelling)
that only a superhuman intervention on the part of their teachers would be able to
bring about gradual improvements. Teaching these students proofreading skills may
have been futile, because their writing required intensive, prolonged, individual
attention by teachers aware of language learning processes and with the necessary
time to do it. Such ideal conditions are rare in any educational setting.
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Summary

(E) The Students" Approaches to Written Work A Summary
(I) Many students thought writing was difficult or boring and some seemed

overwhelmed by the effort required.

(ii) Students varied widely in the amount of writing they completed from day to day.
While some wmte a few words or lines, others wrote up to two pages or more in
an hour.

(iii) Work habits varied. Some students steadily rwgressed through each step of a
writing task, while others left writim till the last possible moment. Some seemed
unconcerned about completing writing tasks.

(iv) Many students spent more time on the presentation of individual wri:ing tasks
than on the writing bat

(0) On the whole, pupils worked independently and after dimussion there was little
interaction with the teacher. Students sometimes exchanged ideas with each
other.

(vi) Proofreading was rarely observed. As a rule students did notseem to check over
their written work, and there were wide variations in accuracy of language
usage.

(vii) Those students who wrote the least tended to have maior problems, such as
very poor spelling or an inadequate grasp of the concepts involved ina particular
topic.

ii How Do Thachers of 13- and 14-Vear-Olds Use Writing
in their Subjects?

(A) Mastering Subject Content: Writing as Thinking
Subject knowledge The content (English, Science or Social/Economic Studies) for which the teachers

wt. re responsible received more attention than the teaching of writing itself. Teaching
ume was organised around the knowledge that the students were expected to
acquire. and activities were planned to interpret and manipulate this knowledge. As
writing tasks were but one element of this process, written work tended to be a by-
product.

lbschers' suggestions Writing was generally used to stimulate ideas (English and Social/Economic
Studies) or to record information (Science). It required a moderately high level of
thinking from the students themselves, even though the teachers clearly outlined the
required tasks first and, through lengthy discussions and suggestions written on the
board, often provided ideas before the students began writing. The most important
feature of each piece of writing was its content, and that was usually predetermined
by the teacher. As a result, the ideas were regarded as more significant than the
language used to express them, or the format adopted in presenting them, despite
the students' emphasis on layout.

Extending thinking Writing was seen as one of the primary methods. if not the main one, for helping
through writing students to extend their own thinkng. At certain points in some lessons, therefore,

the teachers assisted their students to clarify their views towards a particular topic
or issue by asking them to jot down some ideas. The third form English teacher. for
example. wanted the students to be 'uninhibited about putting their ideas on paper'.
The fourth form English teacher had a similar purpose:

Often will get them to jot down notes b he0 them focus their ideas. I place
a lot of impurtance on oral work and hope that it rubs off onto written work
where they can justify what they have to say. want to get fivim into the habit
of justifying things in a written way

The fourth form SociaitEconomic Studies teacher shared this aim, too: 'I use writing
to get the pupils doing something when only half of them are thinking'. In such
instances the ideas expressed by the students took preatdence and no:as
(collections of phrases or incomplete sentences) were considered acceptable..
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Writing as a means to Naturally, the writing was of most interest to the teachers as an indication of how

an end well the content was understood, or of the students'ability to follow instructions (e.g.,
'Write an introductory paragraph to an expository essay', in fourth form English).
When asked which aspects of the students' writing gave cause for concern the fourth

form English teacher said:

Itk not so much the grammatical, techntal things. fib if the pupils haven?
grasped the specific thing werii looking at, at that particular monvint. For
exampki, when they *we writing a story about death some hadn't grasped
that we were getting at mood. I don't think I get them to write just for the sake
of writing.

Covering the ground Assessment of students written work, therefore, tended to reflect these central

adequately concerns. When checking students' writing in class the fourth form Social/Economic
Studies teacher looked for 'analytical skills, the ability to classify, t ) categorize, i.e.,
pattern-finding'. When assigning marks to the students' folders cf work the fourth
form English teacher checked what the students had done chiefly for its
comprehensiveness of content. He looked for work that had been set during the
preceding weeks and based the final grade on three or four key exercises towhich
the students were expected to make a considerable personal contribution, rather
than the sets of notes or summary paragraphs taken from comments listed on the
blackboard. The main criterion for a high mark was that the student had covered the
set tasks in a reasonably thorough manner. Similarly, the third form English teacher
reserved 40 percent of the marks (for a long-term project) for completing the discrete
components of the task.

(B) Tasks Set: Writing to Meet Teacher Requirements

Brief In length On a day-to-day basis, tasks requiring writing followed a consistent pattern. Most
were relatively brief. In Science, at both class levels, short sentences or single-word
responses were all that was required. Also, much of the notetaking was direct
copying or, if in the pupils' own words, adapted minimally from a booklet supplied. In
Social/Economic Studies, at both levels, writing tasks rarely consisted of more than
two or three sentences. Although the writing tasks in English were more varied, most
writing still involved short responses, as answers to questions set by the teacher,
and were usually only a few sentences in length.

Time allowed for The written work was not alwitys tightly prescribed or of a brief nature.
writing Occasionally, students were given tasks which required more extensive writing,

chiefly in English (at both levels) but also in Social/Economic Studies. However,
'essays' were less than 5 percent of the students' writing in both the third and fourth
form classes. Interestingly, more time was allowed for written work in the third form
class (just over 50% of each period observed) than in the fourth form class (about
40%). More interesting still, more writing occurred in Science than in either English
or Social/Economic Studies.

Assisting the students The general pattern for nearly all writing was for the teacher to explain to the
students what they had to do, to guide the class's discussion of the task(s) and then
to leave the students to complete the task(s) independently. All the teachers moved
about the classroom at times dealing with students' queries, and sometimes made
encouraging comments in passing or provided extra motivation for some students.
In particular, if individuals said they were uncertain about what they had to do,
teachers gave assistance readily about the nature of the tasks. Also, if students
appeared to be bogged down the teachers sometimes provided gentle
encouragement. For example, the third form English teacher said: 'What I do is sit
down next to them and I'll try to get them expressing their ideas and I write them
down. Some of them just can't order their ideas'.

(C) Commenting Upon the Students' Writing

A supportive climate All of the teachers understood the need to encourage their students to learn in a
positive rather than in a punitive manner. At this school, developing and maintaining
a warm and secure classroom environment was considered essential not just for
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writing but for all classroom activities. As the fourth form English teacher said:

It is always easy to criticise or attack a sWdentb work or abilities, but it often
requires conskierable effort and patience to be positive. Moreover, the aim
of developing and praiidrg a students strengths, rather than constantly
highlighting his or her weaknesses, is a key principle at our school.

This perception may explain why the teachers avoided drawing constantattention to
those aspects of their students writing which Wife recurrent problems.

'Overlooking' Many students, for example, were consistently poor spellers, or used a barely
language difficulties legible style of handwriting, or were unable to express their thoughts on a topic in a

clear and coherent manner. But they were largely left to their own devices to improve
those aspects of their writing which were giving them difficulty. Why? Itwas difficult
to find time for those struggling; 'correct' or appropriate usage was often considered
less important than the quality or number of ideas; and the teachers did attempt to
be 'positive'. The third form English teacher put it well:

I think it is very demoralising for a student who is perhaps super on ideas but
has difficulty either with spelling or even with the fundamental writing task.
I think it is very damming to simply get bac* work the whole time which has
corrections scratvied throughout.

Feedback When circulating around the classroom (though this occurred rarely), teachers did
answer specific inquiries. But pupils did not receive much immediate feedback on
either the content or form of their writing as written work was formally collected about
once a month or, more rarely, once a fortnight. Detailed written feedback was rare.
In the third form English class, pupils received a comprehensive assessment of the
long-term project. covering aspects such as language, content. organisation and
presentation. However, for Social/Economic Studies and Science at both levels, and
fourth form English, it was unusual for students to receive such details. They
obtained a positive global comment and a series of ticks for satisfactory work.
Occasionally, when a student had not completed a task, this was drawn to the
student's attention (e.g., 'Where are the answers to these questions?'), but generally
very few errors were corrected or commented upon.

(0) Writing Appropriately

Teaching writing skills Writing, therefore, was not 'taught': the teachers tended to expect their students
already to possess and be capable of using writing and associated language skills
in their subject-areas. This was not an unreasonable expectation as most of the
students coped adequately with the written work they were required to carry out. It
was different for those students who experienced difficulties of some kind, however,
as there appeared to be little awareness of the problems they encountered whiie they
were engaged in the process of writing. Perhaps this suggests that much more
instruction in how to teach writing skills is needed.

Appropriate language Instead of an interest in how to write, most teachers, particularly English teachers,
usage were concerned about the appropriateness of language for different purposes. The

fourth form English teacher wrote:

I'm trying to develop certain skills in the (NESC) modes. Writing is not
something given deliberate focus to, in the sense of 'today is writing,
tomorrow shaping'. Subconsciously I'm aware of what I'm trying to do, e.g..
to get the pupils to punctuate, but I don't think 'this is the week I'm going to
do punctuation'. I do push the idea that different kinds of language are
appropriate on different occasions. For example. if they're writing a letter to
the editor, they cant write it with errors. so punctuation willcome in there;
with a newspaper report using direct speech, speech marks will come in
there. And I do have concerns, depending on what the situation is, the area
I'm looking at. For example, essay writing: if they hadn't been able to get
&win notes or write an introductory paragraph that would have worried me.

As a result, writing was seen mainly as a tool for putting down notes or for recording
thoughts on specific topics. Little emphasis was placed on correct language usage;
much was put on the ideas or content written in words; writing was used for thinking
and learning, rather than as an end In Itself.
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Summary

12

(E) The Teaching of Writing: A Summary

(i) Nearly all tasks requiring writing were clearly outlined by the teachers before
the students began writing, often with considerable phor discussion and notes

on the blackboard to provide ideas.

(ii) A lot of guidance was provided by the teachers when setting writing tasks. but
students were only helped, once they were engaged in writingdown their ideas

or notes, if they required assistance.

(iii) Most writing tasks were very brief. up to two or three sentences in length, and
were of a descriptive/factual nature.

(iv) Formal assessment was infrequent, and the main concern seemed to be that
students had covered the necessary work sufficiently. Them was little detailed
written feedback once tasks were completed.

(v) Because the teachers tried not :o be overly critical of students, persistent
writing difficulties were often tolerated rather than constantly commented upon
in order not to dishearten individual writers.

(vi) Teachers were mostly concerned with students grasp of their subject (the use
of appropriate ideas and topics) rather than correct language usage.

(vii) Emphasis was placed on appropriate language usage for a particular context
rather than on the deliberate teaching of discrete writing skills.

(viii) Writing was chiefly used as a method of recording facts, to extend students'
thinking, and as an indication of the level of understanding of particular topics.

III Where to Next?

There appears to be a sense of urgency associated with the use of written language
at the third and fourth form level. Take a good writer like Mark, who said, for example,
'I don't go over my writing to find mistakes .. . I'm more interested in the ideas and
getting them down'. He found it difficult to review his work. What chance then have
slow writers like Philip? Despite the assistance he was offered, when under
pressure. Philip was not able to write effectively. When asked what aspect of his
writing he was most happy with, he replied: 'None really. I'm really quite hopeless at

it.
Surely Philip can be helped. Do we need writing workshops in schools run by

writing specialists? .t present, they would be working in very 'ad hoc' ways since
research into the process of writing has advanced only a few steps. Research may
provide teachers and pupils with the clues they are seeking, but despite a century of
widespread literacy, and concerted international research on writing since 1980. it is

early days yet.
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Item 6

A Working.
Knowledge

Katy Simmons
Oxford Polytechnic

/pupils need to know about the
1 workings of the English

language.' That seems a good idea. And
the quote is from a British Minister of
Education, Kenneth Baker. However, he
went on to suggest, and even ins' &
that grammar be taught. Was tha .
good idea?

There have been several reports in
Britain of children failing grammar
tests. Is that surprising? Try yourself on
this one:

Is the following correct? If not, why

Who are you talking to?
Sounds all right? But grammatically
prepositions govern the oblique case.
So to requires whom. So the pedantic
want you to say

Whom are you talking to?
and the ultra pedantic insist on

To whom are you tallang?
But you know, and I know, that Who are
you talking to? is perfectly good 1990s
English. I bet Kenneth Baker uses it
every day.

Perhaps we are not asking the right
questions. Do pupils know about the
workings of the English language
already? My work with some 12-year-
olds in a local comprehensive school
suggests that children know more
about language than we assume.

I wanted to investigate children's
awareness of the differences between
what we say and what we read - the
spoken and the written word. To that
end, I first showed the children a series
of pictures and asked them to tell a
story about what they had seen. The
stories were recorded on tape and were
later transcribed verbatim, so that, for
the next session, each child had a copy
of every story. Here are two of the
stories:

GRAMMAR

One day the village yobbos went
down to the village to the telephone
box and dared each other to phone
the fire brigade. When the firemen
came they looked around wondering
what wes w tong. He SaW one of the
children. Two of the yobbos legged it
down the street. The firemen were
very angry and they wondered who
was to blame. They caught two of the
children and asked who did it. They
started to argue so they took them to
their parents.

Matthew

There's these three... er... four
children called Tom, Wayne, Roger
and Lucy and they all phoned up the
fire brigade as a laugh in the
tele?hone box and when the fire
brigade came they hid everywhere
they could, not far away so they
could see what happens but they got
caught as two were trying to run
away the other two got caught. The
passerby saw the fire brigade
catching them and the passer-by said,
'I know where they live' and took
them home to their parents and they
got sent to bed.

Wayne

At the beginning of the next session,
the children read through all the stories.
Were they, I asked, the sort of stories we
might fmd written in a book?

The children's response was
immediate and emphatic. There were,
they said, many things that needed to
be changed. The discussion that
followed revealed that they had
considerable understanding of the
structures of the written language, in
particular, of the way in which it
differed from the spoken language.

The children were aware of many
issues. They immediately set to work
'tidying up' the stories, cutting out
muddles, eliminating repetitions, and
putting in fun stops. But their
understanding went rri further than
this and discussion showed their grasp
of several maior grammatical issues:

sensitivity to 'appropriate' language
- they discussed at some length
whether 'yobbos' and 'legging it'
were the kinds of words they might 31
fmd in a book. Opinion was divided:

while all agreed that such words
were informal, some children felt that
they added a sense of immediacy to
the story;
sensitivity to ambiguity - the
children realised that, in spoken
language, context and gesture
indicate who 'they' are in any story.
In the written language, however, the
writer has to be more specific, in
order to make the story clearer to the
reader;
awareness of syntax - the children
pointed out that, in the second story,
'the passer-by' had not been
mentioned before and should
therefore be 'a passer-by';
awareness of tense - the children
were quick to spot inconsistencies
and showed a sound grasp of present
and past tense.
As well as these specific textual

alterafions, the children were conscious
of the whole structure or the narrative.
'There should be a proper start,
shouldn't there, Miss? said Wayne,
promptly inserting ' Once upon a time'
into his story

The level of understanding shown by
thev children is perhaps surprising, in
the light of recent research findings.
Perhaps even more surprising is the
fact that all the children who took part
in my study had considerable reading
diffwulties and were in the special
needs unit of their school.

It is true that they probably could not
have given grammatical reasons for the
changes they were making, nor have
used precise terms to describe what
they had written.

But they did have considerable
understanding of the structure of their
language: they could use their language
effectively and understood how
language changed in different contexts.
Their implicit knowledge of language
was considerable we should bear this
finding in mind as we read the more
negative research reports.

Note
Dr Katy Simmons is a Senior Lecturer in
the School of Education, Oxford
Polytechnic, Oxford, OX911-1X, U.K. An
earlier version of this article first
appeared in the Times Educational
Supplement of February 20, 1987.



Does Instrucfion in
English Grammar
Improve Writing
Skills?

CCORDING to a three-year study
by the New Zealand

Council for Educational Research, the
study of grammar at secondary schools
has no measurable impact on children's
writing skills.

In a large co-educational secondary
school the language development of
250 pupils was examus?d closely over a
period of three years while diey were
instructed in three contrasting language
programmes. Two groups studied the
Oregon English Curriculum, me with,
and the other without, the course in
transformational-generative grammar.
The third group studied a typical
English course, using P.R. Smart's
textbook series, Let's Learn English,
which incorporates a more traditional
approach to grammar. All groups were
taught by the same teachers, who
cntlaborated regularly to standardise

their teaching procedures as far as
posohle. The non-grammar group
spelit the extra time in reading and
creative writing.

Pa the beginning of the experiment,
in Form 5, all gi oups showed equal
achievement in Trading, vocabulary,
menial ability, and formal language
skills. A comprehensive evaluatitm was
made at the end of Forms 3, 4, and 5
(Years 8, 9, 10), and a follow-up study
in Form 6, after the groups had merged.
In addition to careful analysis of essay
writing, the spelling, study skills,
formal usage, sentence combining, and
attitudes to various aspects of their
English programmes were examined.

A careful assessment of each pupil's
eleven essays showed no significant
differences in quality or quantity, style
or vocabulary in any of the three years
of the experiment. The nal-grammar
pupils were writing just as clearly,
imagiratively, and correctly as the two
grammar groups after three years
without any formal study of sentence
analysis, phrases, clauses, and the like.

Similarly there were only minor
differences ü cne other izirguage skills
assessed, a, id no differences in School
Certificate Fnelith, or a follow-up test
in Form 6. The rammar groups were
more negative i . their attitudes at the
end of the experiment, and saw English
as less useful and less interesting than
the non-grammar pupils.

Previous overseas research had
shown little or no benefit for pupils
who studied traditional grammar, but
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dm practical value of transformational-
generative grammar was still an open
question. It should be stated that the
writers of the Oregon Curriculum
justify its inclusion in the course on
non-utilitarian grounds.

In discussing the conclusions of the
study, the writers of this report point
out that teachers who defend the
teaching of grammar in secondary
schools must now do so in
humanitarian rather than practical
terms, for, as presently taught, it seems
to have little impact on the writing
skills of typical pupils.

Elley W.B., Barham, I.H., Lamb, H.,
and Wyllie, M., Abstract from "The
Role of Grammar in a Secondary School
English Curriculum", N.Z. Journal of
Educational Studies. Vol. 10, No. 1, 1975.
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Item 7 Encouraging
Writing

Helping Pupils to Enjoy the Writing Process

By David Philips
NZCER

Writing and Schools
Writing and going to school are intimately linked in the
minds of many people. The second 'R: even more than
reading, is regarded as a particularly school-like activity,
and images of pupils huddled over desks gripping their
pens, scrawling out lines on a clean page. readily spring
to mind. The twin notions that pupils write a great deal at
school, and that they go to school mainly to learn to
write, are difficult to dislodge and have an almost myth-
icil about them. There seems to be no truth in the
fUst assumption, however, while the second one mis-
construes the purpose of both schools and learning to
write.

Applebee, for example, after undertaking a study of
the teaching of writing in secondary schools in the United
States concluded that even in English classes - supposed
bastion of writing - only 10 percent of class time was de-
voted to writing of at least a paragraph in length, and
even when pupils were writing, the most frequently used
tasks were very mechanical in nature, being restricted
largely to note-taking and short answers rather than
more extended pieces of writing. Spencer, examining the
writing of Scottish secondary school pupils, discovered
that half c,f the writing done was copied or dictated work,
a quarter was only up to two sentences long while the re-
maining quarter alone was over a paragraph in length

Why Should Writing Be Encouraged in
Schools?

just as not everyone reads, not everyone writes. But for
the vast majority of people, writing is an essential activity
on a great number of occasions and for a great number of
purposes.

1. Writing is an essential vocational skill and an integral part of
the new technology. While some people are unlikely to
write much during their lifetime, apart perhaps from
filling in forms, writing (whether memos, letters or re-
ports) is an indispensable element of a large number of
vocations. If you can't write, you exclude yourself
from the most important form of comunication used in

and in the pupils' own words . These studies suggest that
there appears to be little basis, therefore, for the belief
that a lot of writing is done, at least in high schools, while
such findings may confirm Martin's view that the 'poten-
tial contribution (of writins) to the mental, emotional and
social development of the writer is being neglected'.

Writing is me of many activities pupils undertake at
school, of course, but one which a large number find dif-
ficult and approach with reluctance. It is possible that the
traditional approach to writing has been partly respons-
ible for such lack of enthusiasm: pupils are given writing
tasks by their teachers, required to produce pieces of
writing, usually alone, with a minimum of guidance, and
the papers are then corrected by the teacher with yely
little comment. Such an approach, it seems, does little to
encourage writing in the classroom.

However, in the past decade views of writing in
schools have started to change radically. Emphasis is
now being placed on the whole process of writing rather
than the correction of a single instantly produced copy. .
This new approach can best be described by answering
these questions: Why should writing be encouraged?
What research findings about writing doyou need to bear
in mind? How can you give individual pupils more posi-
tive support with their writing activities and develop-
ment?

AMMOIMMINIIMMOIIIIM11Mmr

all realms of business, in all the professions and, at
times, in most other occupations. Microcomputers,
far from diminishing the usefulness of writing, in-
crease its importance because of their interactive na-
ture. In effect they change the means of transcription
but not the skills needed for composing and thinking.

2. Writing assists personal development. Writing can be
used in order to explore one's feelings and views
about human relationship's, personal problems and
daily events, whether in the form of letters, diaries or
notes. The 'expressive' function of writing, discussed
at length by Britton and others in the 1970s, is now
well-documented but often over-looked. In some
cases, writing can act as a form of therapy whereby the
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'patient' reveals the contents of dreams or hidden
worries, tensions or crises which have not been coped
with in the past.

3. Writing assists intellectual growth. It is often said that
'writing is thinking'. In order to write, the pupil/writer
has to be able to think on a variety of levels. Glatthorn,
for example, in discussing the composing process
suggests why this is so. The composing process is;
a. complex, involving memory, cognition, language

and pyschomotor behaviour;
b. multiphased, involving different stages and many

subprocesses (e.g., exploring/planning, drafting,
revising, 'publishing');

c. recursive and interactive with stages which over-
lap, relate closely to each other, and affect each
other.
Writing. therefore, demands a considerable level of

intellectual skill. In thinking about a topic and writing
about it, apart from developing these skills, pupils can
extend their awareness of issues, processes and
people.

4. Writing is essential for social purposes. Without writing,
many social functions could not take place to quite the
same extent that they do now. The creation of ideas to
be shared with others is based largely on writing:
books, magazines and newspapers are an indispens-
able part of work and recreation for many people and
someone has to write them. Letters, whether to con-
vey business or personal information, are an integral
part of our society.

5. Writing is a key method of learning. Despite the apparent
lack of extended writing in high schools overseas,
writing is still a predominant means of learning in
schools. Through different kinds of writing pupils can
interact with information, and concepts, and develop
attitudes which will assist their learning. Whether for
good or bad, skill in writing is one of the measures
used for academic success in our school system. All
pupils, therefore, must be encouraged to develop
their wnting skills to whatever extent they are able.
Some suggestions about how this can be doneare pro-
vided in the next section.

Any one of these reasons alone would be sufficient to
justify the teaching of writing in schools, or any carefully
conceived attempt to improve the teaching of writing.

What Do You Need to Know About Writing in
Order to Help Pupils Write Better?

I. Writing is a process. According to some of the most im-
portant researchers of the past decade, most notably
Graves (with young writers), writing consists of vari-
ous interlinked stages (see Glatthorn above). Briefly,
writing requires rehearsal (exploring ideas and
thoughts about what to write), drafting (putting those
ideas onto paper) and revising (reordering, changing
words, correcting mistakes). Finally, the written pro-
duct is shared or 'published' in some way, unless writ-
ten for purely personal reasons, with the audience for
whom the writing was intended. Such findings are
supported by Petrosky, who states that prewriting ex-
periences help students to write better, and Bamberg,
who considers that revision is vital in improving writ-
ing.
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Consequently, it is important for teachers to allow
time for pupils to undertake all these activities when
they are writing in class and not to expect a single final
copy immediately; pupils need time to digest their
material. Note that although this approach is rapidly
becoming more popular, students in older age groups
who were not taught to write using this method may
well require careful guidance in order to accept the
need for multiple drafts and revision. After all, revis-
ions require a great deal of thinking and a clear grasp
ot what the piece of writing is designed to convey to
actual/potential readers. Often pupils will draft a piece
of writing and, because they are expected to produce a
final copy, merely write the draft out again in a neater
hand, or copy it with very few changes. Many pupils
seem not to take the opportunity to revise and may re-
quire guidance in learning how to carry out approp-
riate checks. If they have the incentive of 'publication'
pupils are more likely to accept the need for multiple
drafts. Of course, as Graves himself states, there are a
few pupils who do not need to revise simply because
they have done a great deal of thinking about their
topics before they even begin to write.

2. The study of formal grammar is not related to improvement
in writing and may in fact take time away from the teaching
of writing. Newkirk suggests that most researchers
now believe, after extensive studies, that detailed
study of grammatical concepts d oes little, if anything, to
encourage the development of writing skills, what-
ever merit such study might have for other reasons, It
is more useful to focus on whatever difficulties stu-
dents appear to have with their current piece of writ-
ing and help them to resolve such problems, than to
try to pass on an esoteric body of knowledge which
may well be misunderstood or ignored and actually
impede the writing process.

3. There seems to be a relationship betimen increased reading
and improved writing. According to Haynes, students
who read widely learn to write more dearly and
fluently, perhaps due to the internalization of know-
ledge about words, sentences and paragraphs. Pupils
should therefore be encouraged to read widely, even
though the precise nature of this relationship has yet
to be resolved through research.

4. Peer feedback and peer editing can help brarg about improve-
ments in writing. In Wolter and Lamberg's view, cited
by Glatthorn, peer feedback can be useful in helping
students to identify pmblems in their writing and to
discover ways to remedy those problems. We need to
change the view that pupils should keep writing
strictly to themselves; sharing ideas about both the
topic and .the way it is wntten with other pupils is
likely to be beneficial, once pupils have learned how to
comment upon each other's work constructively.

How Can You Encourage Your Pupils to Write
Better?
1. Further your own knowledge of writing.

a. Read some of the recent literature on writing so
that you become familiar with current views of
learning and writing, and pupils' writing develop-
ment. Bissex's GNYS AT WRK: A Child Learns to
Write and Read is an excellent account of one child's
writing and reading behaviour between the ages of
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five and ten. Clay's What Did 1 Write? is a useful dis-
cussion of children's first contact with print and
the principles of writing which they acquire in
their first year or so at school. An account of some
of Graves's research is contained in Donald Graves
in Australia, an enthusiastic protrayal of children in
their first two or three years at an elementary
school in New Hampshire who were taught using
the 'writing process' method, with pupils largely
choosing their own topics, adopting a variety of re-
vision practices, and pmgreFsively gaining control
over their written language skills. See also Writing:
Teachers and Children at Work, by Graves.

An influential group from the London Institute
of Education have produced some useful books on
writing at the secondary level: for example, Britton
and others wrote The Development of Writing
Abilities (11-18) which, despite its limitations, con-
tains an illuminating account of different types of
writing. Writing and Learning Across the Curriculum
(11-16) by Martin and others, and Understanding
Children Writing by Burgess and others, are still
useful guides. More recently, from England,
Chilver and Gould have produced Learning and
Language. in the Classroom which focuses on writing
in one school at the secondaq level and contains
samples of a pupil's writing over several years.

b. Try to write as much as possible yourself so that
you can personally experience some of the kinds of
problems student writers in your classes are likely
to encounter. A useful guide. with free writing
exercises, is Elbow's Writing Without Toaclwrs,
which shows how you can start writing even when
it seems you have nothing to write about. Reading
about how professional writers go about writing
can also be instructive.

2. Try to adopt an enthusiastic approach towards classrmin
writing activities. According to Walshe, one of the
basics of teaching writing is the value the teacher at-
taches to it: 'There has to be an enthusiasm for writing.
That means a teacher who continually "sells" writing
to his or her classes, who knows compelling argu-
ments for the importance of writing in today's society,
and who makes an event of most occasions for writ-
ing.'And, reinforcing this point, Haynes suggests that
the 'single most important thing that teachers ofcom-
position can do is to make the writing process a posi-
tive experience for all students'.

3. Encourage writing based on tlw students' own experience.
Students, irrespective of age or class level, need fre-
quent opportunities to write from their own experi-
ence. Graves emphasises that pupils should select
their own topics since, in his view, a greater personal
commitment to a piece of writing helps to improve its
quality. The 'London school' has also argued vigor-
ously for the inclusion of more 'expressive' writing,
that is, writing stemming from the pupil's personal ex-
perience, at the secondary level.

4. Foster in pupils the need for revision and self-editing. Pupils
need to learn how to appraise their own work. While it
is difficult to learn how to revise, a supportive teacher
can assist this activity greatly. What this means for
teaching practice is a change from the teacher's role as
chief editor to one in which the pupils are encouraged
to become their own editors, with teacher suggestions
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throughout the writing process.The view that discus-
sion is only legitimate (1) before the pupils begin writ-
ing and (2) once the writing has been completed and a
mark put on the student's piece of writing, is insuffi-
cient. It needs to be supplemented by a view wliich al-
lows teacher/pupil and pupil/pupil interaction
through the writing process. Students should be
treated as 'real' writers, which they are, though begin-
ners, and shown how to go about writing the way pro-
fessional writers do.

5. Provide a wriety of audiences and a range of writing pur-
poses. Writing tasks should always be genuine com-
munication. According to Martin it is essential to
'make a conscious effort to provide pupils with an au-
dience which enables them to write what they really
think... [to write) for a reader.. who will pay real re-
gard to the way it looks through their eyes. We believe
that it is just as important for the teacher to provide
this kind of sympathetic audience in subjects such as
history, geography and science as it is in the tradition-
ally "personal subjects such as English...' There
seems little point in having pupils write for an un-
known widience or for a teacher who will merely
quickly skim through the pupil's efforts in order to
mark or correct them. A careful appraisal is required of
the kinds of writing pupils will require once they have
left school, but there are many others which can be
used in class to develop writing skills. (See, for exam-
ple, the suggestions of Hippie and others.)

6. Make regular use of conferences with pupils. There is an art
in reacting to pupils' writing. Errors, for example,
should be viewed as necessary aspects of growth.
There is* little point in correcting all the pupils"mis-
takes' if the same ones are made over and over again.
It is more productive to use conferences (that is, per-
sonal one-to-one chats with pupils) in which specific
aspects of the pupils' writing can be discussed with
reference to examples of their own writing. As a gen-
eral principle, according to Hillerich, 'children learn to
write better when praised than when criticised. This
has been demonstrated in studies from elementary
levels all the way through high school... These
studies compared children who received praise with
those who received "correction" as red marks on pap-
ers. The findings indicated that those who received
praise without criticism wrote more, had more crea-
tive ideas, enjoyed writing more, and usually made
fewer mechanical errors in capitalization, punctuation
and spelling.'

7. Set up writing resource centres. If possible, it is a good
idea to set up in each classroom (or perhaps a special
room) an area which is designed specifically for writ-
ing, furnished with appropriate resource materials
(equipment such as pens, typewriter, paper, refer-
ences, charts for display or shelves for writing folders)
which pupils can use for their own writing projects. In
addition, visits from professional writers can be or-
ganised, but not simply to give readings from their
works - rather to run writing workshops in which
pupils can discuss their viewson writing, show pieces
that they are working on and generally obtain guid-
ance and friendly encouragement without fear of
negative criticism. Such visits are as informative for
first-year pupils as for those in their final years at high
school.



8. develop a schcvl-wide 'policy' on writing. Clearly, writing
is required in most school subjects, not just English.
Each school should obtain some kind of consensus
among its teachers on such aspects as the purpose of
writing in the school, the specific activities to be en-
couraged. how much writing should be done and
teachers' own attitudes towards writing. Con-
sequently, the rcee of writing assessment needs to be
carefully worked out too. Writing as learning should
take precedence over, but be balanced with, writing as
'testing'. Glatthorn has many useful observations to
make about developing writing programmes in
schools.

9. Encourage students to write often. Although research
suggests that mere frequency of writing is not as-
sociated with improvement pupils have to write in
order to become skilled writers. But more important
than the actual amount of writing is how writing is re-
garded by the pupils and the teachers. According to
Haynes: ' Teachers should give greater emphasis to
the guiding and careful development of a limited
number of papers, with attention given to... the solv-
ing of communication problems before and during the
writing process, rather than on the hurried produc-
tion of a great number of papers.' Accepting the writ-
ing process approach implies that pupils should have
as much control over their own writing as possible,
but accompanied by positive help from you. Haley-
James, however, considers that frequent writing is
more likely to encourage learning.

Looking to the Future: Using Computers for
Writing.
One exciting new development which promises to be of
considerable use for writers in schools is the word proces-
sor. Much interest has arisen recently over the applica-
tions of the new technology for writers (see, for example.
Cronnell and Humes, Schwartz, Bradley and Moran).
The computer has several advantages over handwriting,
including speed and neatness. But more than that, it is
particularly well-adapted for teaching writing according
to the writing process approach, since the very features
of writing which make that approach attractive - the em-
phasis on discovery, exploration, active learning and im-
provisation - are readily catered for by the computer.

According to Schwartz: 'Given what current research
tells us about composing, particularly revision, this
machine seems both psychologically and technologically
suited to help the writer write more and risk more and
achieve more fully developed writing.' The ability of the
computer to quickly print out legible drafts in multiple
copies irrespective of the number of alterations which
have been made to the original 'text' gives it a big advan-
tage over the slower method of transcribing ideas by pen
on paper. And, in an ideal writing resource centre
equipped with several word-processors, pupils could
practice writing, particularly their revision skills. Com-
puters have another advantage too: they can reduce ini-
tial fears of making mistakes and encourage in pupils a
greater willingness to explore meaning 'in print'. Papert
has observed children going from 'total rejection of writ-
ing to an intense involvement accompanied by rapid im-
provement of quality within a few weeks of learning to
write with a computer'.

Graves stresses that 'writing is a craft and we must
teach it as the crafts are taught: in studio or workshop
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conditions'. The microcomputer with its word-proces-
sing capabilities may become the writing workshop of the
future. It is the most significant improvement in the
technology of writing since the invention of the pen, and
may replace the pen as a symbol of the writer's craft.
What better way to encourage pupils' writing?
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Item 8

Writing with Word Processors:
The Computer's hnpad on Writing Quality, Composing

Pmcesses and Classroom Interactions

By liana Snyder
Monash University

I enjoy writing with the word processor because it is easy
to work with.

Computers are great. They're a change from using pens and
the essays are always readable. You can move paragraphs
with ease and still have a neat looking page, and you can
get as many copies as you want.

If I had to choose, I would choose to use the computer
because it's quicker, and you don't have to take a lot of
time writing rough drafts.

Writing with a word processor is exciting. These days I
find writing with pen dull. I used to hate these mechanical
things, but now I find them fun.

I like writing with computers because I find that I can
think about what I'm writing and rephrase it in my mind
as I type.

These comments, recorded by Year Eight (Form 3)
students in their electronic writing journals, suggest that
computers equipped with word processing programs can
make writing less laborious and more enjoyable.

Those of tis already using computers for writing, either
at home or in the classroom, recognise their potential as
sophisticated tools and as an exciting component of a
dynamic learning environment. We like to talk about how
we made the change from typewriter or pen to computer.
We enjoy discussing its impact on how and what we write.
We also have theories about how computers functioning as
word processors affect our classrooms and our students'
writing.

Writers using word processors for writing can draft.
redraft, add, delete, rearrange and edit on the screen or
from paper copy, turning out different versions of texts
and finished products on a printer. Word processors can
eliminate recopying. Their use can, perhaps, stimulate
planning, composing and revising, in other words, 'think-
ing'. Clearly, when word processors are used, the writing
classroom and the writing curriculum become subject to
new scrutiny and new questions.

However, if we are going to successfully integrate word
processors into our language-arts writing programmes, we
require more than anecdotal reports about their effects. In
order to maximise the tool's benefits and to minimise the
impact of its limitations, we need answers to three critical
questions:
(1) What happens to social interactions word-processing

classrooms?
(2) What happens to students' writing processes when they

are used?
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(3) What happens to the quality of the texts produced?

The fmdings of the study reported in this article present
responses to these questions. But before that it is important
to know what has been happening in computer writing
research.

What research on writing and word
processing tells us
Studies have investigated computers' impact on revision
processes, on writing quality, and on attitudes to writing.
Only a few studies have looked at their effects on the class-
room itself. 4 small number of studies have examined the
influence of word processors on the writing of experienced
and professional writers.

An assumption underlying most of the research is that
word processors are a boon to writers. That appears logi-
cal: a tool which eliminates the need for laborious recopy-
ing and which makes revision easier, frees the writer to
attend to problems of a higher order - in other words, there
is more time for thinking and reflecting.

Yet the results do not always confirm what many of us
intuitively believe. It is often found that student writers
using word processors make only surface changes to their
texts, and not changes which affect meaning. The studies
which have investigated quality are more equivocal. Some
have found significant improvement; some have found no
improvement at all.

Attitudes to computer writing have been found generally
positive and increases in enthusiasm are usually accompa-
nied by growth in competence and confidence with the
technology, ln the classroom, there is generally an increase
in co-operation and collaboration. Finally, case studies of
professional writers suggest that writers respond in
idiosyncratic ways; habits established before using word
processors shape the ways in which experienced writers
adapt to the technology.

Implications
What does this mixed bag of findings mean for both the
researcher and the language-arts teacher?

We need to learn more about writing processes (other
than revision strategies) associated with the use of word
pmcessors. We need greater understanding of the social
context of the classroom in which computers are used for
writing. And, as the findings of the quality-focused studies
are inconclusive, we still need to know what happens to
writing quality.



The design of the study
My research investigated those three critical aspects of the
writing situation - writing context, process, and product -
in the one study. So the study had a number of dimen-
sions. It compared two groups of students. over 8 months,
one using pens and the other computers. In contrast to
earlier, quality-focused research, this study sampled a
number of types of writing. The three genres were
Narrative, Argument, and Expository Report. They were
selected as they represent the main varieties of writing
expected of students in school. By sampling more than one
genre it was possible (a) to make a more complete assess-
ment of students' overall writing performance, and (b) to
explore whether word processors are more suited to
certain genres than to others. For example, word proces-
sors are used by almost every journalist and editor, yet
some novelists and poets have declared that they could
not, and would not, use them.

Thus I was investigating whether the use of word
processors produced more effective texts than traditional
tools, namely pens and pencils. The study also considered
the impact of the electronic fool on the writer's planning,
composing and revising processes. Thirdly, I was able to
study the classroom context in which the teacher and
students worked together on the development of students'
language and literacy skills.

The participants and the setting
The children were 51 13-year-olds at a Melbourne
metropolitan private girls' school. They formed two classes
which were equivalent in academic ability. All the students
had considerable keyboard and word-processing skills. For
the eight months of the study, the word-processing group
spent, on average, two lessons a week in the computer
rooms. They used Apple Ile computers equipped with the
Bank Street Writer Three word-processing program. Each
student had access to a computer. The pen group spent an
equal amount of time writing in class, but with pens. They
had the same teacher, who was an important part of the
study.

The writing programme
The writing programme was devised by the teacher and
the researcher together. Its overriding aim was to create an
environment in which students were engaged with writ-
ing. Students were taught to recognise different genre, to
respond to the different demands of each, and to evaluate
their texts critically. They were encouraged to be active in
reshaping their writing, and revision was presented as
integral to the writing process. An associated objective was
for students to understand that revision is rethinking and
restructuring. Revision is not just proofreading, which, as
language-arts teachers know, is all that most students of
this age do, even if they call it 'revision'. Throughout the
eight months of the study, the students in both classes
were required to complete writing tasks about once every
two weeks.

The data
At the beginning of the study and at its conclusion, the
students in both groups responded to a questionnaire
designed to explore their writing processes. The study also
needed writing samples, one in each genre, so at the outset
all the students wrote one Narrative, one Argument and
one Report, using pens. And at the end of the study, all the
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students wrote one Narrative, one Argument and one
Report, but the pen students used pens and the computer
students used word processors. The topics at the end were
not the same as those used at the beginning of the study,
however, they represented all three genres and were as
equal as possible in demand and difficulty.

To explore the two teaching/learning contexts, the
researcher acted as both participant and observer, attend-
ing all classes for both groups. Observations of the teacher,
her teaching approach. and her interaction with the
students in both groups were recorded. Observations of
how the students behaved and their social interactions
were also recorded. The students kept journals, and at the
end of the study were asked to evaluate the writing
programme. The researcher and the teacher discussed the
project, formally and informally, throughout the eight
months.

The written texts
Experienced teachers evaluated the samples. These were
all typed and printed so that the markers did not know
whether a piece was written with pen or word processor or
whether it was written at the beginning of the study or at
its end. (Care was taken to ensure that the students' errors
were retained.) Length, syntactic complexity, and precision
were calculated. Most important was the difference in
quality between pen and word processor; quality was
assess;.d with global general impression marks.

What the study found
The comparison of the two classrooms

Both classrooms were productive learning environments in
which students were taught genre-based writing strategies
by the same skil!ed teacher. However, the computer class-
room emerged as more student-centred and less teacher-
dominated. In the computer classroom, the teacher was
more clearly a learner in a learning community, modelling
the process of learning. There was less talk, but when it
occurred it was more work-focused and task-oriented, and
the teacher was more of an adviser and an editor than in
the pen classroom.

At the same time, the technology imposed a variety of
new demands on the teacher. The teacher had to be
prepared to modify approaches which may have worked
in the pen classroom, but seemed inappropriate in the
computer context. There seemed to be less time to teach
genre-based writing strategies. The computer setting
seemed to i'Avite writing: it was as if the machines beck-
oned the students to use them. The students were more
engaged in the writing process. Overall, the computer
classroom was more interactive, co-operative and collabo-
rative.

Students' writing processes

The children were taught, or had developed on their own,
imr lrtant beginning strategies, planning techniques,
conferencing patterns and approaches to revising.
Contrary to my expectations, the use of different writing
tools had minimal impact on these writing processes.

It was interesting to note that whether the students wrote
with pen or word processor, they planned the least for
Narrative, more for Report, and the most for Argument.
The students in both groups discussed drafts with the
teacher (conferencing) when working on all three types of
writing. When they revised Narrative, the students were
more concerned with surface changes. When they revised
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Argument, however, the emphasis was on the clarification
of meaning.

Thus it seemed that the students"old' writing
behaviours persisted when they used the electronic writing
tool. It was the genre of the writing task which influenced
how the students wrote, while the writing tool, whether
pen or computer, appeared to have little impact.

The analysis of the texts

The analysis of the students' texts demonstrated that there
were no differences between the two groups in the number
of words they produced, nor in the degree of syntactic
complexity of the texts. The computer students did not
produce longer, nor more complex pieces of writing when
they used word pmcessors.

However, analysis of the number of errors indicated that
when the computer students used word processors they
produced Argument and Report texts with fewer errors
than those produced by the pen students. There is some-
thing particular to the writing of arguments and reports
with a word processor which promoted closer attention to
the identification and correctinn of errors.

In the evaluation of the global quality the teacher-mark-
ers awarded the computer students higher marks than the
pen students. This is strong evidence: word processing is
very effective in promoting quality for all three genres
investigated in the study. The evidence was stronger for
Argument and Report than for Narrative.

The results demonstrated, therefore, that when students
use word processors their written products are affected.
They wrote Argument and Report texts which were judged
to be of higher quality than those of a similar group using
pens.

What is the significance of this finding?

Students are more familiar with structures and conven-
tions of narrative than of argument. They are, after all,
exposed to material embodying narrative structure from
an early age. What they first read and what they first hear
read is narrative. They also hear narratives or stories as
part of normal daily conversation. By listening to these
stories, children gain insight into narrative structure and
how it functions.

However, there is no such training ground in argumen-
tative structures. Children do not read arguments early,
nor are arguments read to them. We read children bedtime
stories, but we do not read them bedtime arguments.
Children may hear arguments, but unlike narrative, it is
not so easy to translate the oral structure to the written.

In order to produce a successful argument, the writer
must be able to organise all the points generated into a
logical structure. But this does not mean that students
cannot write arguments until they have reached a high
level of cognitive maturation. All young children argue
and we know that argument can be grounded in basic
experie res. Clearly, it is not necessary to wait until a
certain degree of maturation has been achieved before
introducing students to the writing of argument. In fact
success in writing arguments is more closely connected to
the instruction students receive than to their level of cogni-
tive maturation: strategies for developing argument writ-
ing skills may IN taught.

In fact, this study demonstrates that students aged
who are not usually required to produce Arguments,
responded enthusiastically to the opportunity. They appre-
ciate classroom instruction in writing Arguments and
whether they wrote with pen or word processor, they
succeeded in writing competent Argument texts.
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Students' experience of expository Report is probably
somewhat analogous to that for Narrative. They read
reports and hear them. Unlike arguments, the oral struc-
ture can be transferred in a relatively straightforward
manner to the written. Report writing is likely to be less
cognitively demanding and less linguistically complex
than either Narrative or Argument. Until the middle years
of the school curriculum, at least, a report will most often
record events and process concrete observational data,
However, in the final years, students may be required to
write reports which demand a higher level of abstraction
and conceptualisation.

What is important here is that even though it is
Narrative with which students are culturally more familiar
and at ease, it is Argument and Report writing skills which
are ultimately more important for success at school and are
central to post-school academic success. There are good
reasons, then, for familiarizing students as early as possible
with the language needed and the writing choices involved
in producing Argument and Report text, thus promoting
the early development of skills in this sort of writing.

And the findings of the study indicate that computers
help students', achievement in the writing of Arguments
and Reports. These students wrote better with computers
in Argument and Report and possibly in Narrative as well.

Why did the computer students receive
higher marks?
The influence of the teaching-learning context
We can understand why the computer students achieved
better scores than the pen students in Argument and
Report by considering their marks and the classrooms in
which the texts were produced.

Both classrooms were productive learning places.
However, even though efforts were made to ensure that
the two classrooms were as similar as possible, important
differences still emerged. It seemed that genre-based writ-
ing strategies (carefully separating Argument, Report, and
Narrative) were most successful in a classroom in which
the teacher was more peripheral and formal instruction
time less, a classroom in which learning was more self-
initiated and peer-mediated, a classroom which was more
open and relaxed, a classroom in which there was more co-
operation and collaboration. We can call this a more open
setting, one in which students were more independent and
task-oriented. The more open setting was found in the
word-processing class. This setting positively influenced
the quality of writing. These environmental factors help
explain why the writing performance of the computer
students was better overall than that of the pen students.

The impact of the electronic writing tool
Word processors in themselves are tools particularly suited
to writing development. At the same time the computers
helped produce a classroom environment that was collabo-
rative, co-operative and work-focused, an environment
which is apparently conducive to the enhancement of
genre-based writing strategies. It was the combination of
these factors which made it possible for the computer
students to achieve higher ground than their pen counter-
parts.

Implications of the study's findings for
language-arts teachers
The study's findings have important implications for both
language-arts teachers and language-arts curriculum.



Firstly, the study shows that there is a need to develop
teaching strategies uniquely suited to computers. These
strategies should take advantage of the greater motivation
and increased co-operation and collaboration observed
when computers are used for writing.

Secondly, the study confirms that the computer writing
classroom can provide an optimum teaching-learning envi-
ronment. Teachers can set up classrooms in which there is
a productive balance between formal teacher input and
individualised instruction, between teacher-centred learn-
ing and peer-mediated learning. Teachers can take advan-
tage of the increase in learner independence and initiative.
When students respond to each other's writing sponta-
neously, teachers can develop strategies to maximise its
effectiveness.

Thirdly, the study's findings indicate that computers are
effective for improving students' writing quality. And they
are particularly useful for the two genres with which
junior-secondary students are less familiar, less confident
and less competent, but which are instrumental in deter-
mining success at school.

Fourthly, wherever possible, every student in a word-
processing language-arts classroom should have access to a
computer. The profound impact of the %7riting tool might
have been dissipated if the students had been obliged to
share computen. It has bein argued, particularly in Great
Britain, that one computer in a classroom is all that is
needed. Such an argument is trying to offer a rationaliza-
tion for an unsatisfactory status quo. This study offers
evidence that should convince funding bodies to improve
the ratio in the interests of better classroom learning for all
students.

Acknowledging the potential of computers
in language-arts classrooms
Students can be given the chance much earlier to learn the
language choices associated with the production of
Argument and Report. Moreover, students may be assisted
in the development of these writing skills by the use of
computers. The combined effects of computers, together
with access to the genres which offer more power, chal-
lenge entrenched patterns of school success and failure.
This is particularly true in schools whose students do not
come from literate middle class homes, schools which have
traditionally offered students less opportunity to develop
skills in these critical genres.

Finally, the computer students were assisted by the use
of a powerful writing tool. And the use of that tool affected
the social relationships and interactions in the classroom,
producing changes which were conducive to the develop-
ment of collaborative and co-operative behaviour.

Language-arts teachers and also teacher educators
cannot afford to remain ignorant of the potential of the
computer in the language-arts classroom. Computers
provide both students and teachers with a powerful and
empowering tool which should be an integral component
of the language-arts classroom.

Notes
Dr. liana A. Snyder is a Senior Tutor in the Faculty of
Education, School of Graduate Studies, Monash University,
Clayton, Victoria 3168, Australia.
The study reported in this article was completed as part of the
author's doctoral dissertation. The full title of the thesis is:

Snyder, LA. (1989) The impact of computers on students'
writing: A comparative study of the effects of pens and
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word processors or. writing context, process and product.
Further informaticri about the study may be obtained from
Dr. Snyder, or the Main Library at Manash University.
The author thanks Margaret Gill for her invaluable guidance.
She also thanks Glen Rowley both for assisting with the statis-
tical model used in the study, and for critically reading a draft
of this article.
An overview of the issues and questions explored in the
computer writing research literature appears in:

Snyder, 1.A. (1987) Writing and computers. English in
Australia, 79, 4-10.

Further, Chapter Two of Dr. Snyder's thesis presents a more
detailed and updated analysis of the computer wnting htera-
ture. An article which critically synthesises key elements of
the literatuie is planned for a forthcoming publication.
A range of Year Seven data (final English and Maths marks
and stanines and percentile ranks on the ACER Intermediate
Test G (1980)). was examined to assess whether the two intact
Year Eight classes were equivalent. There were no statistically
significant differences between the two groups on any of these
measures.
A survey of the students' computer expertise and exposure
showed that 75 per cent owned computers, and all had used
word processors for writing in primary school, with 35 per
cent using them every week. More than 75 per cent rated their
keyboard and computer writing skills as average and above.
All had spent 10 50-minute lessons in the previous year devel-
oping keyboard and word-processing skills.
_Syntactic complexity was measured by a T-unit analysis after

Hunt. K.W. (1965) Grammatical structures written at three
grade levels. Research Report No. 3. Champaign, Illinois:
National Council of Teachers of English.

A T-unit is the 'shortest grammatically allowable' sentence
into which a passage of writing can be segmented (Hunt, 1965,
P. 21).
The students' writing processes were investigated by compar-
ing the two groups' responses to the questionnaire items
which explored writing behaviour. The data were analyzed in
order to determine whether there were statistically significant
differences between the two groups. There were not.
As with the investigation of the students' writing processes,
the texts produced with pens and word processors were
compared and tests of statistical significance applW.
The observation that we do not read our children bedtime
arguments was made by A..14 Wilkinson in

Wilkinson, A.M. (1986) Argument as a primary act ot mind.
Educational Review, 38, 2, 127-38.

For those interested in exploring further current thinking on
Argument and Narrative and the relationship between the
two see

Andrews, A. (Ed.). (1989) Narrative and argument, Milton
Keynes: Open University Press.

The contention that success in writing Argument is more
closely connected to the instruction students experience than
to their level of cognitive maturation has been developed by
the Australian 'genre linguists'. Publications which present
their ideas include

Christie, F. (1989) Genres in writing in ECT418 Language
studies: Writing in schools: Study guide (pp. 3-18). Geelong:
Deakin University Press.
Kicss, G. (1986) Genre in a social theory of language: Reply
to John Dixon. In I. Reid (Ed.) The place of genre in learning:
Current debates (pp. 35-45). Geelong: Centre for Studies in
Literacy Education, Deakin University.
Martin, J.R. (1985) Factual writing: Exploring and challeng-
ing social reality. Geelong: Deakin University Press,
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Item 9

OwNING youR OWN WRITING
By David Philips

NZCER

A
lS WE WRITE we construct knowledge, we manipu-

ate information, we develop ourselves, and we
get, as a bonus, the pleasure of authorship. Our
writing develops and we use it for a wide range

of constructive purposes, including learning.
This present day view of writing is in sharp contrast

with the older practice which, in fact if not in theory, saw
writing as useful only for getting facts down or for testing
what had been learnt in examinations.

The new look also notes that writing has social functions
and value, and that it is a personal skill which is acquired
somewhat differently b- eadi learner. The words on the
paper, video screen, or tape recorder belong 'to, or are
owned by the individual. This article presents some of the
more influential views which have helped to bring about
this change, and sham some of the findings of a recent
iesearch study which Anne O'Rourke and I carried out as
part of the New Zealand Writing Project, entitled Respond-
ing Effectively to Pupils' Writing. Among other things, it
looked at how t....;:chers make sure pupils own their own
writing.

Writing-process writing
During the early 1980s Donald Graves popularised the
notion that children could learn to write more effectively
if they followed the same processes as real writers. As a
result, through his research on the writing of children
aged six to ten years in New Hampshire classrooms he
developed an approach to the teaching, learning and evalu-
ation of writing based upon his observations which culmi-
nated in the book Writing; Teachers and Children at
Work. According to Graves, writing consisb of the follow-
ing stages: PRE-WRITING, in which activities related to a
particular topic am generated as n aid to determining
content and form, often with topics being chosen by the
children themselves; DRAFI1NG, in which a first attempt
is made to create a text exploring the topic already dis-
cussed in the pre-writing phase; REVISING, when the
first draft is changed, either through the author's own
efforts, or through peer consultation, or through con-
ferencing with the teacher - at this stage, proofreading is
especially important; and PUBLISHING, when the writer's
text is made available to a wider audience in a suitable
format.

Other important aspects of the writing process include:
MODELLM, for example, the teacher might write with
the children; SHARING, when extracts or whole pieces at
various stages might be mad out to the rest of the class,
or a group, or a peer; CONFEREMINE, when the author
text is closely examined by others to help with impiovin
the text; and EDITIliC, when the final version of the

is prepared for publication. These stages, in general, are
viewed as minoring the stages which real writers go
through when preparing a piece of writing for publication,
although every writer undoubtedly varies in the relative
emphasis placed on different stages of the writing process
tsee, for example, the Paris Review Writers at Wot* Series)
and may actually omit some of the activities enshrined in
Graves's teaching plan. Graves, then, has attempted to
blend what 'real' writers do with his interpretation of how
children best develop their writing, in order to create a
coherent approach towards the teaching of writing.

The importance of such an approach is that it places
special value on what the writer (or author) brings to the
process and how individual experiences, perceptions and
preferences can become essential ingredients. As a history
of writing teaching would reveal, teachers can encourage
the development of writing in various ways and with var-
ying degrees of success. Once there was the rote learning
of rules, later exposure to the writings of published au-
thors was important; once the teacher directed the choice
of topics and made formal evaluations but recently pupils
have been free to choose topics and are encouraged to
make self-assessments.

One of the strengths of the so-called 'process writing
approach' (despite the awkwardness of this term) lies in
its recognition of ownership, i.e., that each writer 'owns'
her own writing and that it should only be changed, if at
all, by the writer. Thi.1, can come after consultation or
negotiation with the teacher or other children, but does
not come as a result of decree by the teacher.

A Research Study
How individuals' ownership of their own writing (and
hence learning) is reipected and encriuraged by teachers
of writing (in both primary and secondary schools) is one
of the key themes of the Responding Effectively to Pupils'
Writing study which was completed early in 1989.

This research project, co-ordinatel by the New Zealand
Council for Educational Research r.,n behalf of the Depart-
ment of Education, set out to examine how successful
New Zealand teachers of writing respond to their pupils'
writing at various stages of the writing process. We wanted
to find out how pupils were encouraged to write, and to
document some of the techniques or strategies used by
effective teachers. We hope that the record will be of prac-
&al value for other teaches and eventually form part of
the basis for in-service courses. The study illustrates the
extent to which Donald Graves's approach has influenced
New Zealand teachers, although the resetrdi project was
not carried out with this intent. We also discovered many
variations in teachets' handling of different stages of the
writing process.
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We began with an extensive consultative process, includ-
ing detailed interviews, which were canfully tiunsaibed,
with over 60 teachers. In the secmul half of 1988 five
teachers were chosen for observation from five different
levels, 25 in all: ;3/Stem:lard 1 (Year 2), Standard 4 (Year
5), Form 2 (Year 7), Form 4 (Year 9) and Form 6 (Year 11).
Most of the teachers were women and taught in large
urban awes such as Auckland, Wellingtun and Dunedin
but a few teachers in small town or rural areas were in-
duded. 1,* also wanted to be sure that the pupils in these
classes were reasonably representative of the different
ethnic groups which live in New Zealand, so most of the
classes, including those in Dunedin, had a high proportion
of Maori and Pacific Island pupils as well as children tram
European or Asian backgrounds. Each teacher was ob-
served for several hours in their own classroom, and de-
tailed notes made of the techniques used by the teachers
when responding to the various writing activities.

A cornpeheasive research report. called, naturally
enough, Responding Effectively to Pupils' Writing, describes
thl teaching of writing at each of the five levels, focussing
upon these aspects:

(a) the teachers' views of, or approaches towards, writing
(e.g., how each teacher interpreted the writing pro-
cess);

(b) classroom management (e.g., layout of the room and
kinds of groupings used);

(c) how teachers responded to different stages of the writ-
ing process (e.g., drafting, modelling, proofreading,
conferencing, sharing, publishing);

(d) the kinds of evaluation and feedback employed (e.g.,
teal and written feedback and use of marks/grades or
descriptive comments); and

(e) the assistance provided (e.g., in relation to spelling,
punctuation, voice and ownership).

Also, overviews, summarising the teaching of writing
across the three primary levels and amiss the two secon-
dary levels, are included.

How, then, did the teachers encourage pupils to develop
their own writing? How was the writing kept consistent
with individual experiences, perceptions and preferences?
How were the pJpils encouraged to become authors in
their own right, and to maintain ownership of their writ-
ing? At least nine practices can be identified which assisted
in this process.

1 Pupils were encouraged to express their
individuality

Each teacher was aware of the need to preserve the rodi-
vidual voice of the pupils. They saw writing as the princi-
pal means by which personal ideas and experiences coukl
be conveyed and that these should be written down in
the pupils' own style. All teachers acknowledged and re-
spected the point of view of each child in their class,
irrespective of cultural background, and pupils were en-
couraged to develop confidence in expressing their own
voice in culturally appropriate ways. What the pupils
themselves wrote was highly regarded, and not given sec-
ondary status within the classroom; so, for example, the
writing of other pupils was often a source of reading ma-
terial, the children read each others' %Trout-, . and not just
extracts from published, professional authors. All teachers
agreed that it was essential to come to know each pupil
as a unique human being; eadi person has his or her own
rate of development, as much in writing as in any other
aspect of language acquisition; we each have our own

preferences. The 'process' approach to teaching writing
emphasises the various stages and activities involved and
was thus regarded as particularly helpful in meeting these
requirements. All the teachers assured the children the
right to write without fear of intnision or interference.

These beliefs were not confined to the primary teachers.
M the fourth form level (14-year-olds) for example, one
of the main concerns of all the teachas was to enable the
students personal voice to emerge through their writing.
They said that it was very important to empower students
by giving them the necessary sas and opportunities to
conimunicatc their ideas, feelings, attitudes and reactions.
For this to happen, students need to feel trusted and to
trust, to feel secure and unthreatened in the expression
and sharing of themselves through their writing. Con-
sequently, writing instruction was personal in orientation,
reflecting the needs of the individual pupil.

2 Original or personal ideas were dnafted first
Drafting, or getting ideas and experiences down on paper,
was regarded as the foundation of writing, the creation
of the raw material from which a satisfactory piece of
publishable writing could be forged. In all classes the
teacher assisted by providing a supportive envtionment.
They wanted to allow drafts to be produced in a way with
which pupils felt at ease so that they contained their own
ideas or, if the ideas of others, were expressed in their
own style. Many teachers, therefore, regarded a period of
'sustained silent writing' as an essential part of the pro-
cess. During this time they avoided interacting with their
pupils or, for those requiring urgent assistance, kept it to
a minimum. Often, this private writing time would last
from 10 to 20 minutes, and wa3 seen as giving pupils a
space for withdrawing inside their own minds to get in
touch with their own imagination, thoughts and emotions.
in other classes, including those with a high proportion
of Maori and Pacific Island students, total silence was not
regarded as culturally appropriate and pupils were able
to share ideas with each other as they composed their
drafts.

In order not to impede the flow of ideas, particularly
with younger writers many of whom might well have
struggled to produce even a single line of text, risk-taking
practices were encouraged: pupils, for example, often at-
tempted the spelling of words they were unsure of. Check-
ing up in a dictionary or thesaurus could be done later
once sufficient ideas had been put down on the page. This
practice was observed frequently at the secondary level,
too. Drafting time was also seen as an opportunity for
pupils tri rearrange their ideas in different ways, with no
penalty attached to crossings out or a tangle of lines indi-
cating changes of order, or insertions of new words or
phrases. Of course, pupils differed widely in their revising
practices with many making comparatively few if any
changes to an initial draft, but the scope was there for
pupils to put their initial thoughts down in a relatively
unrestrained fashion

3 Choice of topics was often left up to the pupils

Writing was seen as coming from within the pupil, though
influenced and often dianged by discussion or through
reading what others had written. So ideally the ultimate
choice of topic and the selection of ideas belonged to the
pupil. However, it was apparent from this study that the
further through the school system pupils moved, the fewer
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opportunities were available for choosing writing topics.
In no class were pupils free to choose their own topics at
all times; in fact, many teachers said that total ricedom
limits pupils' writing development, especially if pupils
write the same kind of material ad nauseam and fail to
experiment with other types. Also, every class had some
pupils who had difficulties in generating their own ideas.
The teachers were always happy to provide assistance if
it was required.

Most of the junior and middle school teachers allowed
a lot of topics to be chosen freely, and in some classes
pupils almost always chose their own topics, usually draw-
ing hum their own experiences or clasroom activities.
But by intermediate level 11- and 12-year-olds wen re-
quired most often to write on topics chosen by the teacher.
In the secondary school pupils were rarely allowed to
choose their own topics. In one fourth form (Year 9) class,
however, pupils weie encouraged to make a list of their
own ideas and chose their own topics for creative or per-
sonal writing. This teacher alternated pupil-chosen with
teacher-set writing. In secondary school when the writing
was on literary topics, though the subject was set by the
teacher, there was often choice among a range of options,
and the pupils frequently had the opportunity to handle
topics in their own way. The principle of ownership, there-
fore, was not lost sight of and, in at least one other class,
pupils could negotiate with the teacher and write on a
personally chosen topic even wheo the teacher had as-
signed a topic for the others.

4 Modellin§ was only used when judged
appropria e

In theory, although modelling of various kinds was re-
garded as a useful technique to employ in order to show
pupils how to go about writing (especially at the drafting
and proofreading or editing stages), in practice most of
the teachers preferred not to model the act of writing in
front of their pupils. junior and middle school teachers
did occasionally write their own stories alongside the
pupils, and read them out, but this was not a common
practice. Models in the form of extraas fmm published
writers, however, were often used.

The teachers were concerned that modelling would in-
fluence the students' own practices, and that it might lead
to a loss of personal voice and individuality. Some
teachers, for example, felt that pupils would imitate the
teachers' models, thinking that how the teacher went
about the act of writing must be how everyone should
write. They might even take up the teacher's topics and
ideas. Otheis thought that individual creativity would be
stifled because of an unwillingness by students to take
risks, worried that their work would not be up to the same
standard as the teacher.

Pupils' ownership of their writing was considered more
likely to be preserved, therefore, if demonstrations of the
various stages involved in writing and the guidance of-
fered were less direct. Direct help should be designed in
response to individual needs. Most of the teachers were
very reluctant to increase feelings of incompetence or
lower confidence among their pupils, and hence preferred
tr, avoid situations where examples of their own writing
practices, however unintentionally, could take precedence
over their pupils' own development as writers. However,
it was interesting to observe considerable variation among
teachers in their use of modelling. Whether teacher de-
monstrations of the act of writing wire actually beneficial
to some pupils and harmful to others remains an umesol-
ved issue.

5 Conferencing was integral to pupils'
developmenf as writers

Various kinds of conferencing took place in the classrooms.
These ranged from brief dialogues with pupils, in response
to individual needs, while the teacher was moving about
the classroom (roving conferences) to more formal, often
timet..bled, one-to-one conferences after pupils had al-
ready prepared a draft and discussed it with other pupils
(individual conferences). All types of conference were reg-
ularly used in secondary as well as primary classrooms,
with the occasional exception.

Generally, in offering assistance, irrespective of the kind
of conference involved, the teacher supplied suggestions
which the pupil was then at liberty either to accept or to
reject. However, these suggestions were most often in
response to a pupil's comment or query; they were not
just the teacher's view of what was appropriate. As a result,
ownership of the writing remained with the pupil. In the
classrooms we observed and these were the classrooms
of successful teachers, no attempt was made by teachers
to impose their ideas directly on the pupils or to change
what the pupils had written without the pupils' approval.
Of course, pupils frequently accepted the suggestions of-
fered, but without feeling that their ownership was in any
way compromised.

The one-to-one conferences were designed to facilitate
a dose working relationship with each pupil. Through
them individual needs and each pupil's writing develop-
ment could be monitored. In most cases, the initiative for
having a conference remained with the pupil, and at cer-
tain levels such as intermediate and secondary the content
of the conference was also the pupil's responsibility. These
conferences, often occurring on a weekly basis, served as
a secure framework within which ideas and language mat-
ters could be explored with the teacher by the pupil, with-
out the pupil losing her personal identity or sense of con-
trol over the writing. In the primary dasses, emphasis
was placed on ownership and contml of the writing by
the pupil, so the thrust of the conferences tended to be
positive, with questions and comments designed to allow
pupils to describe what they were hying to do in their
writing and to have time to respond to the teacher's re-
marks.

Similarly, in the r ..condary classes the student's voice
and ownership of the writing was respected by each
teacher and the responsibility for the final text was left
with the student, even when a teacher, occasionally, made
relatively exacting editorial changes. Generally, changes
were suggested which preserved the message of the writ-
ing the way the pupil wanted to express it, while removing
errors that could detract from that message being received
by its intended audience. The conduct of conferences is
an art in itself requiring careful questioning and a willin-
gess to listen carefully; there could be a whole item in
conferencing alone.

6 Proofreading and editing were encouraged
At all levels prior to an individual conference pupils were
expected to have proofread their piece of writing very
auefully, and, as far as possible, to have carried out this
process by themselves. However, assistance from peers,
in addition to sell-checking, was an integral part of this
activity in some classes. During the conference and after-
wards when final editing changes were being made accu-
rate language and clear organisation of content were ex-
pected particularly if the writing was to be published. The



final decision as to whether to publish or not was left to
the inilvidual pupil. Any editing changes suggested by
the teacher were done with the conscious intention of
preserving the wr.ter's voice so that the ownership of the
writing remained with the pupil; as with the previous
stikges of writing, any writing done was considered to be
the pupes property.

7 Publication was left in the pupils' control
Ultimately, the goal of writing was sharing it with a nal
audience; in most cases, this meant with the teacher and
the rest of the class. M the primary levels, a vast variety
of formats was used and pupils were encouraged to con-
sider the presentation very carefully to match the purpose
and the intended audience. Mobiles, wall displays, books
(both little and large), posters, magazines, newspapers,
cards, and computer printouts were all used at various
times and displayed in the classroom.

Generally, apart from the youngest, the pupils them-
selves took responsibility for the publication of their own
writing and could choose a format which, in their view,
best matched the intent of the piece. Pupils themselves
were able to choose which pieces to publish and when to
publish; by no means all the writing done was published,
although if a pupil was extremely reluctant to publish
anything some additional encouragement was offered. At
the secondary level, publication was considered important
by all the teachers. Again, this was only if the student
approved. Publication was seen as a source of motivation
and as a reinforcement of ownership.

8 Slwring with an audience was encouraged,
but ophonal

While publication was regarded as one of the principal
means of sharing writing, both within the classroom and
beyond it, sharing was done at all stages of the writing
process from the initial discussion of ideas right through
to reading out a finished piece to the whole class. Through-
out the primary classes, various kinds of sharing occurred,
with the aim of gaining feedback for the writer. While
engaged in drafting or preparing for publication, pupils
often exchanged comments and writing with each other,
and in daily shaiing sessions, those who wished could
read aloud their stories or parts of stories, whether in draft
or published form, to the rest of the class. Pupils were riot
compelled to read out their writing or to share ideas with
others; ownership was protected in this respect. too. At
the secondary level, the sharing of writing at all stages of
the process was also regarded as essential and an integral
part of the act of writing. If they wanted to, secondary
students shared their writing; this occurred in most classes
at the fourth form level, although at the sixth form level
(Year l I) sharing was more often of an informal and private
nature.

9 Feedback and assistance were individually
targeted

Ikrhaps the most important way of ensuring that puOls
retained ownership of their own writing (at both the pri-
mary and secondary levels) was in the kinds of feedback
and assistance offeed by teachers. To begin with, any
assistance offeied (apart from individual conference time,
which was relatively structured) was couched in positive,
affirming terms, and in sesponse to a pupil's request. Apart
from pupils who were floundering and uncertain about
what to do at all, most requests for help were in relation
to an aspect of their writing which the pupils perceived
themselves to be unable to resolve. The assistance offend
was generally non-intrusive, carefully balloted to the needs
of the individual and offered without encroaching upon
pupils' voice or ownership. Even when written comments
were made in response to published writing, as part of a
mom formal evaluation of pupils' work, these were often
wade in a way which preserved the sanctity of the writing,
Ather by being lightly made in pencil, or on an entirely
separate piece of paper from the actual published piece.
Such remarks, too, were generally appreciative rather than
critical.

The teachers were facilitative rather than interventionist.
They extended this attitude to the treatment of more for-
mal aspects of language use, such as spelling, punctuation
and grammar. In the primary classes, 'attempted' or 'in-
vented' or 'approximated' spelling was encouraged at the
draft stage, but accurate spelling was expected in pub-
lished pieces; this was supplied if necessary by the teacher.
Individual needs were taken into account over both punc-
tuation and grammar; all the teachers believed that an
over-insistence on correctness could destroy the pupil's
cultural voice and that drawing attention to it required
great sensitivity. In the secondary classes, spelling, punc-
tuation and grammar were not 'taught' but treated in con-
text - as points came up in an individual's writing. In this
way the assistance offered was specifically targeted to-
wards the particular difficulties experienced by the pupil.

Conclusion
The classroom practices reinforced the view that all writing
belongs to the pupil as author. This applied to the free
choice of topics (especially at the lower levels of the pri-
mary school), to the choice of ideas conveyed, to the choos-
ing of the focus for the indjvidual conference, to electing
to share with the rest of the class or not at all, to deciding
whether to publish or not and in what format. Generally,
t.he assistance offered was conveyed in such a way that
pupils were not forced to change what they had written,
but rather were invited to consider other possibilities and
to accept or discard them as they wished. The teachers
whale teaching of writing we studied were chosen becuise
they had been so successful. They used the strategies .1e-
tailed here and these were observed in all the primary
and secondary classrooms participating.

Notes
David Philips is a Researdi °Wrier at the New Zealand Council for
Echwational Research, Box 3237, Wellington, New Zealand.
The reference to Donald Graves' book in full is:

Graves, Donald, Writing: Teachers and Children in Work, Portsmouth,
NH: Heinemann, 1983.

The Avis Review Writers al Work Series is available from fknguin Books.
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writers go about the act of writing make for fascinating reading.

Differences front level to level in strategies and success are detailed
in Rammiling Effectively to Pupils' Writing.
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UNLOCKING
GREAT SECRET

WRITING REVEALS
THINKING

By Graeme Witbers
ACER
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HERE'S a common or garden situation found in
every class. The children sit down to work
through a set of exercises. It may be Maths,
or it may be something else. The children may

be 8-years-old, or 15. They do the work. It may be a test
or a group activity.

The yield is always the same - a set of papers for the
teacher to mark.

Say it was Maths, in Year 3 (Std. 2): ten examples of
simple number work. Here we have a clever and resource-
ful teacher (with a lot of spare time). She analyses the
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papers, and discovers that Alison, who got five out of ten,
was correct on a different five questions from Neil, who
also scored five. With even more time shP can discover
exactly what it is that distinguished Alison's set from Neil's
- what thought processes or reasoning abilities wet., called
into play in each case; what was going wrong, what con-
cepts are needed by each child, but not yet grasped.

Why not set up a situation where the students actually
tell us answers to these larger, more fundamental, ques-
tions? Along the way we might make some surprising
discoveries. Alison got five out of ten; so did another girl,



Kylie, and she got the same five right. However they went
about the problems in different ways. Is there any way of
unlocking the seem of these individual differences, and
building up a dearer picture of the abilities of the two
girls? Yes: get them to write about how they thought.

Process writing across the
curriculum
Over the past twelve months, I have been working with
a group of Australian teachers in the mid-primary school,
and with children of about the age of eight. The study
which initiated this work is aimed at reviewing dassmom
practice in teaching and assessing literacy across the coun-
try. It involved getting the teachers to comment on their
teaching philosophies, dasrmom strategies and assess-
ment criteria, and a large selection of these comments will
eventually be published for other teachers to sham.

One strategy which just about all these teachers (there
were over 50 of them) used in their rooms was the ap-
proach to students' writing which focussed on it as a pro-
cess. A rough summary of their strategy might be the
following:
1 Thinking
2 Talking
3 First draft
4 Personal Edit
5 Conference
6 Final form
7 Publish

Most of them made it clear that they used this strategy
in other contexts than just 'Language Arts' or 'English'
They also made it clear that it was a particularly useful
strategy to support work in what they called, generally,
'problem-solving'. They had discovered a way of teaching
not mentioned in the textbooks or in College courses. And
it worked.

Process writing and
problem-solving
Here is an adaptation, by one of the teachers, of the basic
process. She was using it for problem-solving across the
whole curriculum in her room. A wall-display showed to
her 8-year-olds the points in bold in the following table.
Her comments on what actually went on are added in
ordinary type.
1 Listen to the problem.
The teacher or a student tells or reads the problem to the
class. Teacher and class discuss the problem, underlining
important words, and discussing other words or phrases
that students don't understand.
2 Look at the problem.
In pairs, the children read the problem silently or aloud
to one another.
3 Discuss the problem.
The pairs discuss: 'What are we being asked to do? How
will we work with the problem?
4 Decide about the problem.
'Shall we draw a picture? Make a list? Make a table? Work
backwards? Look for a pattern?'
5 Try the problem.
Students try, individually, one or more strategies to solve
the problem.
6 Talk to your patiner (or, if you're both stuck, te the
teacher) about what you did.
This is the stage called tonferencine.
7 Cheek your answer.
8 Publish and share your answer.

Donald Graves invented the techniques of 'process writ-
ing' after studying how 'real' authors write, and trying
techniques out in New Hampshire classrooms. Even the
teachers who hadn't read his books often gave pupils at
the 6th stage (conferencing) a conference cont. It has a top
ilap saying:
You will need:

- a pad;
- a pencil;
- a dictionary.

The main card reads:

Publishing Conference
1 Author reads the work and others watch and listen.
2 Check:

- capitals;
- full-stops;
- commas;
- inverted commas;
- spelling;

3 Does it make sense?
4 How will the work be published?

This card was used during language work across the whole
curriculum for Maths, Science, Social Studies, Health and
so on, and not just when problem-solving was the main
point of the activity. Children were very used to it, and
cued in to the knowledge that special equipment (cal-
culators and other instruments, for example) would also
be needed during certain sessions, particularly Maths.

A simple example of process
writing in Maths
In her Year 3 (Std. 2) class the teacher set up the following
task: she issued each child with a Maths task sheet which
depicted six jars on a shelf, three shaded (on the left) and
three 'empty' (on the right). The printed stimulus for the
task read:

jelly Beans
Curly's boss had told him to set up the six jars as a
display for the jelly bean promotion.
'How does it look?' asked Curly, about to leave for
lunch.
'Well, I'd like it better if you alternated full and empty
jars.'
Curly's in a hurry. What's the least number of jars he
needs to move?

The children were asked to try to solve the problem of
alternating the jars using some hands-on method (Unifix
blocks were the most popular item resorted to, initially at
least), and to record the results of this transformation of
the printed problem to 'real-life'. A process writing proce-
dure was undertaken, following the strategy set out on
the wall-chart.

Here is a selection from the final versions of their solu-
tions to the problem, produced by this class of 8-year-olds,
after this process in Mathematics. They are ready to pub-
lish for the rest of the class and to be discussed by the class:
1. First I tried to use the unifix blocks but that didn't

work out. Then I tried drawing a picture, but that
didn't work out either. Then Catherine and I worked
together using cups and marbles, the full ones had
marbles the empty ones didn't. We took about 4 goes6



to get it, and then we got it, well, Catherine did I
should say. All we had to do was to move the marble
from the second jar into the fifth jar. It was so easy,
and the least number of cups we had to move was 1.

2. The answer was 1. At first I used unifix but I wasn't
getting anywhere so Mrs Hockley said I could walk
with Jadd. Then Jacki and I got some mugs and very
soon we found the answer. We poured the second
into the fifth jar.

3. Fust I tried to work out the maths problem with unifix.
But that didn't work because, I couldn't do what I
wanted to do. Then I experimented on paper. But I
still didn't get it. So on paper I drew six jars. I had 3
full jars at the start, and 3 empty ones at the end. I
got the second full one and picked it up and tipped
it into the second empty jar and there was my answer.
It was 1 jar.

4. To fix a problem you need six cup and three marbles
and you get the second morbel and put it in the fifth
cup.

5. First Ivied the unifix blocks. They did not work and
then the paper did not work but then [I used] the
caps I pot the second cup into the fifth cup.

These versions are what the children prepared for publica-
tion, and handed in for their teacher to review. Student
number 3 also handed in his FIRST DRAFT, which showed
her just how far he had come in organising and controlling
his language during the conference process.

Fast Draft
first I treid to work it out with unfix but that didn't
work because I couldnt do what I whanted to do. Then
I experamented on paper but I still didn't cet it so on
papper I drew some Jars and had 3 full jars at the start
and 3 empety ones the I got the second full one and
tiped it into the second empty and there was my arswer.

POlished Version
(Above, Student No. 3]

Writing about thinking
Here is another example from Maths. You may skip this
one if you don't teach Maths and go straight on to the last
sections, Across the curriculum and Some implications .

But this example is a good illustration of the last implica-
tion of all - students can unlock for you the great secret,
why they went wrong, for you to give them the teaching
that will put them straight.

This time the material comes from a Year 6 class who
were asked to do some erritmg about thinking. Once again
the subject area is Mathematics, and the task a simple
one, chosen by the teacher because she was curious about
the differences she observed between students' abilities
in the matter of number series. Here is the task:

Complete the following number series:
43 34 54 .... 65 .... 76

And here is the solution:
43 34 54 45 65 56 76

The students used the process writing approach in prepar-
ing the descriptions of how they went about the task but
they carried it out of their own, making notes as they
went. Student number I derived the correct answer, and
this is how she went about it

What you have to do is to look at the first few numbers,
and see what's going on. So I took 34 away from 43,
and got 9. Then I took 34 away from 54 and got 20. So

47 I sort of used that in the next bit. I took 9 from 54 and
got 45, and then I added 20, and got 65 which was
already there so I knew I was right. Then I took 9 away

from 65, and got 56, and sort of checked it by adding
20, and there was 76, so I had to be Tight

Student number 2, however, produced no answer, and
offered the followinb piece of writinc

couldn't do it - I don't know what you have to do.

These two represented the extremes of the work the
teacher received. Between them emerged a number of
other insights into student ability Student number 3 gave
the wrong answer, and, in describing how he went about
it, provided the key to what the teacher had to do next
to improve his understanding of number series and his
ability to solve such problems.

Number 3's answer was 43, 34, 54, 63, 65, 67, 76. His
writing told her that:

I looked for a number between 54 and 65, then I looked
for a number between 65 and 76.

She took the issue further:
Teacher. Why did you choose 67?
Student Because ifs like 76, isn't a?

A sketchy understanding of how certain number series
might work was mistakenly applied to this example -
sometimes they do run in increasing order of size, but not
in this case, as the appearance of 34 after 43 might have
told the student. His selection of 67 'because it is like 76'
was an interesting guess, in view of one other student's
solution (discussed below), but no more than a guess.

Number 4 also derived the correct answer, but his de-
scription of how he got it happened to be faulty:

I had to find the formula. And the formula was +9 and
take away 20. So I just went on adding +9 and -20
until all the spaces were full. And I got 45 and 56 for
my answers.

Despite the fact that, in writing the 'formula' it was re-
versed from -9. +20, there is no doubt that the student
could and did solve the number series in a fairly classic
way.

Student number 5 took short-cuts in both solution and
description: he wrote merely:

I took away 9.

There is obviously room for the teacher to point out sub-
sequently that this approach to the problem will not always
work, though it did clearly in this case. (65-9=56,
54-9=45]

However, for the teacher, the most interesting answer
and description came from student number 6. She entered
the correct numbers in the spaces, and also had 67 written
on the end of the given series. Her comment read:

I really guessed because I can't do these things ever.
Because 34 is 43 backwards I thought the first space
might be 54 backwards, which is 45. Then the next
space would be 65 backwards, and the last one 76 back-
wards, which is 67. I hope I'm right.

This completely visual approach to the problem was, in
fact, one that had not occurred to the teacher as a possibil-
ity, and revealed that more ways of thinking than a com-
putational one might be used to assist the solution. Again
it pointed out a weakness in the particular student's under-
standing of number series ('I really guessed ...'), but not
one that would have emerged from a simple ticking or
crossing of answers right or wrong. By that measure, stu-
dent number 6 was as 'right' as numbers 1, 4 and 5, and
various other students in the class.

When the resulting solutions were displayed ('pub-
lished ') on the classroom wall, students were challenged
to read the other explanations, and add to the list if they
found another way of expressing a solution, which several

Aid. The teacher capitalised on number fiti visual solution
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to offer other kinds of series in later exercises - everyone
learnt, teachev included, from this whole sharing process.
A rich process, indeed, when it can expose not only the
accuracy, but also the diversity, of individual students'
problem-solving processes.

Across the curriculum and across
the grades
The process is generalisable, according to the teacher, 4

beyond Year 3 and indeed beyond the primary school.
Here, for example, is an expanded version of the process
which might be used by teachers in secondary classrooms
in setting up the strategy for their students. The words in
brackets are interchangeable with the word in italics to
indiciate how the basic scheme might fit other tasks in
other classes.

3

Thinking
Consider the best methods of tackling the prol,siem
(essay topic/project/comprehension question). Get the
criteria for assessment from your teacher in advance.

2 Talking
Share your ideas with a partner. Discuss a variety of
different ways of meeting the criteria.

3 first draft
Set out your ideas on paper in point form. Experiment
with different plans or ways of approach.

Try a rough draft. Don't worry about mistakes. but
naturally you should try to be as accurate as you can.

4 Personal edit
Use a calculator (dictionary/instrument/work of refer-
ence) to check your draft. If you find an error, retrace
your steps ,and find its source.

5 Conference
With a partner, check one another's solution(essay/pro-
ject/answer). Incorporate the suggestions for improve-
ment on your draft. Consult with the teacher if he/she
is available.

6 Final form
Prepare a final version of your work. If your partner
is available, use him/her to give it a final check.

7 Publish
Share your work with others in the class. And share
theirs - they will have taken other paths which might
be useful to you in the future.

Some implications underlying
process writing
1 Every teacher is a teacher of language

You know the rules of your game, as far as language
requirements are concerned - the English teachers
know the rules of theirs. Only you can impart the rules
of your game - but the English teaching profession
can help with the rules (and the structures) of theirs.

2 Language needs support
It needs lots of dictionaries, thesauruses, specialised
usage books. It needs dictionaries of different kinds,
and at different levels (especially the ESL kids). And
it needs spellers. And it needs them to be always
available. Process writing in other disciplines some-
times needs specialist equipment to allow students to
check their work. The word processor and spelling
program is a huge boost to drafting, correcting, and
publishing.

Process writing does not mean mcnve correction by
you
It does mean more correction, but by the students. It
should mean less correction by you. If you find your-
self doing more, then you're not doing it correctly.
Initially, it might mean more in-class assessment, 'on
the run' as it were, but you should find that even the
nee.' fur this decreases as students become more famil-
i:r with, and more involved in, the process.

Process writing does not mean more preparation by
You
By having the students participate in 'brainstorming'
sessions about the possible outcomes for the work,
which can be recorded and shared, you save yourself
time - for thinking about the curriculum implications
of the work rather than the details.

5 Good writing partnerships are crucial
Some will work best in pairs. Two arrangements are
possible - students of equal ability, or one advanced
and one less advanced. The former is probably prefer-
able - otherwise advanced students miss out on get-
ting the help that they need (and deserve), too. But
you can judge best - you're the teacher. In some class-
es, students might work better in threes, or even fours.

Change the partnerships only when you see they
need to be changed, when the pair or group are doing
nothing. Students get used to each other's mistakes
and are on the lookout for them.

Self-reliance of the students is a key principle
The more they participate in decision-making, the
more they are committed to action (i.e., learning), and
carrying out the whole task, rather than leaving it
unfinished.

7 Process writing takes class time
'Will I get through the syllabus?' Yes; not everything
has to be done using the process-writing approach.
And you will save time if much of the students' draft-
ing and personal editing is done at home.

8 Language needs modelling by you
You're the professional - you know the rules of the
game, in the subject area being worked by the student.
Sometimes these rules can be imparted by simple
structures. But remember that occasionally you will
have to show them how you would do it, quite directly.

9 Students have to know the criteria for assessment
before they begin
A brainstorming session (five minutes) will collect as
many criteria for the work in hand as you will need.
Select from their suggestions, and remember - you
don't have to assess everything all the time.

10 The leading mode of assessment by you is diagnostic
Students writing abeiut how they went about a task
will very often unlock, as the title of this article
suggests 'the great secret' - just where they went
wrong: what it was that they couldn't do: what concept
they had failed to master.

Notes
Dr Graeme Mthers is a Senior Researcher at the Australian Council
for Educational Research, Box 210, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122, Australia.
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Staging points: where did the idea come from?

During 1979-80 we were invited to work in three middle schools (with 8- to
13-year-olds) to clarify what counts as progress in writing. We decided to select,
with the teachers, three or four children from each year group. Each child was
chosen as a typical representative of a fairly large group of writers in the class
having their characteristic achievements, their problems and their interests. We
planned to follow these children as they moved through the calendar year and,
in some cases, through the school.

The natural starting point seemed to be personal stories. As we studied the
stoiies in seminars with the teachers and other colleagues we began to realise that
certain features in than aweared again and again. What's more, tbe stories from
different years and from different schools seemed to have a remarkable num-
ber of features in common. Taken together these features suggested the points
the children had reached in their development as writers. So we began to think
we might be able to describe the basis on which the teachers had made their
original intuitive selections.

We needed and wanted to avoid prejudging the issue by assuming from
the start that there was one developmental sequence, min fixed levels at inter-
vals along it. Instead, we hit on the notion of something more flexible, a
STAGING POINT that a child might be moving towards, or through, or beyond.
This left open the question whether there was one mainstream route, or several
routes in parallel, and whether they all led in exactly the same direction.

What kinds of features?

To begin with we selected a case study story from a session that had gone well
and invited the team:

I. To read the story aloud first, making the most of its potential meaning.

2. To voice any intuitions they felt about what was being achieve, and any ques-
tions or suspicions about things that might be constraining the writer.

3. To go through the piece slowly, sentence by sentence, or clause by clause, look-
ing for evidence to support, modify or extend their intuitive perceptions. At
the same time, we suggested, they should be looking for any evidence that
might counter their initial ideas.

While we can't follow exactly this procedure in a booklet, what we'd like to
do next is to invite you to join in.

4



Staging point one

Here is one of the stories that started us off. It was dictated to the teacher,
and then copied out by Tony from her handwriting. Perhaps you would like
to begin by reading the story aloud, mentally noting the features that spring
to your mind, so that you can compare these with the ideas offered by other
teachers.

My dog

My dog's name is pip. My dog went to a car. wen ethe car
was going to the road. His Foo0 is Broken Mitti by the
car and the car as not Stop. wen He as run the dog over. I
star ta criy wen and *II sooter my dog and whe was
bleeding on is Foot. And he drit in the car.

Tony

Looking at the story as a whole and knowing Tony the team agreed that
it was quite an achievement for him to recall the events in what seems to be their
real order. The story rang true: he was trying to give a direct, honest account.
Another achievement, for him, was the suggestion of feelings, however implicitly.
The sentences were well fonned, and he had remembered to copy the stops. In-
terestingly, most of them were separate sentences, rather than a chain linked by
'and' or 'then': had he picked that up from his basic readers? On the other hand
he seemed to be shifting from present to past and back, without realising it.

Right, suppose we go through line by line to check these notions? 'My dog's
name is Pip': even now the dog is present, though he died some time ago. In
Tony's imagination these events are still alive. For most story-tellers this would
be a positive help, but in Tony's case it leads to a problem. If his imagination
catches the past images as if they were happening as he talks, he might feel the
present tense was natural. So his story would be a kind of running commentary.
But to help his reader, he would have to stay in the present (or past) until there
was an emotional reason for changing.

Here he moves from 'is' to 'went', back to 'is (broken)', and on to 'saw'. It
seems as though, as he plans each sentence, he hasn't an established sense that
he is telling a story in the past or in the present That might help to explain the
puzzling use of start to cry' and even 'he dead in the car'.

5
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`My dog went to a car when the car was going on to the road.' This is a com-

plex sentence. But most of us would say something Ilk, 'a car that was going

on to the road', or 'a car, as it was going'. While planning his complex sentence,

Tony is struggling and still has to repeat sthe car' as if to remind himself. It
happens again in the next sentence. And when he does substitute for 'the car',
something odd happens: `the car has not stopped when ix, has run the dog over'.

These slight jolts occur in the two complex sentences, and suggest the struggle

he has in constructing them.
in fact, when we played a tape of Tony reading his story, the way he read im-

mediately confirmed these two hunthes about his planning problems. At this
age he was still hesitating after every word or phrase. He wasn't fluent enough

even in his talking to produce a complete sentence confidently and with

clear articulation. (Thus, conceivably, he might have meant to say staried to
cry', but it made no difference to the spoken sound.)

A final point. Tony does start by introducing his clog to us. And he does seem

to be trying to say exactly what the car was doing as the dog 'went to' it. However,
in the last sentence, what he says leaves us a little confused. Can this 'car' be

the one already mentioned that did not stop? Or is it another car, perhaps
belonging to Tony's family? The reader can't be sure. And this kind of inability

to take the reader's needs into account may be rather a significant feature.
It's important to note that, in spite of all these constraints, we sympathised

with Tony's story and other children responded to it. Tony has every right to feel

he is communicating as well as reliving an experience that is important to him.
So his struggle has been worthwhile.

Among Tony's year group (of 9 yew-olds) this story represented the most
elementary staging point and there were possibly up to a dozen child= approach-
ing or passing through it. Let's start a check-list of achievements and constraints

we might expect to find regularly in their writing.
We'll see later how analysing Tbny's work in such detail helped us to form a

policy for the whole group of 'Tony's'. Meanwhile, our next job was to study

the group of writers rather more able than Tony and select a story that would
demonstrate furthm- achievements possibly suggesting what might count as
major progress for Tony and his group.

6
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A FIRST STAGING POINT (example: Tony)

achievements

something important to tell
events in a clear sequence
an indication of feeling
the beginning of detail (and complex sentenom)

constraints

needs help in getting it down
reads back haltingly, and thus

can't scan back while writing
plans one dause at a time, and thus

moves from past to present without intending to
changes subject (from 'car' to 'he')
repeats nouns in full Ca car.. . the car')
uses elementary verbs all to simplify planning

more for self than audience (whose is the final 'car'?)
naturally uses his local dialect (as/has, ta/to, is/his)
insecure on simple spelling patterns w(h)en, w(a)s, s(aw),

t(o) ay, died
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Staging point two

One of the stories we considered was Phillip's. Again you might like to read it
aloud, bringing out its full value and helping your perceptions of what's being
achieved to surface.

My noRty cat

One day my Dad and me whent into The Loft to put sum
Fib Re-glass FoR inshlashan we had left The ladeRs up
and the loft DooR open So when we wos puting the
Fib Re glass Doown the kat kame ip and toRe all the Fiber
glass then it whent pounsing about then I whent afteR it
and I fell thRoo the FlooR Bodes and landid on my bed
my hed had manged on the wall and I had a big bRoos on
my tied my Dad had to patch The Roof up bmose it had
an hole in it.

Phillip

We all liked the opening and the detailed way Phillip had set the scene for the
reader. We enjoyed 'pouncing' and wondered whether the story from that point
should be read with a touch of humour. Mind you, Phillip sounds remarkably
sanguine about falling through the floor boards and we'd give a lot to know
what his Dad said!

Let's check these ideas, looking at Phillip's story line by line. We have a very
clear picture how this accident happened. Phillip explains why they were up in
the loft and carefully notes for his audience that the ladders were left up and
the loft door open. The setting for the incident is well established.

'Then it went pouncing about.' This really is an expressive verb to choose
and it's followed up by 'fell . . . landed . . . banged . . .'. Phillip is just begin-
ning to dramatise the action. Admittedly, he doesn't quite follow the drama
through; in other words he hasn't yet a sense of building through to a climax.
Most of us would make more ofhow we felt after crashing through the ceiling!

and that will be a good hint later as to how we might help him.
What happens with 'and I had a big bruise on my head' is that the story loses

its impact, as if this was an everyday event. We don't know how Phillip felt at
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this point in the story and we don't know how he feels about it now. This
is rather a let-down for the reader.

Could it be that there are still some constraints impeding Phillip's freedom
as a story-teller? One clue, perhaps, lies with his reading. Children like Phillip
tend to read without much expression. As they read a sentence they show that
they are aware of its pattern, but they are not yet able to see how changes of
tone or dramatic intensity, sentence by sentence, create the dynamic effect of
the story as a whole.

It's a very important constraint, and it's easy to recognise in listening to read-
ing, but the inevitable consequence in the children's writing is often overlooked.
Obviously this has strong implications for teaching strategies.

There is another less certain group of clues to a constraint that could
be equally profound in its effects. Looking carefully at Phillip's written script
we can see a number of problems that may be impeding the flow of his writing.
First of all he is still sometimes using capitals instead of small letters, both initially
arod in the middle of words. Second, the shape of some of his letters in cursive,
`joined-up' writing suggests that he is not sure yet how to form them (one up
becomes ip, for instance). And third, in analysing his spelling we find that he
has not retained a consistent visual pattern for some simple words: thus cat be-
comes kat. In fact, his visual scanning and retention of standard English patterns
seems to be a weakness overall.

(On the other hand, we must recognise as teachers that so far as the sound
of the words goes, he is reasonably strong. Throo and broos result from a clear
impression of the sound, and a sensible generalisationon the way the sound can
be represented in English spelling (boo, s. So there is a strength on this
auditory side that we can harness.)

If uncertainty is impeding the flow, the sheer hard work this implies for the
writer is rikely to produce a regression towards the end, as it seems to do in Phillip's
case. Indeed, many teachers have expressed surprise at the 'Then . . . then . .

and . . . and' structure, following as it does sentences that suggest much more
complex control in the earlier part of the story. lake 'We had left the ladders
up . . . so when we were putting . . . the cat came up' for example: it is quite
a refinement. The use of 'had' turns the fffst clause into an explanation (aside)
instead of another event in the chain. So his regression to `then . . . and' may
give us a measure of the effort being expended earlitr.

Let's now try to list the further achievements that stories like Phillip's undoubt-
edly demonstrate, while acknowledging the constraints that remain.

9



A SECOND STAGING POINT (example: Phillip)

further achievements

gets it down himself
sets out the context very clearly
begins to choose an expressive verb (pounces)

dramatising a moment in the action
plans complex sentences successfully, and thus

generally uses pronouns (we, it) to replace full worts (my Dad and
me, root)

keeps up a persistent stance, reporting the experience in the past
competently includes explanations for the reader, beginning to build
up a sense of audience

tries to apply known spelling patterns to new words (broos)

constraints

reads back without much expression, and thus
!Cusses build up to a climax, and shifts of tone
reports rather than expresses feeling

still intermittent problems in sentence planning (put some fibre glass)
some problems with capital and small letters

how to form the shape (ip) whim to use (R, F, D)
difficulties with visual retention, and thus

cat/kat, sum, wos, hed, becose, throo

10



Policy suggesdons for staging points one and two

Having analysed two early staging points so painstakingly, we'll now pause to
see what benefits can be reaped.

First, a proviso , Whatever point they have reached in their development as
writers, all children need to feel that they have something important to tell, and
that their thoughts and feelings will be responded to. Thus when we or they fail
to fmd something worth telling, it's natural that the writing should show dull-
ness, repetitiveness, carelessness, regression into earlier problems all signs of
a lack of involvement. Allowing for the fact that all writers have their off days,
the answer t^ this central demand for teachers to help children fmd stories of
value, and to respond adequately to them in human terms, lies in an overall writ-
ing policy. On the other hand, the notion of staging points, of characteristic
achievements and constraints felt by wrkers even at their best, opens the sway
to something less general. It leads to a policy for groups of children, taking into
account where they are at and recognising the sets of cues that suggest possibilities
for progress.

After a vein of stories has been opened up, by whatever means, we suggest
there are at least three phases where a teacher can helpfully intervene on behalf
of Tonys or Phillips:

(i) as the stories are formulated (perhaps more than once),
(ii) when the work's available for response,
(iii) as plans are made for setting up further work.

Formulation and reformulation

At the first staging point, Writers are dependent on oral story-telling. Often their
pens cannot follow where their tongues would lead them. So the primary aim
is to foster those oral stories: in the story-telling circle, in a smaller group, in pairs
with a tape recorder, as well as one-to-one with the teacher (or any available
adult). In each context, it's the sharing of interests, the joint excitement and
empathy, the questions and other responses that promote development. Some-
times it is important to gather round a drawing, encouraging the child to tell
and act out the story it represents. (And for 'drawing' read animal, bird, mats-
ured object, model, painting . . . .) These are the first formulations that can help
the later, dictated story to be something animated, and suggest one or two key
things for the teacher to reawaken, if need be, as the story is written down.

The secondary aim at this staging point is to help children with the actual writ-
ing process. This means explicitly teaching letter shape, formation and spacing;
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allowing the children to copy from clear handwritten versions (sometimes on
alternate lines); and providing guide lines for correct letter height.

Around the second staging point, oral stories are still likely to be more ani-
mated and dramatic than written ones. So they still need fostering. What teachers
are looking for are ways of bridging the gap retaining in the written version
the humour, liveliness, shock, horror and other relevations! However, as the
stories are first formulated orally, there are new possibilities. With Tony we didn't
dare ask very much; Phillip's, however, can benefit from excited (implicit) ques-
tions from a group 'What did your Dad say? I bet he was angry? You really
fell right through? I know what I'd have done . .

When it comes to writing their stories down, children at the second staging
point need a very clear policy for gradually mastering written conventions. We
believe in encouragement combimd with explkit guidance. Thus, Phillip already
gets most of the capital and small-letter contrasts right; now is the time to master
Rr, Ff and Dd one at a time, perhaps spaiding a week or more on each. Once
he has done that he can begin on capitals for people's names and senk ^e begin-
nings. Similarly, we can praise him for getting some of the long vowel spellings
right and for sensibly recognising the sound patterns in new words. Equally, there
are still long vowel patterns to be mastered, one by one (thus, 'bodes% as well
as the exceptional spellings of words he will use every day (some, was, through).

As Phillip and the others at Ins stage draft their stories, our priority must be
to respond to the feelings and events. So, in moving around, we can pause and
read aloud a sentence with pleasure and anticipation! And our first reading
of the completed draft must capture the potential meaning, however flat the
words on the page might make it, while offering every encouragement to
elaborate.

It's only after children in this group have had a chance to enjoy their stories
and with luck to volunteer an extension or two, as they recapture the excite-
ment of the original experience, that we turn to the second aim of encouraging
careful 'pnaof reading' for the specific targets for that week.

Responding to drqfts and final versions

Perhaps it would be useful here to list the factors we need to bear in mind:

Reading FIRST AIM: evressive reading in full by the teacher as feed-
Aloud back to children who are around thoe two staging points; it

is also public recognition of the value of their work.

12



Immediate
Audiences

SECOND AIM: selective recording (of as many extracts as
possible) drawing attention to writers who are beginning to
express feeling or fmd a dramatic moment.

HOPE: that OM three or four weeks you will find something
to read from every child in these groups.

WHAT these children need from their class is a sympathetic
response many positive remarks; sharing of similar experi-
akes; invitations to tell more whkh they can take up orally.

THE TEACHER has a chairman's role, not imposing judge-
ments but calling for genuine responses often as not, fur-
ther stories that itnplidtly show the audience's interest in what
the writer has said; but also sympathetic enquiries about feel-
ings at the time, and ocasionally questions that help to
sort out any confusions (Was it your car he died in, Tony?').

Permanent TO MAKE their efforts worthwhile, as many as possible of
Forms these pieces need to be mounted, together with the drawings

or paintings that accompany and often elaborate what the
writer has to say; to foster pride in their achievements, some-
times these go into their own 'reading' book, sometimes into
a specially made class booklet; in either case they may just be
presented in a classroom or corridor display. If teachers can
organise occasional typing of selected work, this is a further
source of pride.

Further THERE IS a chain of further possible readers other class-
Readers es in the same year or younger; their other teachers, and on

special occasions the head or deputy; parents puhaps most
usefully in Nrents' evenings when parents can be guided
through the work to see their child's successive achievements;
and, of course, every so often children can re-read their own
work and share it again: these occasions call for time that has
to be planned and set aside by the teacher.

13
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Laying foundations for writing

The central aim is to help children capture the experience (real or imaginary) as
vividly as possible. To do so they can act it out, make images of it, or talk about
it and often combine two or three of these before they write. As they are mov-
ing through the first two staging points, children need to select from things they
have already made their own in action, in drawing or in talk, and find those they
want to extend and keep in the new medium of writing.

Thus the structures we set up in movement, drama and role play can indirect-
ly help them to realise which moments they might dwell on and elaborate
movements of falling and crashing, incidents that spark off anger or reproach,
moments of caring for something (or someone) that's suffering or barely cons-
cious. . . . In taking on each of these roles, and through watching each other,
children learn to focus on such experiences imaginatively, helped especially by
the teacher's running commentary. Then looking back they can be guided to
verbalise what it felt like, what was observed, how they reacted and what was said.

In reading stories and poems to them, the teacher is doing exactly the same
thing helping them to dwell in imaginary experiences. Many different kinds
of imaginative work extend and bring out the full value of such contact with
literature: There is specific value to Phiffip and his group of reading aloud ex-
tracts that build up to a climax. So lonp as these are not presented as a literary
model for him to try to imitate (which is beyond him, and would create a further
crushing constraint), there's a strong hope that he (and others) might gain intui-
tive undestanding of the way storks can be shaped. Obviously, for most children
this is going to be a long, slow process: what's important is for the teacher to
recognise the points where they may be breaking through.

Drawings (paintings, models or plans . . .) related to a story may well incor-
porate more detail in the setting or the event than the words do. So we
need to give time for the drawing to be elaborated and to be talked through, rather
than regard it as an optional frill. Equally, in the way they attend to a living crea-
ture, or a slide or photograph, teachers can help the children to observe with
care, and in doing so to verbalise their impressions. Moreover, when the chil-
dren want to go on to draw the rabbit's tail, or cars, or whiskers, there's a new
reason for looking closely at the detail. Similarly with the slides taken during visits
to boats, or farms, or power stations. . .

All of these are ways of building an experience imaginatively whether it
is real or fmancial. They all imply a policy which establishes a base for writing,
in acting out, making images, reading and talk; it's from such a base that suc-
cessful writing by children around staging points number one and two is most
likely to arise.
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AMP

Thus time is needed for all the imaginative work that leads towards and
interacts with each piece of writing. A fortnight or more may be required to
build the foundation for each set of stories. We have tried to sum up the teacher's
choices in the diagram that follows.

Working towards good narnaive

drawing, painting,
making models,
sketching a plan . . .

acting in various
roles, with teacher in
role or giving a
running commentary

looking at slides and
photos . . .

listening to poems and
stories, television
drama, stories on
tapes...

talking through the experience to verbalise key moments;
building the experience in detail together;
talking it over reflectively afterwards . . .

writing that draws on selected experience

response

G 3
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Stming pgnt three

In order to decide what further staging points might be useful, let's look at a
more'advanced story, following our earlier procedure. We suggest you read the
story aloud; note any intuitions about achievemait and (later) limitations; and
go through sentence by sentence, sifting the evidence.

About my pet cat

One night I had just come in from playing out. I was in
for a short time when somebody knocked at the door. I
went to answer it and it was my babysitter and my
babysitter's friend, and they said 'Has your Starsky gone
out?' I said `Yes'. Then she said 'There is a cat lying on
the edge of the pavement and it is black and white and
just the same as Starsky.' So in the morning when I was
going to school I knew it must be Starsky because he
didn't come in that night. Then I went down and knelt
beside him and it was him, I could tell, and I started to
ery and then my Mum said 'Don't get yourself upset.
There's nothing we can do now.' Then a school I couldn't
do my work because I was so upset about it and then
when I came home from school he wasn't there. So when
I got in my Mum said 'Why have you got tean in your
eyes?' and I said 'Because he has gone.' She said, 'I know.
I rang the R.S.P.C.A. to come and take him away.' And
from that day I never forget him.

Louise

When we've read this story with teachers immediately afwr looking at Phillip's,
one of the first intuitive responses has been: `She's really telling us a story now

she knows how to help us identify with what she's feeling.' It don seem to
be a story about feelings, fvst of dread, then of loss. And this time the parent's
responses (her actual spoken words) become quite important, because she is trying
to help Louise to cope. We even begin to get an impression of her character.

This story is more complex in other ways too. It deals with a longer period
of time, and with the passing of time. There may still be moments where you
ask yourself why she didn't say more (how did she get to sleep that night?
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why didn't they go and check their fears at once?), but from the next morning
she carries her readers with her through the day.

Let's check these ideas. Louise starts just as simply as Phillip, but there's a
new structure in her story:

One night I had just . . .

So in the morning when I was going . . .

Then at school I couldn't . . .

So when I got in . . .

And from that day . . .

These phrases express more than the passing of time; they mark shifts in mood
as the story progresses. And the final phrase stands back a little, reflecting for
a moment on the whole experience. Like all writers, she tries to give shape and
meaning to what she's been through, and the feeling that she's making it accessible
to us may actually be a help to her own undemanding.

The opening is as matter-of-fact as Phillip's: it sets the scene in the same com-
petent way. But this time the ordinarintss of the opening intensifies the shock
of the baby-sitter's news. And in the morning Louise dwells on the moment of
recognition: 'Then I went down and knelt beside him and it was him, I could
tell.

These are among the simplest clauses in her story, and their simplicity is ap-
propriate. They are no more complex than Tony's and like him, Louise 'started
to cry'. But for her there is a choice of the structure to use. A sentence before,
telling us about her premonitions, she wrote: 'So . . when I was going . . . I

knew.. . because he didn't . . .', a much more complex sentence. She is draw-
ing on a much wider repertoire, so that when she keeps things very simple, there's
a natural reason. know.'

We notice that she is outrunning her technical know-how at this point. In-
troducing speech calls for a new range of punctuation marks. On the other hand
when you have written as good a story as this there is a very strong basis for want-
ing to master the technical conventions that authors use. We might also be un-
easy about the need for more full stops to mark the end of sentences. However,
we must recognise that spoken stories planned with 'and' and 'then' are still the
basis for Louise's sentence structures (rather than a literary model) and these are
being used to good effect here. Since spoken language is inevitably more difficult
to punctuate than literary forms, we would be wise to consider where it is really
essential, in the reader interests, to introduce a full stop.

Louise seems to be confidently embarked on her voyage of explanation as a
story-teller and a writer. Where will she go from here? Will there be further stag-
ing points in her personal narratives? What has she left to aim for? After study-
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ing these questions for some time, we think there are three thinp at least to be
said. First, there defmitely are further achievements ahead, and we can describe
these as natural staging points. Second, there may well be more than one route,
and this may subtly modify what count as 'staging points': for instance, some
switch to a literary model for their personal stories. Third, writers who move
beyond Louise's staging point, telling more complex stones, may also return to
simpler stories like hers. This should not normally be regarded as a regression:
the significant achievement lies precisely in thelungeof their story-telling, whether
in simpler or more complex modes.

A THIRD STAGING POINT (example: Louise)

further achievements

beginning to shape the story as a whole, .uid thus
involving the reader
indicating shifts in mood
building to a climax
rounding off reflectively (in the present: 'never forgee)*

can build a story round subjective feelings,
indicating inner events

using dialogue and creating reciprocity between characters, and
thus both enables and assumes an expressive reading

just beginning to indicate other characters beyond self
within a spoken model has a choice

of complexity or simplicity in sentence
and effect
of a more informal relation to reader (couldn't, didn't)

constraints

in punctuation
in specific spelling patterns

*One typist 'corrected' this to the past, and we wonder how often we've
done so with pupils before this missing the point of the shift to present
time!
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Staging point four

Looking at a story by Sarah, with teachers from her school, we felt it might
represent a further staging point. Try for yourself, first of all, the usual process
of reading through and so on.

A Smashing Accident

We, that is my mum, dad and myself, had made a little
green house type of thing, with bricks at the edges and a
piece of double glazing window lying on the top. We had
planted some seeds and young seedlings in it.

One weekend, round about June, my dad, mum and two
brothers, James and Matthew, decided to go on a trek
down to our spot (as we called it). I did not want to go, as
I am not too keen on walks. My dad asked me if I would
water the little seedlings in 'our' little `green-hou.se'. I
agreed, as I had nothing else to do.

The family (all except me) set off on their trek. I fetched
the watering can and the hose to fix onto the end of it. I
filled it half way with water and clambered down to the
'green-house'. When I reached the 'green-house', I placed
the watering-can on the floor and lifted the glass (which
was resting on the bricks and the garden wall). As I
reached for the watering-can the glass slipped out of my
hand and fell on the floor with a smash!

I felt worried and burst out in tears. I looked at the glass
which sparkled in the sunshine. I ran across to the wall
and sat on a little seat (as I called it) which was built into
the wall.. I was very worried as I waited, I was worried
because I was wondering how I would tell my dad, and
what he would do now.

When my dad and company reached home, I told my dad
what had happened, I could not stop crying as I told him.
My dad forgave me because he said that it was his fault
for asking me to do it.

Sarah

67
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On this occasion let us take some of the central intuitions one at a time and
examine the text for detailed evidence as we go along.

One of the first things that hit us was the title: it's a sign that she has recovered
from an unhappy experience Ind can even joke about it. At the same time, we
can still read into it a rueful feeling as she recalled the real experience of smash-
ing the glass. In other words (as often happens in poetry) a pun can be a valu-
able indication of the ambiguity in her feelings, now and then. You stand back
now and say it's 'smashing', but then it was you that was smashed quite as much
as the glass.

In another writer this interpretation might seem rather speculative. However,
in Sarah's story there are many other signs of playful awareness about language
in use. She recognises bits of family parlance, for example, 'our spot (as we called
it) . . . and a little seat (as I called it)'. Their family construction is `a little green
house type of thing' and, we gather what it's name is in the family from a very
delicate use of inverted commas: 'ow ' little 'greenhouse'. So Sarah already
realised how to indicate the 4ignificance of words for one audience (the reader)
as against another (her family). It's a new consciousness of language.

The more we think about it, the more this new consciousness seems to be in-
tegrally associated with other key features. Thus there are several explanatory
asides to the reader, including a concise explanatory description about the 'piece
of double glazing window'. Sarah is aware of the reader's needs and able (and
willing) to share her thoughts and fears. Indeed, she seems to recall her thoughts
in detail for example, the 'inner speech' in which she wondered how she would
tell. (This is the kind of inner event Louise didn't quite get round to.)

Her awanness of the reader and the possibility of communicating more of
her inner experience seem inevitably connected with her ability to control the shap-
ing of the story as it develops, and to choose individual words or phrases with
precision. Both in the macrocosm (the paragraph) and in the microcosm ('reached
for', 'clambered') there is a sense of her confidently using language for her own
purposes. Rather than continue to analyse in detail, let's at this point list the kinds
of evidence we see for this new staging point.

In discussing with teachers various examples of writing round this staging point,
we have repeatedly noted that the adoption of a 'literary' model is not necessar-
ily all gain. There is a danger that the young writer will be deflected from im-
aginative work on the experience itself into an over-conscious use of language
for effect. AO experiments with new effects (like the bracketed aside!) may come
to irritate the reader who wants to know more about particular thoughts and
feelings. But in this instantx, we feel that the experience was too important to
be submerged by literary conventions, and that Sarah felt impelled to dwell on it.
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A FOURTH STAGING POINT (example: Sarah)

further achievenuents

shaping the story in sections and episodes, and thus
establishing a context in the past before the main events (. . . had

planted)
beginning to cope with branching in the story (The family . I . . .)
focussing on a key event and ha reactions in detail (central paragraphs)

commulicating her personal world to the reader, and thus
explicitly noting family ways of referring to things
telling her thoughts, sensations, and fears for the future (as she cries)
beginning to think about her thoughts (wondering how I would tell)

aware of a reader's needs
in many explanatory asides
in many `explanations' of events,
including concise explanatory description (a piece of double glazing

window)
aware of language, reflexively, and playing with it

repeats `I was worried', intensifying and dwelling on feeling
bracketed explanations and ", used to indicate family parlance
invents punning title (with valuable ambiguity of feeling)

with new precision in choice of language, indicating
jocular relief (my dad and co.)
sense of inunediacy (what he would do now)
detailed action (reached for, clambered . . . )

precise feeling (burst out in tears)
overall, adopts a literary rather than a spoken model (see uses of 'and',

for example)

constraints

possible over-consciousness of effect, of literary models to follow, and thus
of language rather than experience

Given that this was an important personal experience, it is really quite sur-
prising that, throughout the passage, Sarah draws so consistently on her read-
ing for the tacit model for her writing. It was only after careful checking that
we realised that Sarah never used 'and' as Louise did, as a kind of simple bridge
or punctuation mark between the main events.
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like the antral paragraph, for example. 'The family . . . set off on their trek.'
That's a simple sentence, left simple without Sarah feeling the need for any co-
ordinating conjunction, like 'so', 'and' or 'then', to start it or to link it to her
next action. The next sentence again is simple ('and' being used to co-ordinate
the two objects she fetched, not two events). In each of the following three sen-
tences 'and' dots occur, but we note that it has a special use: . and
clambered% 'I placed . . . and lifted% 'The gins slipped . . . and fell'. In each
of these three cases the "and' saves her repeating the '1'; as a result the sentences
are slightly elliptical and a flow of actions is suggested, rather than six separate
events. Indeed, since 'and' is not used at every opportunity, it does create a sense
of flow when it iv used.

This is just one example of a `literary' tradition in contrast witl, Louise's oral
tradition. For Louise it is importr..nt to weld the events into one co-ordinated
whole, and thus she writes: `So in die morning . .'; 'Then at school . .

when I got in . . .' It is an equally valid form of expression, drawn from speech.

The oral tradition at staging point four

There is no doubt that for some children around staging point four, spoken
rather than printed stories are their natural model. In contemporary culture,
families and neighbourhoods that set a high value on oral story-telling offer a
special resource to the teacher that is not always recognised indeed, it is often
neglected. This is a serious mistake. For children not yet hooked on books, the
natural way ahead in stories based on their personal experience is to develop some
of the richer possibilities in an oral tradition. Let us look briefly at an example,
reading it aloud as usual.

22

My Little Sister

A funny little girl, with glasses, that sucks her thumb and
can and will go into bad sulks as you will see.

As I remember, my mum had said that we could go down
to the park if we got a move on, but as 1 and mum were
ready to go, sis went into the bedroom for a doll. Well as
always sis could not fmd her doll or the dolls thinks. So I
went for a ball. Well it all ended up that Allison came out
of the house, with no doll and crying. As we came down
the crescent I started to make fun of her and torment.
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Well as we came down the field she just stood there very
mad at me for making fun of her. Mum and me carried
on walking. Then sis started to scream and shout, so we
stopped to let her catch us up, when she did I started to
torment her again. Well this time I had done it, she just
stood there. Well as mum told sis to come on, a man with
a white dog went by, the little dog stopped, and because
she was just standing there sulking, the little dog weed
down her leg. I could not stop laughing, but Allison did
not know what to do. That left sis crying and in a bigger
sulk than before. Mum got a leaf and wiped her leg. Then
the man said that he was very sorry.

Sis is not always like that. It's just that things happen like
that. All the same some times she plays tricks on me. But,
as mum says what would you do without a little sis with
her glasses and sulks, her thumb which she always sucks.
But, in spite of all this she can be a funny playful little
girl.

Gillian

One of the most striking things here is the confident way in which Gillian
establishes a direct relationship with her reader 'as you will see'. She makes
it clear that on this occasion her aim is to establish something more general
through an anecdote. In fact the story is framed by the neat introductory sketch

a pretty negative affair and the concluding reflections, which suggest that,
with hindsight, Gillian may be realising the struggle it would cost her to be fair
to her sister's character as a whole.

If there is any loss of confidence (and stylistic control) it is in the final para-
graph; the signs of struggle there are very interesting:

Allison is . . not always like that.'
'All the same she sometimes . . .9

'But, as mum says, where would you be . .

'But, in spite of au this she can be . .

These concessions or even tributes! are not too easily acknowledged;
the comparative awkwardness of the structura indicate that to us. In spite of
her earlier fluency, it is clear that Gillian has conflicting feelings about `sis' and
it is hard to bring some order into them. For the moment, the best she can do
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is to end after a redoubled 'but' by stating for the first time something
entirely positive. What we have to remember is that to compose better prose,
she has first to compose her own feelings.

In this light, we can look again at the confident fluency of the anecdote. The
first source of Allison's frustration has been forgotten, but the writer skilfully
acknowledges as much 'as I remember' and moves on into the main events.
There is a very interesting interplay between her almost confidential relation-
ship with the reader ('Well it all ended up . . .') and her implicit acknowledge-
ment that she herself provoked the scene in the field. Is she perhaps angling for
us to enjoy the comic burlesque side without noticing too much that there was
someone else who should have felt sorry? We do enjoy it, surely, but there is
that reservation.

It would be possible to point to many other siwificant features in this character
sketch, but let us be content for the moment with its clear demonstration that,
when it comes to entertaining readers and establishing a close relationship with
them, the oral tradition is a valuable resource. And there may be many other
ways children can draw on it as they move towards the fourth staging point, and
beyond it.

Within this booklet this is as far as we wish to take stories based on personal
experience. They will continue to develop in very important ways, especially dur-
ing the adolescent years. But for most children aged 9-13 we hope to have indi-
cated a general direction for progress in writing, while allowing for some diver-
sity. The next question is, what policies can we adopt as teachers, to foster the
development of writers like Louise, Sarah or Gillian?

Further policy suggestions for staging points three and four

'You're a writer now': that's the feeling we should be giving children around these
two staging points. Their control over the written medium is such that they can
focus strongly on the experience they want to communicate. At the same time,
they are increasingly able to realise the range of choices opening up as they start
a story.

Take Gillian's opening, for example: it gains directness and economy from
the intuitive decision not to say `My sister is . . .' but to go straight in with 'A
funny little girl, with glasses . . .' Once they feel themselves writers, children can
respond with interest as they look at a range of story openings. They can see the
point of Sarah's paragraphing and gain encouragement when we point out
to them that they are already thinking in paragraphs too. They're beginning to
be aware of how readers may be affected, and thus are more open to questions
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and suggestions as the class respond to their first drafts. And whereas Louise
was probably using words unselfconsciously, Sarah's growing awareness of their
potential effect may help her to revise details of the wording in order to convey
the experience more exactly.

There has been a romantic insistence in recent years on the unconscious work
of the imagination. We don't want to deny that many discoveries about ourselves
and others are unpremeditated. At the same time, we suggest there can be an
enthusiastic interest for children as for all writers in the use of the medium
to express thoughts and feelings in new ways. Writers revise and elaborate; they
are interested in the contribution of the part to the whole, whether it's within
the sentence, or the paragraph or the whole work.

Nevertheless, we agree that the teacher needs some guiding purposes, and for
that we go back to the question, why tell stories such as these children are writ-
ing? What would count as development? Gillian's example reminds us that, in
autobiographical stories, it's a major achievement to represent other people fairly,
to enter into their attitudes and feelings at the time, and to reconsider our own.
Looking back over the events, as the story now allows us to do, we can encourage
the writer (and others with her) to imagine themselves further into the situation.
Equally, we can invite Gillian, and others, to continue reflecting on that con-
fusing, irritating, and even exasperating relationship. Drama would obviously
allow this to go on in a less exposed and more exploratory way.

Sarah's story is a reminder that even very accomplished writers of her age may
not find it easy to give an account of inner events. It's a long time perhaps since
she sat down on the little seat, with pictures of the family's retum running through
her mind. Again, those confusing, appalling moments are the ones we need to
focus on, in fiction or improvised drama or poetry, perhaps.

In general, personal stories offer children the opportunity to re-live difficul-
ties they have encountered, and sometimes to enjoy a confusion that's mixed with
delight too. Their stories become more complex as they try for a more complex
imaginative understanding of what went on.

This is not to deny or reject the value of play of stories that entertain. Indeed,
tau stories, thrillers and comic burlesque are a natural way of encouraging skill
in building b.:, a grand climax (and dropping off intd bathos); sustained tension,
as the plot projects new surprises; verbal play and skill. This is the place where
deliberate effects, and contributions from the teacher, even, don't come amiss.
(To redress the balance for the boys, we include in the appendix a story in comic
vein that reaches, we feel, beyond staging point four.) As writers develop con-
fidence, they enjoy conscious experiment and wit of this kind. And while the
serious and the comic story may appear as two poles, Sarah's punning title (and
some of the best of Dickens) is there to remind us that laughter and tears may
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both enter into serious work. It is the teacher, though, who will have to help chil-
dren fmd a balance between stories for effect and stories to explore human
relationships.

Finally, a word about spelling and punctuation. Technical control of these
features doesn't necessarily advance in step with development in story-telling.
However, with these writers the teacher has great advantages. The better dm story,
the more it is worth keeping and getting others to read or listen to. Thus, there
is a powerful incentive to proof-read and produce fair copies, duly corrected.
At the same time, we have to realise that, however talented the writer appears,
she/he may only be able to cope with one new spelling pattern or one new use
of a punctuation mark on any one occasion. The essential thing, therefore, is
to have a departmental strategy indicating the likely sequence for major patterns
or marks, so that, as the need for them arises in the writer's work, the child mn
be set the target of mastering them one by one. The children themselves can keep
a record of these targets.

Of course, more complex stories raise the neen to master new features, such
as paragraphing, organising a list, indicating asides to the reader, laying out con-
versation . . . . The more important of these will call for individual help as drafts
are returned for children to make a fair copy.

Coda

We have written this booklet as a first step to help ourselves and colleagues we
are working with in school to clarify what we should be looking for and what
we should do as we teach children aged 9-13 to write personal stories. We have
no doubt that further work e.g., in drafting and redrafting will open up
new policy ideas and probably give us a better sense of the relationship between
staging points. While this work will be continuing in Bradford, we would wel-
come contact with any like-minded schools or groups who want to exchange
reports of work in progress.
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Fred at the Zoo

Fred was very excited. His father had promised to take
him to the zoo as a birthday treat. He could take two pals
with him. He was going to take Boris because he was his
pal and Claude because he could give them the latin
names and they could pretend they were very intelligent.
Fred zoomed round to Boris's house on his 'chopper'.
'Hey Boris come on'. Dad says I can take you to the zoo,
thats the place what people go to, to see what animals are
like in their natural sununat or other, come on'. 'The
word is habitat' says snooty Claude coming down the
path. 'May I come?"Yer, course I were just gown ask
you'. 'I will just get permission from mumsie. He otepped
into his Rolls-Royce convertible and zoomed off. Three
minutes later he was back. `I have got permission from
mumsie'. They got there. After twenty minutes of
goggling at a python, eight minutes of watching an
elephant and twenty-eight pence-worth of betting on
which mouse would eat the most lettuce leaves in the next
twelve point three-four seconds (Claude's watch does
everything) they come to the lions. `It is just a big cat' says
Claude. In no time at all Fred is inside the cage stroking
it. It lets out a great roar and bounds out of the cage.
Then follows a great chase in which Claude loses one
Rolls-Royce convertible through a panicky chauffeur, one
private helicopter through the G.P.O's new telephone lines
and fifty-eight point five pence through a taxi driver. Fred
and Borace, quite oblivious to the danger are having a
touch-your-t:/es contest in a dead-end alley. The lion,
trapped by keepers bounces onto Fred's back, leaps over
the wall, and is promptly sat on by the elephant. Fred is
still saying that he did not collapse but was knocked out
by a charging porter.

Simon
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Evaluating Writing

By David Philips
NZCER

Introduction
Teachers need marking techniques. Plenty are available, but
which are the best? That depends on what you want them for.
If you want to assess
1 Normal coursework writing what the children do every

day then there will be two jobs for the marking to do:
(a) diagnose faults (so that we can give exercises to

correct them)
(b) ascertain progress (so we can see if our teaching is

successful).
If you want to assess
2 A year's work or even a turn's then we will be look-

ing for a technique which will:
(c) assess the child's progress compared with his or her

earlier performance
(d) possibly provide a comparison of performance

against the rest of the class, or the rest of his or
her age group.

Choose your assessment technique carefully it must fit
the task (one of the above four), the class level, and the pupil.
'In evaluating writing we are assessing much more than their
gasp of a programme: we are evaluating the students
themselves.'

Why is Writing Difficult to Assess?

Despite the excellent-research of Janet Emig, Donald Graves
and others, the writing process itself is still largely a mystery.
We know that it is a very complex process requiring the
mastery of a variety of interrelated skills. Apart from the
essential inputs of reading and thinking, skills such as
knowing how to organize material, awareness of the teacher's
goal, understanding the purpose of the specific writing task,
all play an important part in creating written material. It is
not surprising therefore, to fmd that pupils vary considerably
in their ability to write. While some pupils improve their
writing with relative ease, others consistently find writing a
difficult enterprise. ft is important to remember, though, that
writing skill develops. It is not a static ability which one either
has or has not. Consequently the end-point reached will
inevitably vary from one person to the next. Since writing
skills are usually in a state of change, and fluency taxes time to

develop, it is essential that both diagnostic and end-of-the-
year assessments be made with the intention of encouraging
the burgeoning writer.

Writing has both 'deep' and 'surface' features. The 'deco'
ones include the purpose of the writing, its content and
structure. The 'surface' ones are the orthographic or
transcriptional aspects of spelling, punctuation,
capitalization and grammar. It is so easy for teachers to focus
on the 'surface' features and so easy for the pupils to think
they are the only important aspects that both teachers and
pupils may lose sight of the basic purpose of the writing.
Collins and Gentner have drawn attention to this
phenomenon, and have labelled it `downsliding'.

One great difficulty for writers is maintaining connective flaw.
The relationships between ideas must be =deduct. Yet in order
to write about an idea, the idea must be expanded downward into
paragraphs, sentences, words and letters. Sometimes writers
particularly children become lost in the process of downward
expansion and lose sight of the high-level relationships they
originally wanted to express. Downsliding the phenomenon of
getting pulled into lower and more local levels of task processing

is a very common problem in writing and in other domains as
well. If a teacher emphasizes accuracy in spelling and grammar it
will reinforce the natural tendency toward downsliding. The
overall result will be that children focus almost exclusively on
lower-level task components when they write.
Of course, it is often very difficult to avoid emphasizing

those features of pupils' writing which are most clearly in
error. But it would be unfortunate indeed if the error-seeking
red pen was not tempered with a sympathetic attempt to
improve writing skills beyond the merely 'surface'
characteristics. It is not an easy job to mark the 'deep'
features. But they do have to be assessed if we are to be
helpful.

1 Evaluating Performance During the Year

Assessing the Developing Writer

Writers differ in their learning rate and in their potential for
improvement. However, there is little point in prejudging a
pupil's likely achievement in writing and teaching to that
expectation. Instead, try to pay close attention to overall
development and focus on specific writing difficulties.
'Composing a piece in any mode is a complex linguistic,
experimental, cognitive, affective and scribal act.' (Cooper,
'Measuring Growth in Wiiting', Englishjournal, Vol. (4, No.
3, March 1975, p. 112.) Ask yourself:

Surface problems

Has this pupil an adequately legible style of handwriting?
How extensive is the pupil's command of language? Is she or

he having difficulty with spelling, subject-verb agreement,
sentence structure? Has she or he had sufficient practice
with this mode of writing?

Deep problems

Can this pupil stand back from present circumstances and
order thoughts in an appropriate manner? Does he or she
know how to compose written work? Is choice of content
(within the piece) or organisation of the content giving
problems?



Has the pupil had enough experience to write on this topic?
Is the pupil sufficiently motivated to write on this topic? Is

he or she having difficulties with parents, peers, etc., which
might affect performance?

This preliminary look may reveal that the student has
difficulties. If so, steps will have to be taken to provide
appropriate assistance. The teacher using this technique
interprets the pupil's writing as part of a complex series of
interrelating factors, each an integral part of his writing
ability. Further, the pupil's progress is gauged against several
variables. A mark in the teacher's markbook which is a simple
sum of the number of errors the pupil has made, is not nearly
as useful.

Revision is an integral part of most writing. Therefore
another important procedure to follow is to allow the student
to revise and re-work part of the writing if necessary, and
consult peers, and the teacher, on the content and form of the
written work. (The research of Donald Graves in this area is
especially instructive. Though it deals with pupils in their
first few years at school the conclusions are universal.) This
procedure allows pupils to view writing as a continuous
process with several mutually supportive stages, rather than
simply as a one-off type of exercise done merely for the
teacher's benefit.

Assessing the student's work during the year will entail
these activities, in this approximate order:

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Consider the surface and deep features on page 2. Care-
fully note the pupil's development or behaviour within
each area.

If the content of the pupil's writing seems unrelated to
the topics given, check the questions you asked, and
the instructions you gave, for ambiguity. Make sure
that the tasks set are within the students' capabili-
ties, yet challenging.

Discuss the more immediate difficulties with the
student; provide a willing ear; be supportive.

Correct 'surface' errors but by focussing on only one or
two specific examples each time until the student
reaches an appropriate level of mastery in them, e.g.,
capital letters for a few days or weeks, then commas.
Take remedial action w "acre necessary over specific
thorny problems (i.e., by giving extra instruction and
help, for example, with persistent poor spelling).

Keep a careful written record of the student's improve-
ment in addition to the first 'diagnosis', update it
regularly (e.g., 3 or 4 times a term).

Although this strategy requires considerable care, it is
designed to encourage the student in a positive fashion rather
than to inhibit development. Comments on the pupils'
writing, whether verbal or written, should be selective rather
than comprehensive. This is so that the pupil can focus on
separate aspects of performance and gradually bring about
improvement in them.

(6)

Methods of Marking

If marks or grades have to be awarded to pupils' written work,
bear in mind some of the findings from research on the
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marking of essays. Even though most of this research has been
concerned with secondary or tertiary level students, it is a
useful reminder of the fallibility of the most carefully
prepared teacher!

It has been established, for example, that the same piece of
written work will not always receive the same mark, even
when marked by the same marker. The order in which several
essays are assessed may affect the quality of the mark
awarded; thus a series of good essays may build up the
marker's expectations so that when a poor essay comes along
it will obtain a much lower mark than if it had been preceded
by a series of :::ediocre essays; the reverse also applies. If
essays are marked over several days, by the last day of
marking the assessments are likely to be much less consistent
than they would have been earlier in the piece. However, this
is unlikely to be a serious problem when markingoccurs in a
single session, and provided class papers are not always
marked in the same order. If papers are marked in the same
order (e.g., alphabetically or by designated groups), the biases
introduced due to marking order are likely to be significant.

A more pressing problem for the classroom teacher is
deciding which criteria ought to be applied to any given piece
of writing. What features should be examined? How
inadequate does a pupil's performance have to be before some
kind of assistance becomes necessary?

(i) Revealing Criteria of Marking
Complete agreement on the most appropriate features to
assess does not exist. Different markers give more or less
weighting to different criteria. For example, two secondary
school English teachers may each have a pupil who insists on
using an ampersand (&) instead of writing `and' in his essays.
The first teacher may consider this abbreviated technique to
be a maior breach of convention, and mark the pupil more
harshly as a result. The second teacher may well ignore the
ampersands and when handing back the pupil's essay simply
make a passing reference to it. Some markers are consistently
bothered by spelling mistakes: the attitude seems to be that
incorrect spelling has to be stamped out, so the red marks will
fly onto the pupil's essay. Although these examples may
appear to be relatively trivial, research has shown that the
consistent breaking of the conventions of spelling and
punctuation can lead to reduced marks since the number of
errors (even though they might be minor ones) inhibits the
marker and also directs his or her attention away from the
quality df ideas or content of the writing. Many studiesefor
erfunple, have shown that handwriting quality also has an
influence on the marks awarded to essays so care is required to
ensure that students with poorer handwriting, spelling and
punctuation do not suffer in their marks as a result

Another problem, and one pupils often bewail, is marking
criteria being inconsistently applied. Naturally, teachers
apply different criveria depending on the aims of a particular
writing exercise. A piece of creative writing such as a short
story is likely to be examined for its quality of ideas, sinceany
writing inaccuracies can always be tidied up. After all,
published writers have the service of editors and secretaries.
On the other hand, a piece of descriptive writing (e.g., an
account of a holiday, or the construction of a familiar object)
is more likely to be assessed on the basis of the accuracy of the



events recounted or the orderly discussion of the steps
involved in the activity concerned. At the secondary level,
essays may well be examined for their structural features: how
well ideas hang together, whether the topic is appropriately
introduced and covered to an adequate extent, etc. For all
these types of exercise, the presentation (legibility,
appropriate location of headings and margins, etc.) and the
orthographic features (spelling, punctuation, grammatical
accuracy) while part of the 'total communication', are not the
most significant elements in the overall pattern of writing
development. In any assessment scheme, therefore, they
should not assume undue importance.

To sum up, the lust step is to clarify the purpose of the piece
of writing which is to be assessed. Some common purposes
(following Stibbs) are: the recording of information for the
writer's own use; recording information for someone else's
use; helping the writer to sort out his own experience and
thoughts; helping the writer to understand the experiences of
others; symbolising experience in particular ways;
describing; instructing; persuading.

The writing itself may be in any of several forms (such as
notes, summaries, reports, poems, plays, stories, descriptive
accounts of people, places or objects, letters or lists of
instructions), so the criteria of assessment will need to be
adapted to suit both the form of the writing and its purpose. A
set of instructions, for example, would need to be well laid-
out and sequenced accurately for ease of interpretation.
Assessment would, therefore, tend to emphasize those
features. On the other hand, an essay about a recently read
book might be assessed according to how well the writer
summarises the book's contents and dicusses his or her own
reaction to it. Paragraphing and coherence would also be
important.

Teachers must ensure that their pupils know what is going
to be examined in their written work: for example, that this is
a descriptive piece and accurst.), of information and orderly
discussion will count highest. Although it is often said that
writing is a game and a test of one's ability to guess what the
teacher wants, this attitude is not a worthy one. Criteria
should be made explicit, and a careful watch has to be kept to
make sure that unconscious criteria are not assuming greater
importance than stated ones. To this end, markers need to (a)
expose their `standards', through self-examination; (b)
communicate their criteria to their pupils so that the pupils
can take them in; (c) keep a careful record of the kinds of
coniments they make on each pupil's `essays' and of what they
have done to assist the pupil's improvement.

(li) Features of Writing
Some elementary distinctions are useful.

Mechanics
The 'surface' features mentioned before are often known as
writing mechanics, or transcriptional features, since they
represent those aspects of writing which are readily
recognized as the basics of written communication. They
include:

a. Handwriting
The legibility of the writing will range from
uninterpretable to absolutely clear and easy to read. As it is
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usually the lust feature of a piece of writing to be noticed
(except, perhaps, for the overall layout of the whole
communication), and creates an impression in the reader's
mind about the writer's attitude to his or Imr task, it is easy
to be misled by it. Unless the pupil is being assessed on
handwriting alone, there seems to be little justification in
making it part of any evaluation of writing quality,
however hard the temptation to do so might be.

b. Punctuation
Inappropriate punctuation (ranging from the occasionally
omitted comma to inability to distinguish one sentence
from another Mina Shaughnessy provides some
excellent examples of such problems in Errors and
Expectations) is another immediately recognizable feature
of pupil's writing, found as much in university students'
writing, it seems, as in primary schools. From the marker's
point of view, continually misplaced commas and/or full-
stops are a jarring note in any writing (with the exception
of deliberate experiments with language as in some forms
of 'creative' writing), since they actively impede
comprehension.

c. Spelling
Incorrect spelling is another easily identifiable feature of
writing, which many markers include as part of their
assessment. The range of performance will be from no
spelling mistakes to a plethora of errors. As with illegible
handwriting, spelling mistakes give markers a hard job as
they tend to counteract any positive impressions they
might hold about a piece of writing.

d. Grammatical Usage
Wrong tense, wrong pronoun, inappropriate subject-verb
agreement or other incorrect forms of words can also be
labelled 'surface' features since they are easily identified
and frequently commented upon, but seldom have the
effect of destroying ideas or logical sequence.

e. Sentence Structure
This element is often counted as a 'surface' feature,
including such things as sentence fragments, over use of
'and', misrelated clauses, etc. However, many of these
aspects can be interpreted as punctuation difficulties or
awkward usage.
While these features can easily impede understanding, and

are often referred to as carelessness, they have very little to do
with the content of a piece of writing, unless together they so
obscure a writer's message that it cannot be understood at all,
or only with extreme difficulty. It is best not to assess the
quality of a piece of writing on this basis alone.

Consent
The 'deep' features, however, are much more difficult to
assess, and it is at this point that markers begin to diverge
even more widely. Any balanced assessment needs to include
a careful appraisal of these aspects. The problem is not so
much that markers disagree about the choice of criteria but
that they attach different weights to different traits. Although
this is virtually an insoluble problem the most significant
'deep' features which ought to be considered in any
assessment of writing are listed below without any attempt at
ranking their importance in relation to each other.

So



a. Ideas
This feature includes qualities such as relevance, accuracy,
fullness of treannent and originality of, approach.
However, it is often extremely difficult to assess the
adequacy of a pupil's treatment of a topic. The negative
features are often as prominent as the positive: irrelevent
ideas, inaccurate representations of facts, excessive
emphasis on insignificant points, a confused attitude
towards the topic, etc. On the positive side satisfactory
responses often differ a great deal in their treatment of the
topic; how easy it is to give high marks to an essay in which
the point of view agrees with your own and to penalise
different approaches! It is also important to strike a
balance between sheer volume of ideas and the quality of
the ideas hence the importance for some markers of the
rather nebulous feature called originality.

b. Organization
A survey conducted by the author in 1979 revealed that
university essay markers considered organization of
material to be the biggest stumbling-block for many
writers. The development of the ideas: how they are
structured within the essay, appropriately dividing ideas
into paragraphs, using contrast, introducing the main
features of the topic, vutting ideas in an appropriate order
are all part of this feature. The haphazard grouping of ideas
is likely to be assessed somewhat harshly by many teachers,
while writing which `flows' will probably be given higher
marks Markers should take care to be consistent in
assessing this feature and consider if 'flowing' is more
important than having new and powerful ideas.

c. Word Choice
Aspects of this feature are the use of appropriate
terminology (i.e., adapted to the presumed audience of the
writing); words which can be readily understood, with
definitions included when deemed to be necessary; the
avoidance of ambiguity, hackneyed expressions and
redundancy; and the use of concise, clear words rather
than long, obscure ones. Marks must depend to a certain
extent on the clarity with which the purpose or context of
the writing was made clear to the students.

d. Style
Perhaps the most difficult feature to assess is the 'flavour'
of a piece of writing, i.e., how well the writer sustains his
attitude or commitment, the suitability of the writing for
its intended purpose and audience, the use of stylistic
devices and the fluemy displayed. Judgements on style are
most likely to be highly subjective. The range of
possibilities confronting the writer is very wide, and the
effects of style on the marker are subject to influences
beyond knowing.

The extent to which these features play a part in the overall
assessment of the quality of a piece of writing remains a
matter for individual teachers to determine. It is worth
bearing in mind, however, that even though elaborate
marking schemes (some of which are discussed in the
following section) have been developed, the problem of
whether a particular piece of writing meets the criteria or not
still exists.

(Hi) Marking Schemes
One of the hardest tasks an English teacher faces is deciding
which aspects of writing art mat important. For example, is
style most important, or are the ideas the writer is putting
forward more so? Some of the marking schemes currently in
use will be briefly covered in this section in order to assist
thinking about this problem.

Broadly speaking, there are two types of marking schemes,
holistic (or impressionistic) and analytic (or atomistic). In
analytic marking, a series of judgements is made about the
pupil's writing according to a set of clearly specified crimria.
Marks are awarded for each criterion or essay feature
according to a predetermined scale, up to a stated maximum.
This is probably the most useful approach for evaluating
work done during the year, when diagnosis and appropriate
assistance are most important. Impressionistic marking, on
the other hand, simply requires a single judgement about the
quality of a piece of writing, and is most useful for end-of-
year assessments (see later section on Holistic Marking).

Analytic Marking
As an example of an analytic marking scheme, take a recent
project undertaken in Canada, which developed criteria for
the evaluation of different modes of writing for grades (years)
7 and 8 (Forms 2 and 3). Each criterion has been elaborated to
make it easy to divide work into the categories of high,
medium and low. The introduction includes the comment
that 'we should like to see both teachers and students sensitive
to the fact that certain writing tasks call for different styles,
different language choices, and attention to particular skills
each related to the function or purpose of the writing and the
intended audience'. To illustrate the criteria, here is an
excerpt from Word Choice:

Imaginative and Varied Language Choices: Grade 8
High: Words and images which provide sharp and con-

Crete pictures kw the reader are frequent.
Occasional experiments in stretching vocabulary
and images to include new OT unusual words or
images.
Trite expressions are usually eliminated.
Flowery excesses too many adjectives/adverbs
piled on top of each other are avoided.

Medium: Generally word and image choice is at a more ordin-
ary level with some experimentation, not always
successful, in vocabulary expansion or creation of
an image.
The student still lacks full control and some excess-
es or redundancy may occur as well as the occasional
trite, hackneyed expression.

Low: Little experimentation with language.
Reliance on the trite and very ordinary bland or
abstract expression.
Occasional errors in the use of standard vocabu-
lary.

This publication includes the criteria Organization, Word
Choice, Conventions and Mechanics, Content/Ideas. and
Style, and also includes criteria related to specific modes in
writing such as Narrative: Eye-witness account, real or
imagined; Narrative: Second Person, with emphasis on
description; Narrative: Third Person, emphasis on dialogue;
and Exposition: Presentation of a viewpoint or argument
(which covers six qualities planning, argument, style,



sentence style, fairness or objectivity and fresh-
ness/originality). However, no criteria are suggested for 'free'
writing, book reviews, reports, etc. It is also suggested that a
scoring scale could be wed, with pupils receiving points for
each criterion as follows:

Organization 2 4 6 8 10

Language Choice 2 4 6 8 10

Sentence Variety 1 2 3 4 5

Grammar 1 2 3 4 5

Spelling 1 2 3 4 5

Possible score range: 7-35, if a composite score is thought
useful.

One of the most well-known analytic scales is that of Died-
erich, es discussed in Measuring Growth in English, which
looks like this:

General Merit
Low Middle High

Ideas 2 4 6 8 10

Organization 2 4 6 8 10

Wording 1 2 3 4 5

Flavour 1 2 3 4 5

Mechanics
Usage 1 2 3 4 5

Punctuation 1 2 3 4 5

Spelling 1 2 3 4 5

Handwriting 1 2 3 4 5

Total:

In addition to the table of points, a general description of
high, medium and low performance is given for each
criterion. Under 'Organization', for example, is this
description:

High: The paper starts at a good point, has a sense of move-
ment, gets somewhere and then stops. The paper has
an underlying plan that the reader can follow; he is

never in doubt as to where he is or where he is going.
Sometimes there is a little twist near the end that makes
the yarn- cumc out in a way that the reader does not
expect, but it seems quite logical. Main points arc
treated at greatest length or with greatest emphasis,
othrs in proportion to their importance.

Middle: The organization of this paper is standard and conven-
tional. Theie is usually a one-paragraph introduction,
three main points each treated in one paragraph, and a
conclusion that often seems tacked on or forced. Some
trivial points are treated in greater detail than impor-
tant points, and there is usually some dead wood that
might better be cut out.

Low: This paper starts anywhere and never gets anywhere.
The main points are not clearly separated from one
another, and they come in a random order as though
the student had not given any thought to what he
intended to say before he started to write. The paper
seems to start in one direction, then another, then
another, until the reader is lost.

As an example of a 'surface' characteristic, the descriptions
for 'Handwriting Neatness' are as follows:

High: The handwriting is clear, attractive, and well spaced,
and the rules of manuscript form have been **seri ed.

Middle: The handwriting is average in legibility and attractive-
ness. There may be a few violations of rules for manu-
script form if there is evidence of some care for the
appearance of the page.

Low: The paper is sloppy in appearance and difficult to read.
It may be excellent in other respectsard still get a low
rating on this quality.

What these and similar 'analytic schemes' share is a
reasonably elaborate description of those essay features
expected for levels of writing quality. Although a composite
score can be obtained for any piece of work analysed in this
way, it is not likely to be very useful since pupils with the same
mark could vary greatly in their handling of the individual
features. Analytic marking, therefore, is most useful in
classroom assessment when the reasons for the separate
marks awarded are clearly explained to the pupil. If the
application of this technique revealed class-wide deficiencies
in one or other skill areas, further teaching could be organized
to cover these points, as a back-up to the informal teacher-
staler,: dialogue conducted throughout the year.

A singtc mark or grade made by amalgamating all the
analytic scut -s, however, is an insufficient indication to a
pupil of his wriing progress. Written comments would have
to be added as will, in which a careful evaluation was made of
both the good and inadequate aspects of the pupil's
performance on that task. Diederich, for example. has shown
that the procedure with the most consistemly positive effect on
students' motivation is to correct one particular type of error,
and to provide a comment on one particular strength in the
student's piece of writing. In this way the comments are more
likely to be taken to heart and kept in mind by the Eudent,
particularly if they are presented in an encouraging manner.
A study conducted by Page showed that students who receive
individualized comments from the teacher obtain the highest
scores, compared to students receiving automatic, impersonal
comments (e.g., 'Good Work') or only a mark. The
relationship between supportive feedback and student
improvement is a subtle one, and Diederich's advice is
especially worth noting.

2 Evaluating the Year's Performance

End-of-year grades or marks are not an integral part of the
learning process. But they do provide an estimate of the
amount and kind of learning achieved by the student, as their
main function is usually to distinguish students from each
other, to provide a comparison or ranking.

Holistic Marking
Evaluating writing skills is difficult because of the integrated
nature of a piece of writing and differencPs in markers'
approaches. The assessment technique which takes this into
account is impressionistic (or holistic) marking. Research has
shown that a rapid overall judgement of the quality of a piece
of writing is as reliable a technique as the much slower method
of analytic marking. Using this holistic technique, the marker
re2ds quickly through each pupil's script in order to assign a
mark or grade to it on the basis of his or her view of an
adequate performance. Separate assessments of individual
features are not made.



As a check on the consistency of the marking,essays can be
sorted into three approximately equal piles representing
good, average and poor efforts, with each of these piles being
sorted again into three piles, making nine in all. Thus essays
in pile 3 can be compared with pile 4, etc., to ensure that (a)
there are differences in quality between each of the
neighbouring piles and (b) essays within each pile are of
similar quality. With practice this checking process can also
be completed relatively quickly.

When a team of markers is involved in this activity, cheats
bre required to CAS= that all the markers have comparable
standards. Normally this is dime twice: once before any
assessments are made so dud everyone involved knows what
is being looked for (that is, the Lriteria of adequate
performance) and, secondly, after the assessments have been
made in order to check for any large inter-marker differences.
The range of marks awarded by each marker needs to be
examined too. Obviously, some markers are more harsh in
their judgement.; than others, and may use a more restricted
range of marks in which, for example, the high ones tend to be
avoided except perhaps for an outstanding response. Others
will be more lenient, and may fail only students with
excessively poor answers. Some bunch their marks around
the middle. Consequently, it is necessary to be very clear
about the characteristics expected of answers at each point of
a scale, and to ensure that each marker agrees with them prior
to assessment. Even then differences will probably occur. But
although personal biases can never be completely removed,
working closely with other teachers will assist the process of
ironing out both foreseeable difficulties and any systematic
Dias due to identifiable idiosyncrasies.

What outer sources of variation can be guarded against?
The questions students are required to answer need to be
devised very carefully. Rosen, for example, has shown that in
a list of essays, from which a pupil is required to choose only
one, different essays may make very different linguistic,
content and organizational demands. It has also been shown
that students, when given a choice of questions, do not
necessarily answer the ones they can obtain their best marks
on. Ambiguity in question phrasing has to be guarded
against, too, as sonic pupils may interpret their tasks quite
differently fror other pupils when confronted with the same
essay question, and do badly.

With especially important examinations, it is sometimes a
healthy practice to use more than one marker. This reduces
personal bias and, where a pupil has interpreted a question in
en unusual fashion, for example, provides an alternative
opinion of the quality of the pupil's writing. Multiple
marking of the sante papers is generally preferable to a single
rating and does not take a long time when the impressionistic
technique is used. It also results in greater consistency
between markers in their assessments.

3 Performing an Evaluation: A Theeklist

Consider these points carefully:

I Why are you making the evaluation?
Remember that initial assessments serve a differe,4

function from those made during the year, and espec-
ially from those whkh attempt to sum up a whole year's
work. For example, is your evaluation designed to
provide an overall judgement of a pupil's writing
ability? If so, ideally it will be based on a range of writ-
ing tasks, as one task alone is hardly representative.

II What do you hope the ovtconte will be?

The way the information obtained will be . used is
probably more important than the method adopted. Is
it mainly to help your students improve their writing
skills, to widen your knowkdge of their abilities, or to
provide a means for comparing students with each
other?

III Choosing appropriate techniques;
a. To obtain a deeper understanding of your pupils'

writing ability, ask yourself the questions listed
on page 2.

b. To assist pupils to improve their writing, follow
the procedures listed on page 3.

c. When a mark is required on a piece of writing done
during the year, work carefully from a set of expli-
cit criteria. The features listed on pp. 4-5 will
assist here, though they will have to be adapted for
different class levels. The marking schemes on
page 6 may also be useful.

d. Remember that positive written comments are
required as well as marks. These should be record-
ed in the markbook too.

e. When assessing end-of-year work, be very clear
about the criteria students are expected to meet
(i.e., the characteristics of an 3dequate answer)
and conscientiously try o avoid potential sources
of inconsistency.

1. When part of a team of markers, work together
both before and after your marking to remove
idiosyncrasies due to different 'standards'.
Multiple marking of the same papers is a sound
practice for especially important exams or assign-
ments.

g.

IV Some pitfalls to avoid:
a. Try not to focus solely on the 'mechanics' of writ-

ing. Ealessive corre lion of pupils' written work
is unlike; y to induce better writing.

b. There is no need to assess everything that is written
in the classroom. Formally evaluate only work
considered by the student to be a fmished effort.
Allow students to revise, especially their course-
work.

c. Do not mystify students by adopting marking
'standards' unknown to your pupils. Make your
expectations known; make them reasonable!

d. Make sure questions and topics are not ambiguous;
if they are, make allowance for this in your evalua-
tions.
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Ideology and Assessment

AiS EDUCATORS our view of what constitutes
writing, and development in writing, is reflected
n how we teach and how we assess the child-
ren's work.

if we see writing primarily as a functional form of
communication, we teach specific discrete skills like punc-
tuation and grammar; we ask our students to read and
examine examples of good writing practice, then to
attempt to model them. The main form of assessment will
he examining written products with a view to improving
their quality.

But, if we see writing as a tool for thinking and under-
standing, a process by which the :vriter's own ideas are
transformed and, as a skill, honed over time, then we will
teach and assess differently. Teaching will be based on the

116,.

spw.

notion of learning by doing, the idea that children learn to
write more effectively if they follow the same process as
mature writers. Assessment will try to reflect how students
are handling this process, with a view to supporting its
development.

Thus, vif.w., and assumptions about writing have impli-
cations fo, ssment.

Current Practice
jtp example of official aims for assessment practice comes

ft from a New Zealand task force on evaluation.
Tomorrow's Standards contains elements of each of the
above views of writing. The report talks of nationally-
based, criterion-referenced tasks assessing important basic
skills where, presumably, the emphasis is functional writ-
ing. But also emphasised is the diagnostic function of



assessment, namely, to provide information which identi-
fies strengths and weaknesses. In addition to 'nationally
normed outcomes (standardised tests)" for writing, a vari-
ety of assessment tasks is suggested. There is recognition
that tasks or instruments which can be used in the regular
classroom are likely to be more sensitive diagnostic indica-
tors than assessments on a large scale.

Such classroom-based measures include observation of
the process (thmugh, for example, conferences between
teacher and child, and teacher-designed checklists) as well
as evaluation of outcomes. In New Zealand the Primary
Progress records have learning goals for writing which
reflect the need for formative, process-driven measures.
But assessment of writing in the secondary school, so
enmeshed in the tradition of national awards, has been
overwhelmingly concerned with summative assessment of
a product. Product assessment is not very useful for diag-
nosis. For example, end product evaluation describes, but
fails to explain, changes to text, like why less experienced
writers make changes largely at the level of mechanics,
leaving the quality of the piece unchanged, while mature
writers revise at a whole-text level making meaning-based
changes.

Teachers as observers: the log in the head

The most significant evaluation record is in a teacher's
head', claims Jan Turbill. She defends the use of the

teacher's impressions, and other subjective assessment,
when supplemented with, for example, continuous records
and daily performance samples. I think she is right : evalu-
ation of both product and process is important. However,
diagnostic assessment utilising both sources of evidence is
a considerable challenge to the classroom teacher.

If informal, teacher-based assessment is to be empha-
sised, then teaclicrg must develop as sensitive observers.
Whilst designing a questionnaire instrument to assist
English teachers make assessments, I was given, unexpect-
edly, an indication of how sensitive a group of secondary
teachers were.

The questionnaire was to help teachers with assessments
appropriate to a profile of student strengths and weak-
nesses in aspects of the writing process. The rationale was
that teachers are in a position to observe evidence of
students wrestling with the cognitive and linguistic
demands of writing. A teacher may have observed a
student who often cannot think what to write about, or a
student whose piece trails off or comes to an abrupt halt.
The questionnaire items asked about such students and
their difficulties because they are likely indicators of
memory search problems. Research (from the work of Carl
Bereiter and Marlene Scardamalia at the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education) shows that primary school child-
ren lack the ability to conduct 'meta-memorial' search, that
is, they cannot rapidly examine the contents of memory in
order to determine whether they know a little or a lot
al-out given topic. Hence they may start writing and be
wei; ',Ito a piece before they realise that they have no more
to say. Accustomed to a conversational partner, children
often have not developed a system of generating content
which functions autonomously. They may need a lot of
prompting and another question asks about this. If writers
generate content using the strategy, adapted from conver-
sation, of 'What shall I say next?' they do not readily
produce coherent writing. Questions in the questionnaire
dealt with aspects of planning like this.

Similarly, there were items which ask what teachers have
observed about the revision process: 'Does the student re-
scan or re-read work to review during the writing
process?"Does the student settle on the first version genet-
atedr, and so on. 86

The questionnaire

The Teacher Evaluation of Student Writing Ability
Questionnaire (TESWAQ) consisted of 36 items, derived

from the literature on writing. Each item took the form of a
statemeut with a five point scale to measure the extent to
which the student writer exhibited the particular character-
istic. The questions covered ix dimensions:

(i) attitude to writing,
(ii) the ability to search memory for and to generate

content,
(iii)planning and structure,
(iv) the extent to which the writer is sensitive to the needs

of an audience,
(v) style (which included choice of vocabulary, use of a

variety of structures and adherence to conventions)
and,

(vi) ability to evaluate and revise.
Teachers were asked to consider each statement carefully

in the light of the variety of occasions and writing situa-
tions in which they had observed the studeht and the vari-
ety of different pieces of work they had seen. They were
asked to try not to form and use a global impression hut to
consider each item individually. Ten teachers assessed a
selection of their students. Four teachers taught English at
Form 2/Year 7 level (average age 12:6); four taught Form
4/Year 9 (average age 14:7) while two taught predomi-
nantly Sixth Form/Year 11 and 12 (average age 17).
Teachers were left this questionnaire to complete at their
leisure so they had the opportunity to check out their
perceptions.

Teacher responses
Teachers had no trouble using the scale and the items
certainly discriminated among students. For every

item, all points on the one to five scale were used and, for
each item, the pattern ot choices was normally distributed.

However, at the outset some teachers commented that
the task was difficult, largely because they felt they did not
have any (or sufficient) information on a number of items.
This was reflected in the overall pattern of their responses.
Perhaps because of their view of writing or their training
and experience to date. these teachers seemed to rely on a
global impression of a student's writing ability. This is
what the results of an analysis of their assessments
suggested. The analysis showed that the instrument was
internally highly consistent (Cronbach's alpha ,----- .98). That
is, each individual student was given almost the same
score on all items.

This questionnaire purportedly examined six different
dimensions of writing ability, but showed extremely high
internal consistency.

There are two likely explanations. Either there are no
separate dimensicis of writing ability, that is a student's
performance is completely consistent over each of the
different dimensions, or alternatively, the teachers were
unable to differentiate, perhaps through being unduly
influenced by a global impression of writing ability. As,
logically, one would not expect a student to master all
aspects of a complex skill at the same rate, it looks as if we
have to be concerned at the insensitivity of teacher obser-
vations. Are some teachers more able to assess the different
aspects of writing ability, while others are lem able to do
so?

Unfortunately, there were not many ways I could inves-
tigate this question because of the small sample of teachers,
and students per teacher. So I sought further evidence by
looking at profiles of student strengths and weaknesses,
using the six dimensions, to see if there were patterns char-
acteristic of teachers. An example of two student profiles



Figure 1

Student profiles showing teacher assessed performance
on aspects of writing
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from each of three different teachers is shown in Figure 1.
The patterns are informative. Teacher X sees attitude as

distinct from other dimensions and the two students have
different patterns of strengths and weaknesses. Teachers Y
and Z rate their students' abilities on the different dimen-
sions of writing within a small range, and there is a similar
pattern of strengths and weakness for each of the two
students although one is clearly perceived as better than
the other in each teacher's case. It appears that the assess-
ment focus of these latter teachers is relativity. How one
student performs in relation to another, is most important
to them, not the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
individual student.

Implications for teacher-based assessment

I t is acknowledged that the teacher sample was small, but
it was reasonably representative. It seems that for the

'log in the head' to be a valid method of evaluation it needs
to be fine-tuned. As I found the log, it ws too global to be
useful for diagnostic assessment. Teachers need to acquire
sufficient knowledge about the thought processes going on
during the act of writing to enable them to become sensi-
tive observers of the process. If you can note instances (like
each behaviour asked abelut in the questionnaire) and
understand what each indicates about the underlying
process, then you can devise a strategy to support the
writer. For example, if the writer has memory-related
content retrieval problems try such strategies as single
word brainstorming, conversational support and prompts
(sometimes just 'and' or 'can you tell me more?') to help
the child search his or her memory. Other prompts can be
designed to help the child search in a structured, branching
fashion.

Understanding cognitive processes

Understanding cognitive processes is vital in order to
support developing writers. The questionnaire asked

the teachers to rate behaviour associated with revision and
knowing your audience. These are integral to the develop-
ment of students as successful evaluators of their own
writing. 87

In the broad sense, this self-evaluation process can be
seen as re-vision, a re-seeing of your own writing. Revision
may be applied to ideas and plans as well as produced
tests, and occur at any point during writing. It includes
evaluating and revising and requires a writer to detect a
problem, diagnose it and select a strategy, before taking
action.

Student writers as evaluators

Constant evaluation and reworking are the lot of a
skilled writer. But the average student will look

askance if you suggest such. Donald Graves describes their
response as a 'why-tinker-with-perfection?' look. School
students seldom spontaneously revise a piece. Findings
suggest that when they do revise they make changes to
words and phrases and little else, with the emphasis on
mechanics. Furthermore, attempts to effect changes to a
piece do not necessarily improve it. Unfortunatelv,
research on this topic has been rather narrow and descrip-
tive. It has tried to specify alterations and how such alter-
ations vary across different ages and abilities. An
explanation of why children change words and not ideas is
problematical. Research 1 have carried out suggests that
students, up to late secondary, have limited internalised
criteria for 'good' writing; they evaluate their work usirg
these limited standards, and this stymies the whole rev;-
sion process. In addition, it may be that some writers have
difficulty with the complex cognitive and linguistk
demands of evaluation and revision.

How might teachers support self
evaluation and revision?

O ur usual response to writing, as teachers, is to talk
about it to the writer or make comments on the

finished product. (Peers also respond to writing.) This
strategy is premised on the hope that talk and comments
about aspects of writing will be internalised by the
students who, subsequently, will use this information to
regulate their own writing processes. They will 'give them-
selyes a conference', as it were. But does using such a strat-



egy mean they understand the underlying thought
processes? Perhaps what needs to be cultivated is know-
ledge of the mental processes which underlie the activity of
writing. Scardamalia, Bereiter and colleagues talk of foster-
ing self-knowledge and regulation by directing students'
attention to cognitive processes.

To date, we have only one rough description of the major
thinking processes involved in writing. The model is
proposed by Hayes and Flower. Briefly, the model
describes three major mental acts - planning, translating
and reviewing which can be both interactive and iterative.
The study described below is a way of defining the
processes a writer goes through in evaluation and revision,
a way that may be useful for diagnosis and instruction.

Cognitive thought processes in evaluation
and revision

T he research was designed to establish what cognitive
skills a writer must use to evaluate and revise writing.

Five thought processes or skills were considered to be
central to successful revision.

1. The first of these skills involved extracting the gist.
Revision involves a language system which works itera-
tively using its own output as input. Although the output
might be ideas or pre-text, central to evaluation is reread-
ing text written, in order to test it against (a) intended text
and (b) internalised criteria tor good writing. Research has
shown the most effective attempts to reconstruct text writ-
ten to be those which encapsulated the underlying message
of the text in a gist form. This involves using rules which
specify what to select and what to delete. Also it often
involves inventing an overarching phrase or term which
subsumes lots of detail.

2. The reason for omstructing a mental representation ot
text-to-date is to compare this with a representation ot text
intended. And what you intend to write may be well
planned or poorly planned. A major part of this planning
involves elaborating the rhetorical situation, critically
constructing the inferred psychological characteristics of
the audience in order to r) tch these to an appropriate
message. This was the second aignitive skill.

3. The specialised re-reading of text, in order to evaluate,
involves more than simply reading from the viewpoint of
an audience or testing for comprehensibility. Detecting
deficiencies in text involves attending to both the content,
or meaning, and also to the form. Often giving attention to
meaning dominates, and evaluation, detection and correc-
tion are hindered. The use of predictable sentence struc-
tures and broader text structures as an information-
handling technique may offset the constraints of limited
capacity. Knowledge of structural patterns (sentence and
text) is implicated in comprehension and written produc-
tion and such structural patterns may aid the detection of
errors. This skill was termed utilising organisational
structures.

4. After a writer has evaluated appropriately, and recog-
nised a deficiency, remedial action usually takes the form
of generating alternatives to the offending words. These
alternatives have to be generated despite a potent barrier -
the words already thought up and written down. Fluency
of ideas, especially when faced with previous attempts, is
recognised as a vital cognitive skill.

5. Finally, generating these alternatives is not like algo-
rithmic problem solving where there is only one solution.
Rather it is a case of generating several solutions and test-
ing for appropriateness - making comparisons among
alternatives is the skill you need. These comparisons
involve representing how the text will appear, with each
alternative in turn.

Relationship of cognitive skills to evalua-
tion and revision

To look at these skills ot evaluation and revision I
selected three groups of students; 40 Form 2/Year 7

students, 40 Form 4/Year 9 students and a minimum of 76
Form 6-7/Year 11-12 students. Each student completed
five paper and pencil tasks designed to measure the skills
outlined above and also a task designed to measure how
successfully they could make changes to texts.

Analyses established that each of these skills was signifi-
cantly related to the ability to make successful changes to
text. Performance on the tasks tapping the cognitive
thought processes were shown to differentiate good from
poor revisers.

Implications

Establishing the likely major cognitive processes
involved in evaluation and revision provides the basis

for a more detailed descriptive model. The use of such a
description is two-fold: (a) the description could be used as
a basis for a closer understanding of what it is that a writer
must do in order to revise; (b) variants of the tasks devised
for the rese,rch, could be used for diagnostic assessment.

Fostering self-knowledge and regulation by directing
students' attention to cognitive processes enriches their
language experience in a directed, active fashion. The aim
is to use instructional procedures designed to bring these
cognitive processes into the open. For example, make up
activities that increase students' sensitivity to audience
needs by having them infer the psychological needs of an
audience. Then match these needs to an appropriate
message. Or try reading a flawed text and predicting the
reader's problems.

In a nutshell

The implication from both of these studies is that a
sound understanding of the detailed thought processes

involved while writing is necessary, both for diagnostic
assessment and in order to provide directed instructional
support.
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Writers at Risk

Including an Assessment Method for
Teachers and Researchers to Identify the
Strengths and Weaknesses of Young
Writers

By Carol Adler
Missoula, Montana

Several groups of children are at high risk of inadequate progress in
written language. Some children of average intelligence (9.4 percent
of boys) fall further and further behind their peers as they get older.
They need special help. How can they be identified? How can we
give assistance?

As recipient of a Rotary Foundation Award and as a Fulbright
Research Scholar I was able to study the written language of children
in Dunedin, New Zealand, and in Montana, USA, assessing their
growth in writing over a period of three years. To arrive at my con-
clusion about high risk writers I had first to create a way of accurately
assessing writing skills. The technique I used - analytic marking -
was found by teachers who evaluated the research scripts and by
others who were given workshops on the assessment technique, to
be very useful to them in their classrooms. In this set item I will
describe the technique, how I used it in my research, and report how
some of the teachers adapted the technique.
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Part I Marking Methods

If you read quickly through a piece of writing and give it a mark, you
are using a general impression, holistic or global method. If you read
through and score different features of the writing (spelling,
sentence structure, development of ideas, vocabulary, and so on,
see figure I), allocating a mark to each, you are using an analytic
method. The single score from the general impression assessment
and the total of the analytic marks are usually very similar.

Why then does anyone bother with analytic marking? It can be
slower and requires more effort. The main reason is that general
impression marking is little help in day-to-day teaching; a global
mark is of marginal benefit to the pupil. If separate skills have been
rated, specific feedback can be provided, showing strengths in
written language as well as areas needing improvement. For
example, if the mark for development of ideas is low, the teacher
knows to direct attention to the expansion of ideas within the pupil's
whole writing. If the punctuation score is high, no extra attention to
punctuation is currently required.

Different Emphases

Teachers differ in their philosophies of what is important in the
teaching of writing. Yet these differences need not prevent them
from using an analytic method of marking. One philosophy may
emphasize writing as a way of helping pupils expand their thinking.
Another may attend more to concise communication. Of course, no
teacher will promote some writing abilities totally at the expense of
others. The outcome is a matter of emphasis. There are two main
ways of giving emphasis to your philosophy of writing while using
the analytic assessment method.

If you are using a ready-made analytic scheme with the des-
criptive criteria developed by someone else, such as the one used in
my research, first check that the criteria do include those that express
your philosophy of what represents writing. If there are some
criteria missing, add them.

Secondly, you may find it helpful to more heavily weight the
criteria which you wish to emphasize with your pupils. For example,

4
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while using all of the criteria in her marking, Joanne, teaching 11-
vear-olds, gave added weight to different criteria when marking dif-
ferent assignments. In an assignment requiring the students to
describe a science experiment, she focused on the criteria of Organi-
sation and Development (especially the element of Sequence),
giving these criteria more weight in the marking and other criteria
less weight. When the assignment involved creative composition,
the criteria of Originality and Clever Twists were weighted more
heavily than the others.

Part II - The Dunedin Research

The Sample

A total of 592 children (272 girls and 320 boys) from most Dunedin-
area schools participated in the research. The sample consisted of
children who are members of the Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health
and Development Study sample. These children have been studied
from birth. The sample is known to be slightly socio-economically
advantaged in comparison with the rest of New Zealand and is
under-iepresentative of Maori and other Polynesian people.

The Procedures

Written instructions were provided to the principals and teachers,
along with instructions to be read to the chiliren. The children were
informed of the purpose of the writing: to provide scripts to a group
of people who want to learn more about written language. The
children were also told that no marks would be given to 4.16- scripts
by their classroom teachers. Directions were printed on tne cover of
the writing boo1jet which was provided for each chAl. (The
directions were also read to the children as an Insurance' for those
with reading difficulties.) Inside the booklet was a picture to sti-
mulate their writing, followed by two and a half pages of lines. The
picture (See figure 2) was a three-colour line drawing of an imaginary
creature, captioned: 'Here is a picture of a creature. It can be
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Figure 2

anything you want it to be. It can do anything you want it to do.
Write a story about this creature.' The topic provided an opportunity
for a wide range of written expression and did not require any
special knowledge of a particular subject. Each child was asked to
write for 30 minutes. All children wrote in their respective schools at
a designated time and under conditions established for the research.
Each of the 592 children wrote at age 9 and againat age 12. To control
the research conditions, the first-draft scripts were used, although
the children were reminded to allow themselves five minutes to
complete their stories and to proof-read them.

The Development of the Scoring Measures

A close examination was made of the scripts written at both ages, 9
and 12. Descriptions of what was written were carefully drafted and
the characteristics o; high, middle and low quality writing set down.
The results can be seen in the 'Descriptive Criteria', pp.15-22. These
elements were grouped to form the eight categoAes (in figure 1) and
these categories became air measures used to assess the written
language. Therefore, the scoring criteria were written from the
children's actual writing samples. "11 of the descriptive criteria for
the eight scoring measures were compiled into a booklet called the
Reader's Handbook. The handbook also included sample scripts
which illustated varying degrees of performance in each of the
measures.
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The Assessment of Scripts

Three Dunedin teachers were selected to read and score the scripts.
Their selection was based upon their interest and experience in
language arts. The Reader's Handbook was used as a manual during
their two days of training, and as a guide during assessment. They
learnt (1) to identify the ability level the child showed in each of the
eight categories, (2) to guard against allowing a pupil's ability in one
category to influence their judgements in other categories, and (3) to
agree among themselves on the interpretation of the descriptive
criteria. Before assessment, all scripts written at ages 9 and 12 were
mixed together and no identifying information was available to the
readers.

Each of the 1184 scripts (592 x 2) was marked independently bv
each of the three readers, one category at a time. Therefore, each
script received 24 scores (8 categories x 3). The average scoring time
was 21/2 minutes per script.

The Results

The following summary states the main results of the study:

1. Agreement among all three readers was .86 for age 9 scores and
.85 for age 12 scores (Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance).
These agreements are well within those accepted in other
studies.
The eight measures were highly intercorrelateci, producing one
main factor, written language. This factor explained 73% of the
variance for age 9 scores and 75% of the variance for age 12
scores.

1.

The Childreil

8

3. The children, on average, improved as writers in all measures
except Handwriting.

4. The average number of words increased from 13 3 at age 9 to 287
at age 12. an increase of 66%.
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5. The correlations between age-9 and age-12 scores showed that
improvement in story writing was more predictable in Sentence
Structure than in the other measures and less predictable in the
Number of Words written.

6. Girls' scores were significantly higher than boys' scores in all
measures except for Handwriting.

7. The 'gap' between scores of girls and boys was essentially the
same at age 12 as at age 9. (Exception Handwriting: The Girls'
scores increased slightly and the boys' scores declined slightly. )

8. The strongest predictors of written language performanceat age
12 were written language at age 9 and reading and spelling at
age 11. Undesirable behaviour showed a weak relationship with
written language. Socio-economic status showed no meaningful
relationship to writing ability.

Those Who Scored Low

9. Children with low writing scores were identified. Because rela-
tively few girls scored low, only boys were selected for further
study. They were placed into four groups.
Group 7 scored in the lower 15% at ages 9 and 12 and had intel-
ligence scores of less than 90. This group showed a general
cognitive delay and were 5.3% of all the boys in the study.
Group 2 scored in the lower 15% at ages 9 and 12 and had intel-
ligence scores of 90 or more. They also scored low in reading,
spelling, listening, and maths. They were 6.6% of all the boys.
Group 3 had written language scores 1.5 or more standard errors
below the scores predicted for them, based on their intel!Igence
and reading scores. They scored low in writing only. They were
9.4% of all the boys.

As well, all three delayed groups scored lower at age 12 than
the remainder of the boys scored at age 9.
Group 4 consisted of the remainder of boys in the sample.

10. The total written language scores for each of the four groups
were compared. Children in Groups 1 and 2 tended to progress

steadily but slowly. Group 3 showed less relative progress than
any of the groups.

Despite their average general ability the boys in Group 3 (low

9
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in writing only) made less progress than would have been
expected (see figure 3). This is the group about which we must
be very concerned.

We badly need further research involving other groups of
children who show problems in written language. Children
such as those identified in Group 3 (low scores in written
language only) may be hard to identify in school because they
are not performing as poorly in written language as those
children who have overall academic delays.

The number of boys and girls found who have average intel-
ligence but who scored significantly low in written language
was 10.3%. This calls for attention to identify and assist these
children.

The results of this study suggest the importance of (1) early
success in writing for all children, (2) early identification of
writing difficulties, and (3) intervention, to provide the
maximum direct assistance to those children at risk of failure.

As teachers, I believe we must take special care to avoid
labelling children as disabled. However, it is through continued
diagnostic teaching that we will recognize specific areas in
which each child needs additional support.

. These results prompt the following questions:
1. When a child is recognised in class as delayed in language abi-

lities, is the delay recognised as (i) general, or (ii) specific?
2. Do these groups of children have different educational

needs?
1 What assistance is provided to these children?
4. Are these children given assistance early in their schooling

when it may be most critical?
5. What assistance is provided to classroom teachers who rec-

ognise these needs?
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Figure 3
Mean Total Written Language Scores
of Four Groups at Age 9 and Age 12

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2
Group I

Age 9 Age 12

Group Mean

la 4.5 9.9
21' 5.0 11.2
3c 11.3 14.7
4d 15.0 24.2

a Boys with low written language scores and IQ < 90 (N = 16)
Boys with low written language scores and IQ > 89 (N = 21)
Boys with actual written language scores below predicted scores (N = 30)

d Remainder of boys in sample (N = 249)
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Pad III The Assessment Process

To apply the descriptive criteria, the following steps are recom-
mended for an individual teacher or a group of teachers. (The
process is generally more effective and enjoyable when it involves a
group.)

I. Select narrative writings from children aged 9 to 12.

2. Read the descriptive criteria provided in this article. (See pages 15
to 22.)

3. Read the criteria for low, middle, and high for one measure, for
example, Organisation.

4. Reed a script. When beginning write a few specific notes about
the quality of the script but only in relation to the descriptors that
go with Organisation: note the development of the beginning,
middle and end of the script; does the beginning actually
introduce and middle develop the story? Is there an ending to the
story? Is it effective even though abrupt? What are the identifiable
parts within the script? What transition words are used to connect
the parts? Decide on a score, only in that measure, using a 0-5
scale with 5 high.

5. Do the same for each of the next seven measures.
Only while you are learning to apply the criteria do you need to
write descriptive notes. As you become proficient in scoring and
internalize the criteria for each measure, you will not need notes.
Your speed of assessing will rapidly increase. In the research, the
time required to assess a story of approximately 200 to 250 words,
scoring each of 8 measures, was 21/2 minutes.

While becoming familiar with the assessment process, work
towards (1) identifying levels (high, medium, low) in each of the
eight measures without allowing the child's success in one
measure to influence your judgements in other measures; (2)
interpreting descriptive criteria with agreement among your
team (e.g., groups of three teachers from the same school Or the
same class level). Team agreement in scoring determines the relia-
bility of the assessment tool. Agreement among readers is
defined as scores in each category not more than one point apart.
Try to reach this agreement approximately 75% of the time. When
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you rescore the same script, agreement with your own scores
should reach 90%. This training session may take as little as one
and one-half hours. Ideally, one day should be available to allow
time to reach team reliability.

6. TI- 7 descriptive criteria applied to the narrative writing can be
applied to other types of writing. You can tell if the criteria are
suitable or if they require adjustment.

7. Once familiar with the criteria and scoring process, you can write
criteria for your own purposes and your own curricula, using
scripts of your choice from which to develop the criteria. The
criteria may be extended to include scripts by children of other
ages.

Criteria can be written on first-draft scripts or on revised works.
You may find it helpful to have both sets of criteria a set of
'before' and 'after' to compare writing abilities without and with
revision.

Part IV Classroom Use

The following descriptions are accounts of how some teachers
adapted the descriptive criteria and process for use in their
classrooms. The method was always accompanied with warmth and
encouragement.

Joanne explained the descriptive criteria to her class of 11- and 12-
year-olds. They discussed specific writing samples to illustrate the
criteria. She used the children's writing assignments in her progress
reports to parents, showing them the strengths and weaknesses in
the child's written language development.

Margaret's students were 8- and 9-year-olds. The assessment
process provided the children with a sense of ownership of their
own writing. i'our times in the year the children used the process for
assessing their efforts in specific writing areas. Margaret also used
the process as a basis for individual conferences with her pupils,
matching their assessments of their efforts with her assessment of
their achievements. Together they set writing goals. The effort and
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achievement marks were included in their progress report to
parents.

Elaine, Jan and Joy devised charts to record and report how their
pupils were getting on. The charts were used to assist teachers,
children and parents to see in what areas of written language the
writers showed strengths and in what areas improvement was
needed.

Jan's pupils were 7- and 8-year-olds. Despite their youth, they
understood simple versions of the descriptive criteria and learnt to
apply them to their own work. She attributed improvement in the
children's writing to their fuller understanding of written
expression.

Joy also taught 7- and 8-year-olds. She attached reporting sheets
to most pieces of writing done by her pupils. Key words from the
descriptive criteria were written, with scores and comments, and all
were returned to the children. She kept a chart illustrating the whole
class's progress. She found an improvement in the children's moti-
vation to write well. At the same time, she gained clear information
of each child's writing and which aspects needed instruction and
assistance.

As a closing statement, I offer the following: the assessment
method is not revolutionary nor is it difficult to employ. It is my hope
that its use defines and organises knowledge of written language
into a practical, efficient, and helpful process.
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The Descriptive Criteria

07ganisation lieginning., Middle, End
Major Pei rts

Transitions between major parts

Low

This script generally has no distinction between the beginning, middle, or
end. It usually gives a concrete description ot the creature and/or lists what
the creature can do.

No chunks of expression are identifiable. There is nu paragraphing.

Middle

This script shows some definition of beginning, middle, and end. There is
generally a brief introduction with the remainder of the script comprising
the body. The body may have a loosely-developed plot. Sometimes the intro-
duction is quite long, with a very under-developed body. The ending is
generally identifiable, but it is ineffective and abrupt.

Chunks of expression are loosely identifiable. Paragraphing is generally
not used, although sometimes a new line is used, without indentation, to
begin a new chunk of expression or dialogue.

Transitions between chunks of expression are generally limited to "one
day" and used to begin the body of the story.

High

This script has an identifiable beginning, middle, and end. The beginning is
often fairly well developed. The largest amount of the script is the body. A
plot is generally well developed throughout the story. The ending is
apparent although abrupt and not as effective as the beginning or middle.

Chunks of expression are identifiable but usually not set in:o paragraphs.
Occasionally each new speak.er is given a new line for the d'alogue.

Transition words between chunks of expression are somewhat varied and
usually include words beyond merely time indicators.
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Dmelopment Of Ideas

Low

Focus
Sequence

idea expansion
Fluency

Coherence
Transitions between sentences

The story rambles. There is no focus other than the most general, describing
the creature's appearance or listing series of events.

There is no apparent plan for sequence other than listing events or des-
cribing the creature. The sentences tend to be parallel in importance.
Sequence is generally based on no more than chronology.

There is generally no central theme or plot which is expanded. The
information seems flat rather than having a point which is built by sup-
porting detail. If there is a central point, it is not well supported by details.

The story is jerky and choppy; the sentences do not flow.
Coherence is lost because parts within the story do not relate well to each

other.
There are few words which link one sentence to the next. These words are

generally limited to time denoters, such as: then, when, so, one day, next
day.

Middle

A general focus is maintained, although several semi-related events may
compete for focus. If only one theme is apparent, the focus tends to wander;
focus is not sharp.

Sequence shows sonic plan and a basis beyond listing parallel events.
Sequence may be based upon the author's logical thoughts, cause-effect, or
some other reason other than a pure chronology of events,

A central point of the story may be general, rather than specific, with fairly
vivid details to develop and support the general idea; or the story may have
a specific focus with less well-developed supportive detail.

Fluency is shown by the sentences flowing fairly smoothly.
Coherence is seen through sentences which relate to one another.

Coherence may be based on time indicators which relate one sentence to the
next, or it may be through non-time indicators which relate the sentences by
the developing idea.

Some time indicators are used to link sentences, but the linking words are
expanding to include such words as: suddenly, on his way home, well, for
hours, but, as also, as you can see.

High

The focus is sharp and vivid. A central theme is clearly portrayed. The story
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tends to make a specific point rather than give a global view.
This script is much like the Middle script except its sequence is more clear-

cut and less inclined to veer from the major plan.
A plot or theme is specific rather than general and the main idea is well

developed through supportive detail which is clear and usually vivid.
Each sentence flows smoothly into the next.
Each part of the story has a common bond with the other parts. There is

a literary tightness about the whole story; it is "glued together" properly.
Transition (linking) words show a variety and maturity beyond the

frequently-used transitional words. Examples are: meanwhile, gradually,
somehow, carefully, as a result, eventually.

Clarity Variety and precision of words
Subject-verb agreement

Noun-pronoun agreement
Verb tense consistency

Consideration of audience

Low

Vocabulary often consists ot commonly over-used words (e.g., went, had,
saw) and those which are general in nature, creating a rather flat, dull effect.
The types of words are almost evenly di ided between nouns (including
proper), adjectives, and action verbs.

This script tends to be more difficult to understand due to some noun-
pronoun confusion and sometimes some tense shifts (most lften due to a
shift from third-person narrator to first-person speaker). Occasionally there
are subject-verb disagreements (e.g., "There is windows . . ."), although
these grammatical difficulties are also seen in higher scripts.

There is no evidence of awareness of writing for an audience.

Middle

The vocabulary is more varied, colourful, and specific than in the Low
scripts. Types of words are, as with Low scripts, fairly evenly divided
between nouns, adjectives, and action verbs, although there are more of
each than in the Low scripts. Adverbs are beginning to appear (e.g., imme-
diately, cautiously).

Although this script may have minor difficulties in consistent verb tense,
noun-pronoun agreement or subject-verb agreement, the difficulties do not
generally impair the clarity of the message.

A few scripts show the beginning of audience awareness. E.g., "Tune in
next week for the continuing saga of . . ."
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High

Vocabulary is varied, colourful, and specific. There are usually a few more
adiectives than nouns or action verbs, although these scripts contain a
varietv of non-mundane verbs. Nearly always there is at least one adverb in
the script. Similes are beginning to appear.

Even in High scripts, one finds an occasional shjt in verb tense or subject-
verb/noun-pronoun disagreement.

A sense of audience is sometimes apparent. E.g., "Chapter One: Hello
there. I have a wonderful story to tell you."

Impact on the Reader Originality of idea
Clever twists

Low

This script generally describes the physical features of the creature and/or
lists its actions. The story gives general information rather than developing
a plot. The details are not well inter-related. The reader is left with a rather
flat impression.

Low-Middle

A central idea is developed, although it lacks originality or cleverness. The
reader can follow the general plot but is left with no particular impact.

Middle

The reader finds some appeal in part of the story; e.g., suspense, some
clever details, hut the appeal is not maintained throughout the story.

Middle-High

The reader finds specific appeal throughout most of the story, although the
story has some weaknesses which interrupt the reader's attention; e.g.,
distracting detail, wandering from the main idea, ineffectively abrupt
ending.

High

This script captures the rea:.ier throughout the entire reading. A main idea
is well-developed, with supporting detail which provides continued focus.
There is originality and/or cleverness, which creates a strong impact on the
reader.
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Punctuation, Capitals End Markers*
Commas

Apostrophes
()rogation Marks

Capitals

Low

This script generally has one-third to two-thirds of end markers omitted.
Question marks and exclamation marks are rarely used.
Commas are rarely used.
Apostrophes may 1-0 found, although they are often incorrectly used.
Quotation marks are rarely used.
Capitals are generally used to begin sentences, although some capitals are

omitted. Capitals are sometimes unnecessarily used in common nouns.

Middle

This script contains more end markers than Low scripts. However, many
scripts still lack some needed full stops. Question marks and exclamation
marks are sometimes foond, but used inconsistently throughout the story.

Commas are sometimes correctly used in series and less frequently in
long introductory clauses, and are rarely used before dialogue.

Apostrophes are sometimes used correctly in contractions and singular
possessives but rarely used correctly in plural possessives. Apostrophes are
sometimes incorrectly used in simply plurals.

Capitals are usually used correctly and as needed. They are more likely to
be omitted at the beginning of dialogue.

Even in a High script, a few end markers may be omitted. Question marks
and exclamation marks are often correctly used, although not as consis-
tently as full stops. Comma splices are more likely to occur in High scripts
than in Middle or Low scripts.

Commas are often used correctly in a series but are not as prevalent in
long introductory clauses. Commas are generally omitted before dialogue
(e .g., "said,").

Apostrophes are generally used correctly in contractions butare less used
in possessives.

Quotation marks are nearly always used, but they are not consistently
correct.

Capitals are usually used correctly where needed and are not unneces-
sarily used.

*Full stops, question marks, exclamation marks.
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Sentence Structure Syntax
Sentence variety

Rwz-on sentences
Sentence fragnwnts

Low

This script may show errors ir ,:yntax (grammatical arrangement of words,
phrases, or clauses).

Sentence types are generally not varied. A Low script has more simple
sentences than other types..However, in many cases, frequent lack of punc-
tuation and an excessive use of coordinating conjunctions produce long,
unclear sentences. A script less clearly written tends to have more
compound-complex sentences and compound sentences, rather than
complex sentences.

There are more run-on sentences than sentence fragments.

Middle

If syntactic errors occur, they are more likely to result from awkwardly
written sentences; e.g., "So then he wanted to be a cowboy riding on a horse
with two six-shooters."

This script is more clearly understood than the Low script even though up
to one-fourth or one-third of the end markers are omitted. There are more
simple sentences than other types. However, this script tends to have fewer
compound sentences and more complex sentences than found in the Low
script.

Comma splices may occur, causing run-on sentences, althouf,h they are
not as frequent as in the High script.

There are more run-on sentences than sentence fra gment,.

High

This script has few, if any, errors :n syntax.
The sentences are easily understood, despite some omitted punctuation.

There are more simple sentences than other types. This script has fewer
compound-complex sentences, with more complex sentences and
compound sentences.

Some run-on sentences may be found by incorrect use of commas instead
of full stops (commas splices). There are more comma splices than in Middle
or Low scripts.

There are few sentence fragments; these are generally used correctly for
effect.
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Spelling

Low

Familiar mtterns
Unfamiliar patterns

Homonyms
Affixes

Com MOT I memory
Invented

This script may show severe to less-severe spelling difficulties.
Severe problems in spelling include letters out of sequence (e.g., "siad"

for "said"). There may even be confusion between the letters p, q, b, d.
There is often a lack of correctly-used, familiar spelling patterns (e.g.,

"slips" for "sleeps," "saw" for "say," "shot" for "shoot.")
Suffixes are often omitted.
Less severe spelling difficulties include omission of double, final con-

:ionant before adding a suffix (e.g., "stoping" for "stopping.") Frequently
letters are omitted (e.g., "iumed" for "jumped.")

Homonyms are often incorrect.
Common memory words may be misspelled (e.g., "eney" for "any.")
There are not many unusual words in the script; therefore, invented

spelling may not be apparent.

Middle

Letters are generally not out of sequence other than in vowel combinations
(e.g., "dreem" for "dream.") There is no confusion in letter form.

Affixes cause some spelling difficulties (e.g., "gradualy" for "gradually,"
"walkes" for "walks.")

Homonym spelling is often confused.
Compound words may be separated (e.g., "in to" for "into.")
Unfamiliar spelling patterns are not yet under control (e.g., ie-ei, ier-iar,

er-ur-ir, c-s.)
There is seme evidence of invented spelling but not as much as in High

scripts.

High

Most spelling is correct.
Most frequent errors are in homonyms (especially, their/thereithey're) and

unfamiliar patterns (e.g., silent w, ie-ei, c-s.)
A high script is likely to show errors in high-risk (difficult) words by using

invented spelling (e.g., "speichial" for "special.")
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Handwriting Legibility
Letter fiirm
Letter size

Letter slope
Spacing

Alignment

Low

The most severe problem in handwriting is seen in incorrect letter form;
however, even a low script generally shows correct letter form.

Legibility is hampered by any one or a combination of the following:
There may be some combination of printing, cursive, and link script.

However, consistency in letter formation is usually present in the Low
script.

Size of letters sometinws varies. Writing bordering on the immature
generally shows large letters. Excessive space often exists between letters or
between words. Occasionally writing may be cramped, with letters exces-
sively close together.

Proper alignment (letters written on the line provided) is often marginal.

Middle

Legibility is generally not hampered, although the reader mav have to
closely examine a few words to identify the letters.

All letters are formed correctly.
Consistency in letter formation is usually present, with a definite style

apparent. Letter size is generally uniform, although excessive or too little
space between letters or words is sometimes found.

Alignment is satisfactory.

High

This script has none of the interferences described in the Low and Middle
scripts

All letters may not be perfectly written, hut the reader is not hampered
due to the quality of the handwriting.
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The Study
IN 1984, in one hundred Form 2 (Year 7) classes and in
one hundred Form 3 (Year 10) classes throughout New
Zealand, six thousand children wrote three pieces

each. Their work was collected and the 18,000 pieces
analytically marked according to internationally agreed
criteria. Now the results are known. Not all the interna-
tional results and comparisons from the other 13 countries
and systems are available. It would be good to know 'how
well New Zealand scored', but there are dangers in that

international surveys are sometimes treated as academic
Olympics. However, some generalisations can be made
and we can draw out consequent implications for teaching
writing.

Letters
Three tasks involved writing friendly letters. The best writ-
ers combined a fluent command of the required familial
or friendly tone with descriptive ability and precise lan-
guage choice. Where writers used intrusive or irrelevant
material, vague and partial information or pedestrian lan-
guage, they did not score well. Recall, selecting matenal
and producing an ordered sequence were also required,
and on these tasks students were dearly good or bad.

Two formal letters were called for and gave the writers
fewer problems, possibly because of the clear directions
for content. In the Netherlands nd England scores were
also high in this task. In New Z.mland the letter to the
Principal was the top-scoring task for Form 5 students,
with 81% of students gaining a grade of 3 or better. It may
he that students were able to visualise their principal as
the specific audience for the letter, with the result that a
formal, courteous style and tone was observed. It was a
feature of low-scoring scripts that an inappropriately col-
loquial informal tone was used. This informal register was
also seen in scripts by Form 2 students in New Zealand,
but whether this was a lack of familiarity with the conwn-
tions of formal messages or because they saw their princi-
pals as approachable friendly adults, is not clear.

When writing the other formal letter, an application for
a summer job, some students found it difficult to imagine
the audience and the recipient's point of view. Perhaps
this was because the audience was someone unknown -
a personnel manager. In the English and American sam-
ples, this task creathi problems for a large number of
students. Some found the level of formality difficult, so
that a serious and distant tone at times became pompous
or clumsy. In New Zealand, however, 72% of students
gained a grade of 3 or more in this task.

Star:es
The narrative task was to write on an episode that could
have happened to you. The dimensions of content, organi-
..ation and style were revealed os closely interdependent.
Competent writers generated and selected appropriate con-
tent, successfully handled the chronology of the episode,
weis: aware of the reader, understood that one purpose of
this task was to isitertain, and so controlled the form and
style of siory-tell,ng.

Students whr drew on their own experience produced
lively, fresh essays. The better narratives showed an honesty
of perception, a freshness of voice and sometimes a sense
of humour. Such features were usually lacking in plots cul-
led from television programmes, comics, films or popular
teenage fiction.

The difference between high and low achieing writers
was apparent in the sense of audience Altheugh the audi-
ence for the narrirtive was an unspecific 'reader' (unlike th:
functional letter tasks), better writers 5tonved an under-

standing that for every story-teller there is a listener. They
used many techniques to involve and manipulate the reac-
tions of the reader; deliberate constructions for denoue-
ment; surprise endings; delayed action; conversation and
internal monologue; the colloquial style of a raconteur; de-
liberately heightened and expressive vocabulary; and vari-
ation in sentence structures. Introductions showed varying
degrees of sophistication, and often dictated the structure
and tone which followed. The most common opening by
New Zealanders was a descriptive paragraph, the establish-
ment shot common in film, as a physical, emotional or
historical context for the story. There was also evidence in
introductions (and conclusions) of reflection on the episode.
and adjustments by the writer to the point of view of the
audience. Other opening strategies included varied
chronology, such as flashbacks, the narrative framework of
a story within a story, immediate action often using
dialogue, and even the occasional classical technique of
beginning 'in media res'. in the middle of the action.

Not all experimentation was entirely successful. Weaknes-
ses in planning led some students to emphasise the detailed
time-consuming list of domestic detail or minor events, the
heart of the story was added hurriedly at the end.

This narrative writing was the highest scoring essay-style
task in New Zealand for Form 5 (Year 10) although the
tormal letters proved least difficult overall. The Netherland's
report comments that real quality was rare in their stories
but tor the British the narrative was the least difficult task.

Argument
The writers were also asked to produce a persuasive or ar-
gumentative essay. This was to be on any problem or issue
about which they felt strongly. Each writer was required to
generate the content, including illustrations or incidents as
supporting material, and to organise this material logically
and systematically in order to persuade the audience to
share that point of view. The writer could take the stance
of an adversary, or give a balanced perspective.

The choice of problems was wide-ranging, from egocen-
tric concerns to global issues. Some of those who wrote on
general ethical problems had little to say beyond half-under-
stood, regurgitated views, but mature writers with a
genuine interest in the topic usually produced high-scoring
scripts. Not all high scores were on these wider topics;
some on personal and family problems were equally high.
The use of minor issues sometimes led to problems in
generating enough material, and less able writers penalised
themselves by selecting subjects with limited breadth of
content.

Deep feeling and seriousness did not necessarily result
in high achievement. Vehement style could become a tirade,
lacking in logic and. at least in New Zealand, depending
on peremptory rhetorical questions and insistent state-
ments. A balance between forthright views and persuasive
style was difficult to maintain, and the registers shifted
from formal to colloquial. In these essays, a bald description
of a problem, or the blunt declaration that there was a
problem replaced argumentation, logic or persuasion. Rep-
etition or even listing of ideas were substitutes for emphasis
or supporting arguments, links between ideas were tenu-
ous. Limited language choice and sentence structures re-
flected the vague or limited ideas, and the spoken mode
was intrusive.

Those who were confident in the genre knew their topic,
and pleaded their case. They defined the issues, took a
clear stance, recognised and rebutted counter arguments.
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Their framework for persuasion varied from the traditional
rhetorical style to include narrative of a relevant incident,
or a formal debating style,

Reflecting
The ieflective essay, Task 7, was the most academic and the
most difficult of all the tasks. The essay, as a literary form,
might be described as a process by which writers clarify'
their thinking. At its best it offers new perception and un-
derstanding through association, comparison, evaluation
and exposition. it involves the writer in a subtle balancing
act - sustaining a personal view while acknowledging the
opinions of others. The focus is on the topic, rather than
the writer or the reader.

In this study students were asked to philosophise a little
on a topic chosen from six areas of broad human concern.
These ranged from the relatively familiar such as television,
or the generation gap, to the more abstract, such as lonel-
iness or the power of possessions. Not many students at
this level had the maturity of reasoning or broad general
knowledge necessary to distance themselves from strident
argument or mere personal anecdote. High quality scripts
stated a clear position, drew inferences, and acknowledged
implications of, or alternatives to, such a position. They
were rewarded for developing reasoning and analysis to
support their stance, for clear and varied structures of or-
ganisation, especially transitions, introductions and conclu-
sions, for a range of sentence structures, and for concise
and often original expression.

In low-scoring scripts the wider perspectives suggested
by the topics were usually not recognised. Argumentation
took the form of simple personal statements unsupported
by examples. or of stereotypes or irrelevant digressions.
For instance, the content of low-scoring New Zealand es-
says on the television topic sometimes contained little more
than a catalogue of favourite programmes. These writers
could not read beyond the literal meaning of the starter
material, and lacked logic and reasoning. They had prob-
lems with the cognitive level of analytical processing re-
quired. In New Zealand, sVents at 15 would not have
been very familiar with thispe of writing. Students in
this group also failed to perceive the need for a different
style and tone from the argumentativetpersuasive task, and
sometimes used oratorical or spoken forms of expression.

Implications
Depth, Content Familiarity

ALREADY some of the implications for classroom
practice will be apparent. The students' writing
performance varied substantially depending on

how familiar the student was with the task. The analyses
of the New Zealand results points to the importance of
students feeling in control of their material for high perfor-
mance. Accuracy in the mechanics of spelling, grammar
and usage went with the student's confidence. Where the
writer knew what he or she wanted to say the mechanics
of spelling, grammar, and appropriate diction were more
often correct. Where the writer was struggling with ideas
and content the mechanics got worse too.

Maturity
More complex tasks such as argumentative or reflective
writing may be beyond the majority of students at this
stage (12 years and 15 years) demanding a level of cognitive
development which many students do not reach until aged
16 or mote. When Form 2 and Form 5 (Yeats 7 and 10)
students attempted these tasks their writing deteriorated
in many ways and in effect they regressed to a lower level

of mechanical accuracy, vocabulary use and sentence struc-
ture.

Early findings from some of the other ciuntries reveal
the same patterns and suggest that acqu: ring the skills
necessary for argumentative or reflectiw writing comes
only with the maturity of the writer and is not because of
deficiencies in any teaching programme. Students in sec-
ondary schools must cope with increasingly large amounts
of complex material to read and translate into notes. This
material may later have to be turned into 'literary' or
'academic' essays and students have little experience or
formal training in this skill. Such writing has specialised
patterns and may require new strategies for reading, and
for the teaching of writing.

Preparation
This study points to the worth of classroom discussion for
providing context and background for students before they
attempt expository or persuasive writing. Just as students
make more sense of what they are reading if they know
the context and background of the test, so too they write
better if they have access to a broad range of content.
Younger students may also need help in defining the topic
and choosing elements tor examples, illustration and
counter-argument in persuasive and expository writing.

There is also strong evidence of the value of reading as
a factor in writing performance. This was seen especially
in the fluency and familiarity of studer,s with the variety
oi structures and styles in narrative writing,

More revelations
Girls

ACONSISTENT finding which emerges is the higher
achievement of girls. It is hard to say why girls per-
form better in writing. The subjects they choose

to take at school may allow them more practice in extensive
written activity because it is quiet individual work. The
topics teachers choose for writing, especially at secondary
school, may suggest to boys that writing is a feminine
occupation. There may be a difference in maturation: at
15 girls are keen to analyse and put a point of view while
boys prefer story writing on fantasy topics, the same topics
preferred by 12-year-old boys. Nevertheless, the best exam-
ples of narrative and expository writing still included biws'
scripts.

Some constraints
All the scripts analysed were first drafts, written under
test conditions without preparation or time for much revi-
sion and editing. This was in contrast to the modern class-
room practice of allowing students to work and rework
their texts. A few schools declined to take part in the study
because of this emphasis on judging product and first
draft writing which was opposed to their school's practice
of concentrating on the processes of writing. Students men-
tioned planning and revision as important aspects of pro-
cessing their ideas when writing and the lack of time for
these must be seen as a constraint on the writing done
for this study.

Spelling, lunctuation and Grammar
Spelling emir rates in this study show that there has actu-
ally been a slight increase in accuracy since Nicholson's
survey in 1970. Moreover the lEA measures are conserva-
tive, giving high error rates. Counted as mistakes are slips
of the pen; and inconsistencies in spelling, grammar or
punctuation where students correctly spelt a word in one
line and yet make a mistake several lines further on. Under
'normal' writing conditions these mistakes might disap-
pear, given revision and the reworking of compositions.
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Standands
Comments in the media about standards of writing often
concentrate only on surface errors of spelling and gram-
mar. They ignore such things as the level of cognitive
difficulty of the writing task, the quality and acoPe of
ideas, diversity of language choice, complexity of linguistic
structures, or the organisation of the content. Any measure
of spelling, grammar or punctui tion must take account
of the breadth of vocabulaty useri as well as other dimen-
sions of writing. Students who make few errors may in
fact be using extremely simple linguistic structures and
vocabulary whereas inaccurate spellers may be inventing
spelling in order to use more expressive language which
is just beyond their learmd written vocabulary. It would
be harsh to penalise iambi ity in an effort to enforce correct-
ness.

Chi1drenc Advice
Secondary analysis of one of the friendly letters provided
a picture of what students knew and thought about school
writing, and the values they placed on different aspects of
writing.

The most frequently given advice was on neatness of
plesentafion, correct spelling and punctuation i.e., on sur-
face features of writing. New Zealand children ranked con-
tent second, with comments such as 'be original' and 'keep
to the topic'. The better writers had more of value to say
than poorer writers, who tended to list five surface features.
This result is true in most other countries too. The Bntish
report suggests that poor writers are bewildered, wonder
what might constitute good writing, and look for quite
separate factors, such as behaving well in class as the way
to achieve good marks.

Their responses do suggest that we need to communicate
our criteria very clearly. Knowledge about writing precedes
the power to write, so we must also teach an awareness of
the processes of writing. But even when students know
the ideal, they cannot always put it into practice - compar-
ing the advice they gave with (heir scores confirmed that
knowing about is not always P.nowing how. An explanation
of the dimensions of each task (as outlined in an analytical
marking scheme) may help students to understand more
clearly what is expected of them, when they are given the
miffing assignments, and not after the work is returned to
them.

Matching Techniques and Goals
THERE seems to be some discrepancy between the
teachers' stated aims (usually developmental and
pragmatic goals) and the activities used to teach

writing in the classrooms. Much of the writing in class-
rooms, across the curriculum, is copying, not composing
text. This recital of material organised by someone else
may povide models of writing. But opportunities for stu-
dents to assemble, order and process their own ideas are
needed.

Students, from Form 2 (Year 7) on, write more and more;
they need a far greater range of writing activities which
involve a variety of audiences and styles, beyond narra-
tives and letters, and they need to be taught organisation
skills. Perhaps we need more scrutiny of less writing.

Writing to Think
With revising and monitoring one's own work comes the
skill of using writing to think and analyse, to solve prob-
lems with strategies, to assess one% own knowledge and
extend it. At this point we are writing to learn. Other
familiar activities are efficient and enjoyable but research
in America and in New Zealand shows that the writing
tasks students are given do not require them to think
deeply enough.

To improve the teaching of writing is to improve the
quality of thinking, the higher order thinking skills of
students. It is to help students communicate ideas, learn
new information and solve problems.

This lEA study, and David Phillips' study of writing in
four classrooms (see set 1986, No. 1, item 12) have revealed
a lack of variety in teaching piogrammes, even within the
practice of 'process writing'. It is a feature which is not
specific to New Zealand classrooms. The recent report from
the National Assessment of Educational Prowess (NAEP)
in America says:

The results . . . suggest that American schools have been successful
at teaching students to formulate quick and short interpretations,
but they have not yet developed in students the skills they need
to explain and defend the tudgements they make. The end result
is an emphasis on shallow and superficial opinions at the expense
of reasoned and disciplined thought . . .

Judith Langer, one of the authors of the NAEP survey.
claims that activities do not create purpose. Rather, in the suc-
cessful classroom. purpose creates activities, and shapes the
ways in which they are carried out. Where writing is used
as evaluation, the audience is still the teacher, the content
is a replication of the teacher or the text, and evaluation is
through grading. Where writing is used for thinking, it is
for the students themselves, it encourages experiment and
exploration, the writing process becomes the learning pro-
cess, the language is the students' own language. Grading
and assessment may be delayed, but will be mote revealing.

As Judith Langer observed in successful classrooms:
where writing has a clear purpose, it works to prepare for
new learning and to access knowledge; to review knowl-
edge and draw new !earring together; to find out what is
not yet understood, and to extend and rethink knowledge,
to relate it to a new context. New activities, such as journals,
writing logs, planning and pre-writing activities, peer con-
ferencing, have been enthusiastically taken up, but often
incorporated into old purposes. The goals have not
changed. Students are still writing to please the teacher,
rather than to think deeply.

We need to take every opportunity to explore and explain
what we are doing and why and to celebrate the good
things that are happening in our classrooms. The lEA Writ-
ten Composition Study is a start.

Notes
Hilm Lamb, now the Principal of Queen Margaret College, 53 Hobson
St, Mlbigton, was national research co-ordinator for the lEA Written
Composition Study when this report was prepared.

The NAEP survey report is
Applebee, Arthur and Langer. Judith, Writing Report Card (1987)
Washington D.C.: National Assessment of Educational Progress.

Copying Permitted
Copynght on this item is held by NZCER and ACER who grant to

ail people actively engaged in education the right to copy it in the
interests of better teaching. Please acknowledge the source.
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Item 16

Taking Care of the Elements
Assessment of Writing Performance, Curriculum,

Teaching and Learning, in South Australia

By Claire Woods
University of South Australia

Fackground

IN South Australia the performance of school pupils as
readers and writers in Years 6 and 10 (New Zealand

Forms I and 5) is being assessed in the Writing and Reading
Assessnwnt Project (WRAP). An interim report has been
released and a final report is being prepared. WRAP is
perhaps the most comprehensive and detailed curriculum
monitoring and student assessment project undertaken in
Australia to date. The focus of this set item is on the first
results of the survey of writing.

The project became very much a co-operative effort
between the education systems (State. Catholic and
Independent) and the main teacher-education institution; it
has involved a wide range of schools, teachers, researchers,
curriculum writers, 4.1visers, subject consultants, and
teacher educaton..

The decision was made early in the planning, consistent
with practice in South AustrAa, to develop this
programme without relying on standardised and norm-
referenced testing procedures.

The development team was firm that the form of assess-
ment must support literacy and language learning and
teaching; it must ensure that teachers were provided with
the tools for appraising learning and for reporting progress
with confidence. To this end WRAP was designed with
three interlinked strands: the Survey proper; teacher
professional development; information dissemination. This
item concentrates on the Survey. In developing the Survey
tasks the team drew on other research as much as on local
practice. The work of the Assessment of Performance Unit
at the National Foundation for Educational Research
(England and Wales) and of the Scottish Council for
Research in Education was particularly helpful.

The Survey

The Survey aims to provide information about
(1) the range, kinds, and frequency of writing and reading

done in subjects across the curriculum;
(2) performance in specific writing and reading tasks;
(3) students' perceptions of themselves as readers and

writers and their attitudes to reading and writing at
school. II

The sample

Me sampling design was prepared by Malcolm Rosier of
ACER's Survey and Analysis Services Unit. It is a stratified
random sample of students in Year b and Year 10 classes in
ordinary schools with enrolments in both primary and
secondary of more than 100. Schools were drawn propor-
tionally from all education sectors, Education Department,
Catholic and Independent schools. Students from 32
Primary and 29 Secondary were involved in the survey in
1989. Further data were gathered in 1990 and supplemen-
tary data are being gathered in 1991. The Interim Report is
based on the 1989 data.

From each school, two classes were selected at Year 6
and two at Year 10 For specific purpose analysis four
students from each o: the classes were chosen at random.
The work of additionai special interest students was also
analysed.

There were separate survey procedures for specific
student groups not necessarily fully represented in the
sample; Aboriginal students, those in Special Schools for
students with disabilities, students from non-English-
speaking-backgrounds, and children in poverty.

Curriculum Monitoring

First came gathering information about the kinds of writ-
ing and reading the students did in all their subjects over a
four-week period.

Writing

The students were g:ven folders in which to keep all their
written work over a four-week period in Term 3 of 1989.
From these four weeks, two weeks vi Ire randomly
selected. The class teachers were asked to fill in detailed
class-by-class curriculum activity sheets in which they
noted their aims, resources used, time spent on tasks,
expectations, assignments set, and so on. This contextvil
information was a necessary component in the analysis of
the student work.

Two questions drove this part of the Survey: What range of
writing activities are students experiencing in schools?
What other aspects of writing, such as processes, levels of



complexity and purposes are evident and significant in
classroom writing?

Findings

Length
The children wrote whilst doing many different tasks in
many different subjects. In Year 6 (Form 1) their writing
averaged less than a page in length. In Year 10 (Form 5),
the average was a page and a quarter.

Forms

In all subjects the dominant form was exercises (49%)
followed by original wriiing (26%). The range of original
writing is extensive; including essays, descriptions, instruc-
tions, invitations, reports, scripts, stories, learning logs,
and letters. There were also 'transformations' in which
students in some way transform other writing into a differ-
ent form, for example, making summaries, diagrams,
charts and posters. If these are added to the original writ-
ing, then students can be seen to be writing with some
degree of originality 40% of the time. Copying of some
kind occurred in 11% of the writing.

Exercises were particularly noticeable in Language Arts,
where despite 27% of the writing being original, and 6%
transformational, exercises (spelling, vocabulary, compre-
hension, gran.mar) comprise 59% of writing. Similarly in
Languages C4her Than English (LOTE) , exercises play a
major part (73%) in student writing. Year 10 students were
also engaged in writing exercises more than any other
form (36%). Original writing was 28% of the total and to
this might be added transformations (13%) to get some
indication of how much writing demanded originality in
some way from students (41%). The figures are remarkably
similar across the year levels. Original writing was the
dothinant form in the Language subjects (48%).

Reproductions (copied text, copied notes, typing exer-
cises, etc.) account for 22% of writing at Year 10: a signifi-
cantly higher figure than in Year 6.

Complexity

In Year 6, there is little writing that demands students
write in extended prose (8%). Written responses are
usually just a sing) word (35%) or separate sentences
(30%) or connected sentences (17%). Even in subjects
where it might be expected that students write at length,
Language Arts and Social Education, they write primarily
single word or short answers (e.g., Language Arts, 70% of
work).

Year 10 students write longer sentences, and more
connected sentences or paragraphs in all subjects.
However, separate sentences still dominate (37%), rather
than longer pieces of writing. Connected sentences and
extended prose account for 29% of all writing. The
Language areas (English and LOTE) and the Arts contain
significant amounts of extended prose (32% and 37%). In
Science, however, the major form of written response is in
separate sentences (49%). Only 4% of writing in Science is
in extended prose.

Authorship
Year 6 students write primarily in their own words (43%);
Year 10 students also (46%). When the figures for Maths

Status

One-off writing is dominant in both Year 6 (86%) And Year
10 (88%). Ifery little work at either year level suggests that
drafting 4nd revising writing is common practice. This is
an interesting finding particularly as schools in their
curriculum documents say they are emphasising the
importance of drafting, revising, and editing, leading to a
polished final product.

Print style
Both Year 6 and Year 10 students prefer to use print (52%
and 67%) rather than linked (cursive) script (37% and 20%).
This is a curious finding. Do they prefer to print because
they think print looks neater? Very little work at either
year level is word processed.

Audience
The dominant audience is the teacher, at both levels.
Implied audiences of any kind are rarely used as a focus
for writing. However, at both year levels, writing for
oneself occupies a substantial place.

Choice

Students are given little choice in what and how they
write. In Year 6, 67%. and Year 10, 76"6 of the writing is
chosen by the teacher.

Purpose

The purpose for writing in Year 6 is predominantly to
display knowledge (29%), to demonstrate understanding
(13%), consolidate knowledge (4%), or practise skills (12%).
And while some subjects, such as Language Arts, expect
students to use writing for a wide range of purposes (e.g.,
reflecting, questioning, clarifying, entertaining, asserting,
giving an opinion), most writing is for limited purposes.
While the results are not very different in Year 10, there is a
slight increase in the use of writing to explore/interpret
and record ideas.

Function
Writing in all subjects in Year 6 is primarily a tool for
thinking and managing complex tasks and to demonstrate
knowledge, skill or understanding. There is relatively little
use of writing for social action, personal exploration, or as
an aesthetic experience.

The figures are similar in Year 10 where, almost 90% of
writing is used for only two of the function categories, (a)
as a learning tool, (b) to demonstrate knowledge, skills or
understanding.

Conclusions
While a wide range of writing is undertaken in most
subjects the purposes and functions for writing are in
general limited. Students are not expected to draft and
revise or indeed write at length, write for a wide range of
audiences (either real or implied) or engage in the kind of
writing which calls forth complex thinking, reflecting or
analytic skills. The report says:

The challenge for teachers is to ensure that students use
writing not only as a means of consolidating and
demonstrating knowledge but more often as a means of

are removed, this is 51% in Year 10. In Year 6, 29% of writ- calling into play the full potential of their intelligence
ing is copying; in Year 10 it is 22%. us through creative, critical or exploratory discourse.
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personal exploration

teaming tool

social action

aesthetic

demonstrate knowledge/
skill / understandin

unrecorded

Performance

Language
Arts

Table I
Year 6. Percentages of writing across the curriculum

I-anguagesSocialmathematics Science Other ThanEducation
English

ALL
(excluding

Maths)
ALL

5.4 03 4.4 0 0 4.7 4.0

25.9 39.7 42.7 54.7 54.0 32.3 33.6

4.2 0.2 6.1 0 1.6 4.4 3.7

16.5 0 2.2 1.6 6.3 11.8 9.7

47.7 59.4 44.2 43.0 38.1 46.4 48.7

0.4 0.3 0.4 0.8 0 0.4 0.4

The children were asked to:
(a) write, reflecting on themselves as writers (the Me as a

writer' task);
(b) write a science report after observing, recording obser-

vations, planning and designing a specific item;
(c) write an autobiographical piece;
(d) write a story;
(e) write a persuasive piece involving collecting informa-

tion, planning, organising, drafting arid preparing a
written argument.

Only (a) has been marked and analysed so far, and these
results have appeared in the interim report.

Writing analysis

Writing was analysed in two ways.
(1) The Immediate Response Score is an impressionistic Or

holistic score; a score which reflects the reader/asses-
sor's immediate reaction to the piece of writing as a
whole. Each paper was marked independently by two
trained teacher scorers. A supervising scorer from the
project team scored independently when there was any
major discrepancy. After scoring, all papers were sorted
into the respective scoring bands and further scrutiny
by supervising protect officers ensured that papers in
each band were consistent.

(2) The Analytic Score isolates specific aspects of the text for
scoring. The WRAP team investigated 3nd trialled scor-
ing schemes used in other writing assessment research
and devised an analytic scoring scheme which focused
on the categories:

ideas/information;
organisation;
language appropriateness and style;
conventions (including spelling, punctuation,
syntax/gran . .ar).

Spelling, being of great interest to the general public, was
also treated separately. Each piece of writing was scored,
again, according to the categories.

Reading and writing

As well as the specific writing tasks, two reading tasks (not
reported here) resulted in writing. Whilst reading fiction 1
the children were asked to keep a reading log of interesting

or noteworthy paints. At the end they were asked to write
a letter to the WRAP team in which they responded to
what they had read, including such information as
whether they would recommend the story to others, their
reaction to events, characters, ideas in the story, and so on.
These letters were analysed as pieces of writing, using both
scoring methods.

Whilst reading non-fiction the students were asked to fill
in a special booklet with notes on what they already knew
about the topic, to predict information, and then, having
read the text as many times as they wished, they were
asked to put the text away and retell the information. To
analyse the retelling the protect team first checked the non-
fiction text the teacher had given the children for the
number of main points, number of supporting details, and
total number of words. Each student's retelling was then
analysed, alongside the text, for main points, supporting
detail, points or details wrongly included, points drawn
from previous knowledge or not provided in the text.

Results

Overall performance

The Immediate Response scale showed that the majority of
students (at both 11 and 15) were in the three categories:

Very Satisfactory in Most Areas;
Satisfactory in Most Areas;
Satisfactory in Some Areas.

The percentages of children judged satisfactory in most
areas, or better, were 63% in Year 6 (Form 1), 56% in Year
10 (Form 5).

After the second, Analytic, scoring the project team
sorted all the writing into bands according to the cate-
gories. Thus, for example, one piece of writing might score
high for ideas and information but low for the conventions
- punctuation, spelling, etc. The WRAP team was then able
to comment in detail on the particular skill at each band
level, and to extract exemplars to demonstrate particular
features of the writing. The report concludes;

. . in the higher bands there was evidence that
students could engage in the complexities of higher
order thinking skills: comparing, contrasting, specu-
lating, assessing alternatives, and so on.



Spelling

Spelling was targeted for particular analysis in both 'Me as
a writer' and the retelling of a non-tiction text. In both,
Year 6 students' performance was high - most achieved
more than 95% accuracy. These students demonstrated:

...considerable control over the conventions of punc-
tuation, capitalisation and basic grammar.

The report finding is:
There were few examples of prose that was suffi-
ciently inaccurate for the message to be distorted or
unclear, in any score band.

In Year 10, spelling in the 'Me as a writer' task was
generafir handled competently. The majority were 98%
accurate and fewer than 1% of the students had less than
90% accuracy. This applies even in the lower score bands.
The report concludes:

There were strong aspects in all features of writing
and positive comments can be made about the
performance of the students in all score bands.

Problems

Nevertheless, there were problems in other areas. That
most children were only Satisfactory overall suggests the
need for young writers to give more attention to ideas, to
elaborate them and organise their writing into co'_.ent
and cohesive pieces. The report says:

Lack of organisation and limited development of
ideas were the biggest factors in students not
completing this task satisfactorily.

The Survey Conclusions Thus Far

The curriculum monitoring part of the Survey revealed the
huge range and diy.:,rsity of reading and writing tasks in
all iosbiects that students are asked to attempt in a two-
week period. It has reinforced that activities are complex
and Coat the skills, knowledge and processes needed by
students, to be successful, are equally complex.

However, the Survey revealed that much of the writing
was short in length and demonstrated that little time was
spent on revision and reflection. There was little evidence
of any particularly significant effort to engage students in
writing for a wide range of purposes. The purposes for
which writing was used were essentially limited to exer-
cises and reproduction tasks (copying, etc.). Few writing
tasks were in extended prose and there was a clear lack of
writing for social action, aesthetic or personal reasons. At
both year levels the survey found that students have:

...an adequate control over basic conventions and
language skills.

Yet the report suggests that students need to develop the
skills for cohesive and extended pieces of writing, focusing
on ideas and information, elaborating ideas, and shaping
them appropriately for a purpose. The report also
commented that:

Many students, particularly at the secondary level,
demonstrated some difficulty in writing about them-
selves in a personal reflective mode. However, there
was evidence that the more successful students were
prepared to use a variety of syntactic and rhetorical
devices to get their ideas across and engaged in a
range of higher order thinking skills in making
connections and exploring their ideas. 120

The challenge for teachers would seem to be to provide
in all subjects, for all students, writing activities which
demand the use of higher order thinking skills, construct-
ing extended pieces of writing, in which ideas and infor-
mation (including expressions of arguments or points of
view) are focused and elaborated.

Commentary

Teachers nerd to take the high ground in community
debates about literacy and literacy achievement, rather
than being cauOt ...istantly on the defensive. The assess-
ment procedures teachers use should reveal the complexity
of language and literacy development. This is what teach-
ers recognise in the day-to-day work with children.

We should provide assessments th: describe students'
achievements in the richest manner possible. Furthermore,
describing and examining the curriculum las a context for
achievement) in detail, should be part of the way the teach-
ing profession constructs public expectations about liter-
aev. Thus public expectation and knowledge ot schools
and students should be built on the basis of a rich portrait
of what is actually occurring in the classroom.
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